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Abstract 

Innumerable biological systems rely on Protein-Protein Interactions (PPIs) to govern basal 

physiological processes.  Deregulation of PPIs is implicated in various human diseases, and PPIs have 

thus been frequently promoted as pharmacological targets.  Yet, physiochemical and structural 

characteristics of binding interfaces, as well as modest affinities for binding partners, have yielded 

tremendous challenges in targeting PPIs with small-molecule inhibitors.  Here we demonstrate 

biophysics-guided methodologies to reveal the mechanistic and structural bases of a tumorigenic PPI, 

and to identify and optimize small-molecule inhibitors of PPIs implicated in oncogeneses by Fragment-

based lead discovery (FBLD) campaigns.  We targeted GAS41 and BCL6, implicated as oncogenic 

drivers of non-small cell lung cancers and diffuse large B-cell lymphomas, respectively.  First, we 

present biophysical approaches to characterize a bivalent mode of recognition of site-specific acetylated-

Histone H3 by histone reader protein GAS41.  We demonstrate that the bivalent mode of recognition 

confers an improvement in affinity by an order of magnitude, and further solve the crystal structure of 

complex to reveal the molecular details of Histone H3 acetyl-lysine binding GAS41 YEATS (Yaf9, 

ENL, Af9, Taf14, Sas5) domain.  Subsequently, we report the development of small-molecule inhibitors 

of GAS41 histone reader function, and of BCL6-co-repressor interaction.  We highlight a rational design 

strategy in which the molecular details of macromolecular recognition are incorporated into optimization 

of small-molecule inhibitors.  In addition, we develop NMR-based methodology to quantify and rank 

binding of compounds in early-stage FBLD projects.  We used protein-NMR-based fragment screens 

against GAS41 YEATS and BCL6 BTB domains to identify hits, and we applied protein-NMR, x-ray 
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crystallography, biophysical studies, and biochemical assays to lead design of compounds targeting 

GAS41 and BCL6 with nanomolar and mid-micromolar inhibitory activities, respectively, in vitro.  In 

total, our work presents an integrated, iterative strategy to characterize and block PPIs that may be 

deemed intractable to conventional small-molecule inhibitor development approaches.     
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

A. Motivation 

 Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) are ubiquitous in biological systems and pathways, 

governing a myriad of physiological processes, such as chromatin remodeling1, transcriptional 

activation or repression2, signal transduction3, cell growth and division4, and cell metabolism5.  

Furthermore, PPIs and multi-protein complexes comprise epigenetic complexes, responsible 

for one of either recognition of epigenetic markings on histone lysine residues via reader 

proteins; addition of markings to histone lysine residues via writer proteins; or removal of 

markings from histone lysine residues via eraser proteins6.  The orchestrated function of 

histone readers, writers, and erasers figures prominently in regulation of chromatin structure 

and gene activation.   

By extension, deregulation of epigenetic PPIs is implicated in numerous human 

diseases, given the basal roles that histone acetyl-lysine mediated PPIs play in integral 

processes spanning various biological functions7,8.  Particularly, given the significance of such 

in gene regulation and in chromatin remodeling, many human cancers present oncogenes 

dependent on epigenetic PPIs to drive oncogenic transformation2,9,10.  For this reason, we have 

identified several PPIs as pharmacological targets for therapeutic intervention against varying 

types of cancers.   
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Yet, PPIs possess biophysical, physiochemical, and structural properties that pose 

challenges in design of small-molecule inhibitors.  Specifically, binding interfaces present 

large, hydrophobic, flat surfaces seen in classically defined “undruggable” or challenging 

targets11, and moreover may often display modest affinities for endogenous binding partners 

(KDs >10 µM)12,13,14, which begets multiple questions, including what methods are appropriate 

to quantify binding, how much affinity is to be had at such binding sites, and how to develop 

weakly-binding hits into potent small-molecule inhibitors.  Here we present a two-pronged 

biophysics- and structural biology-based approach to target difficult-to-prosecute PPIs.  The 

first is characterization of the biophysical, mechanistic, and structural bases of a molecular 

recognition event of histone acetyl-lysine by an epigenetic histone reader protein that is 

implicated in oncogenesis of a sub-type of non-small cell lung cancer.  The second is 

identification and optimization of small-molecule inhibitors in two cases of epigenetic PPIs, 

validated as indispensible to oncogenic transformations in their respective cancers, by 

fragment-based lead discovery, guided by biophysics-, chemical biology-, and structural 

biology-based methodologies.  

B. Epigenetic protein-protein interactions (PPIs) as pharmacological targets in various 

human cancers 

 B.1. PPIs as regulators of epigenetic systems 

 Epigenetic systems regulate gene expression independent of genetic sequence 

(reviewed extensively in6).  This principally occurs via the addition of epigenetic markings to 

either DNA or Histone proteins, which are comprised of modifications of any number of 

functional groups, including acetyl15, butyryl16, crotonyl17, methyl18, propionyl16, and 

succinyl19.  Lysine residues on histone proteins are commonly targeted for epigenetic 
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markings, which exert demonstrable effects on chromatin remodeling and condensation15.  

Three distinct classes of epigenetic proteins are responsible for regulating histone lysine 

modification: histone reader proteins, which recognize or “read” modifications; histone writer 

proteins, which add modifications; and histone eraser proteins, which remove modifications6.   

 Epigenetic reader proteins act in concert with writer or eraser proteins, and moreover 

often act within multi-protein complexes that regulate transcription8.  As well as reader, 

writer, and eraser proteins, scaffolding proteins play fundamental roles in the function of gene 

activation or repression, via recruitment of transcriptional activator or repressor proteins 

within the context of multi-protein complexes20.     

B.2. Epigenetic PPIs implicated in oncogeneses of several human cancers         

Extensive in cell, in vivo, and translational studies have yielded insight into the roles 

of epigenetic PPIs in oncogenic transformations of various cancers (reviewed extensively in 

2,7,9,10).  In particular, we have selected two PPIs for inhibitor development campaigns, B-Cell 

Lymphoma protein 6 (BCL6)-co-repressor interactions and Glioma-Amplified Sequence 41 

(GAS41)-acetylated-Histone H3 interactions, identified as oncogenic drivers in diffuse large 

B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL)21 and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)22, respectively.        

B.2.1. BCL6 is constitutively overexpressed in diffuse large B-cell lymphomas 

(DLBCLs) 

An estimated ~30 – 40% of all DLBCLs and ~5 – 15% of all follicular lymphomas 

present chromosomal translocations targeting the BCL6 gene23, primarily localized at a 5-

prime non-coding exon24,25.  This disrupts a negative regulatory feedback loop by which 

BCL6 expression is auto-regulated26.  Constitutive overexpression of BCL6 has been 

demonstrated to recapitulate lymphomagenesis in a murine model, consistent with DLBCLs 
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seen in humans as characterized by immunohistochemical and genetic techniques27.  In 

otherwise normal B-Cell development, BCL6 governs affinity antibody maturation in 

Germinal Center B-Cells (GC B-Cells), by regulation of gene pathways involved in DNA 

damage response, cell cycle arrest, and cellular differentiation, among other cellular 

functions28.  Affinity antibody maturation is relatively quite genotoxic among physiological 

processes, as the rapid generation of antibodies with maximal clonal diversity mandates 

somatic hypermutation and class-switch recombination29.  GC B-Cells must permit these 

events for affinity antibody maturation29.  BCL6’s dual functions as transcriptional repressor 

and scaffolding protein regulate the formation of transcriptional repressor complexes that 

include eraser proteins Histone Deacetlyases (HDACs)30.  Such complexes regulate 

expression of numerous downstream target genes that include differentiation factors, cyclin-

dependent kinases, and tumor suppressor pathways31,32,33,34,35.   

BCL6 co-repressors include silencing mediator of retinoic acid and thyroid hormone 

(SMRT)36, and BCL6 co-repressor (BCoR)37.  SMRT has been reported to interact with 

histone eraser proteins HDAC3, which is responsible for Histone H3K27 de-acetylation, and 

further is associated with control of transcriptional programming in normal and malignant B-

Cells38.  BCL6 recruits co-repressors SMRT and BCoR via its N-terminal BTB domain 

(BCL6BTB), which bind BCL6-Binding Domains of SMRT12 and BCoR13, SMRTBBD and 

BCoRBBD, respectively.  BCoRBBD presents approximately 10-fold higher affinity for 

BCL6BTB over SMRTBBD, as assessed by Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) experiment 

(BCL6BTB-BCoRBBD KD = 1.3 µM, whereas BCL6BTB-SMRTBBD KD = 11.4 µM)12,13.  

B.2.2. GAS41 is a pharmacological target in non-small cell lung cancers (NSCLCs) 
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GAS41 is a histone reader protein responsible for recognition of Histone H3 acetyl-

lysine residues, and further regulates formation of multi-protein complexes responsible for 

H2A.Z deposition47.  Recent work has demonstrated that GAS41 binds specific acetylated-

14,22,47, crotonylated-14, and succinylated-Histone H348, via its N-terminal YEATS domain 

(GAS41 YEATS).  Biophysical studies presented generally modest affinities of GAS41 

YEATS for Histone H3 peptides, with KDs ≥10 µM14,22,48.   

GAS41 is amplified in NSCLC sub-type lung adenocarcinoma (LAC), and GAS41 

knockdown has been demonstrated to attenuate proliferation and tumor growth in LAC cell 

lines22.  In addition, GAS41 YEATS has been implicated directly in tumorigenesis, as 

transfection of wild-type (wt)-GAS41 was able to restore the oncogenic phenotype in GAS41-

dependent LAC cells, whereas GAS41-mutants Y74A and W93A were not22.  Structural 

studies have revealed that Tyr74 and Trp93 comprise the acetyl-lysine binding pocket of 

GAS41, and therefore are integral to acetylated-Histone H3 recognition by GAS4114,22.  This 

result demonstrates that epigenetic reader function of GAS41 YEATS via recognition of 

acetyl-lysine is necessary for oncogenic transformation in GAS41-dependent NSCLCs.  As of 

this writing, there are no reported inhibitors of GAS41.     

C. Challenges in design of small-molecule inhibitors targeting PPIs 

C.1. Structural and physiochemical properties of challenging drug targets 

PPI interfaces have demonstrated structural and physiochemical properties that present 

challenges in development of small-molecule inhibitors.  Their binding sites are characterized 

by interfaces that have large, flat, “feature-less” topologies11,49.  These surfaces starkly 

contrast with deep, well-defined binding pockets that are characteristic of small molecule-

binding sites on proteins50,51.  Moreover, compared to binding pockets typically seen on 
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protein targets for endogenous small molecule ligands, which often present only ~300 – 1000 

Å2 52,53 of solvent-accessible surface area (SASA)54,55 for contact, PPIs’ binding interfaces 

often possesses several-fold greater SASA, ~1000 – 3000 Å2 56,57,58.  For example, the LG 

interface formed by BCL6BTB dimer, responsible for macromolecular recognition of SMRT, 

presents ~1270 Å2 SASA59.       

 

Challenging PPI interface 
 

More solvent-exposed surface 
area (~1000 – 3000 Å2) 

 
Topology generally large, flat, 

“featureless” character 
 

Scarcity of well-defined pockets 

Conventional target  
 

Less solvent-exposed surface area 
(~300 – 1000 Å2) 

 
Well-defined, “ligandable” 

binding pocket 
 

Examples include GPCRs, kinases 
 

Figure 1.1. Contrast in structural and physiochemical properties of difficult-to-prosecute 

PPI surfaces, and of classically defined “druggable” targets (e.g. GPCRs and kinases) 

 

The greater SASA and unique topology of PPIs manifest themselves as significant 

hurdles in the design of inhibitors to block PPIs, which are not readily apparent in targeting 

conventionally “druggable” targets amendable to binding low-molecular weight (MW) small 
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molecules, such as kinases, G-Protein-Coupled Receptors (GPCRs), or ion channels60.  Small 

molecules must compete with binding partners whose free energy (ΔG) of molecular 

recognition is distributed over a larger contact area61,  and furthermore at PPI interfaces 

typically not possessing discrete groove- or pocket-like features which would be readily 

occupied by low-MW small molecule ligands59.  Structural and physical considerations 

notwithstanding, the challenges from a biological perspective lie in development of small 

molecules to block a PPI at a binding interface that never evolved to bind small molecules, but 

rather larger, more complex protein partners62.    

C.2. Development of potent small-molecule inhibitors of PPIs that possess modest 

affinities  

 Affinities of PPIs span multiple orders of magnitude, presenting KDs ranging from as 

strong as mid-fM (on the order of 10-14 M)63, to as weak as high-µM64.  Several epigenetic 

PPIs implicated in oncogeneses that we have identified for targeting by small molecules have 

demonstrated modest affinities, towards the weaker end of the spectrum of PPI potency: 

BCL6BTB-SMRTBBD and BCL6BTB-BCoRBBD KDs = 11.4 and 1.3 µM12,13, respectively; 

GAS41-monoacetylated Histone H3 and GAS41-diacetylated-Histone H3 KDs = ~30 – 80 µM 

and 3 – 5 µM14, respectively.  

 Such affinities beget questions of just how much affinity is to be had at PPI interfaces 

that present modest KDs for endogenous ligands.  In other words, if the KD of a given PPI is 

measured to be on the orders of 10-5 – 10-6 M, can small-molecule inhibitors with stronger 

potencies by several orders of magnitude (on the order of 10-9 and tighter, which has been 

suggested as appropriate for lead compounds65) that bind at such interface and block the 

interaction be achieved?  Computational efforts by Cheng, et al., published in 1999, 
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developed a mathematical model to predict the maximum possible binding energy for a drug-

like small molecule, dependent on ligand and target desolvation energies (derived in part from 

solvent-accessible surface area), and on electrostatic and van der Waals interactions52.  

Correlation of druggability with radius of curvature of binding site suggests that difficult-to-

drug targets possess less radius of curvature (i.e. flatter and/or “feature-less”) binding sites52.  

Over a decade later, a 2012 review by Thompson, et al., categorized PPIs reportedly targeted 

by small-molecule inhibitors: by small or large surface area, less or greater than 1,800 Å2, 

respectively; and by strong or weak affinities, more or less potent than 1 µM KD, 

respectively66.  The authors found that 68% of reported small-molecule inhibitors of PPIs 

have been developed for PPIs with relatively smaller surface areas and stronger affinities, 

whereas only 10% of reported small-molecule inhibitors target PPIs with relatively larger 

surface areas and weaker affinities66.  Small molecules targeting PPIs with smaller surface 

areas yet weaker affinities, or with larger surface areas yet stronger affinities, are comparably 

scarce66.  Specifically regarding surface area, this finding is consistent with a recent review by 

Cierpicki and Grembecka, which concluded that protein-peptide fragment (approximately six 

to eight residues) interactions are least challenging to target with small molecules, followed 

by, in order of increasing difficulty, protein-peptides of longer length (12 – 30 residues, 

roughly), protein-domain interactions, and finally protein-intrinsically disordered protein 

interactions59.  Altogether, computational models and multi-year drug discovery campaigns 

suggest that larger PPI interfaces with fewer well-defined pockets and weaker affinities are 

less tractable for small-molecule inhibitor development. 

D. Biophysics- and structural biology-based approaches to identify and optimize 

inhibitors  
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 D.1. Fragment-based lead discovery to target PPIs 

 D.1.1. The case for fragment-based lead discovery  

 Fragment-based lead discovery (FBLD) relies on the identification of one or more 

fragment-like small molecules (referred to herein as “fragments”) that binds a protein target.  

Fragments are generally classified by adherence to the “rule of three”, which mandates that 

compounds have MWs under 300 Da, fewer than three hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, 

fewer than three rotatable bonds, and cLogP value of ≤367.  In more recent years, the criterion 

that has figured most prominently is MW, and several preeminent practitioners of FBLD have 

defined the upper limit of fragment sizes at approximately 17 – 20 heavy (non-hydrogen) 

atoms68,69.   

 Fragment libraries are generally ~1,000 – 5,000 compounds in size, which should be 

sufficient to yield a reasonable amount of hits, yet is not too great in number beyond what 

Fragment-Based Screening (FBS) methodologies can reasonably handle68.  In addition, 

libraries comprised of ~103 fragments sample chemical space far more efficiently than high-

throughput screening (HTS) libraries68.  Given the larger MWs of compounds in HTS 

libraries, which are typically up to 500 Da in size, estimates place the number of possible 

drug-like small molecules that can exist in chemical space on the order of 1063 compounds70.  

By comparison, an estimate of chemical space of fragment-like small molecules (up to 17 

heavy atoms in size) places the possible number of compounds at 166 billion68.  Though HTS 

libraries in industrial research groups range from 0.5 to 3 million compounds in size71, a 

~1,000-member fragment library samples chemical space far more efficiently, by orders of 

magnitude, than a ~1,000,000-member HTS library.  In fact, the library of drug-sized small 

molecules (MWs ≤ 500 Daltons) would have to be 10 trillion compounds in size to sample 
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chemical space as efficiently as the 1,000-member fragment library72.  Strikingly, FBS results 

have been demonstrated to be predictive of both druggability and non-druggability of targets, 

and moreover of favorable outcomes in lead discovery projects, with remarkable success72. 

 In addition to relatively efficient sampling of chemical space, another advantage of 

FBLD is that fragment hits must form high-quality interactions with protein targets, and 

therefore may make good starting points for optimization68,73.  Given the upper-limit of size 

imposed on fragment libraries, it is likely that fewer interactions will be made with targets 

than would be made by HTS hits.  And, though fragment hits tend to bind with modest 

affinities (possessing KDs for targets typically in the range of ~100 µM to low-mM74), the few 

contacts that are made should each confer significant binding energy in complex formation; 

this is requisite for molecular recognition75,76.  Furthermore, given the sizable entropic penalty 

of fragment binding, these interactions (as few as one or two in some cases) must form 

favorable, strong contacts with target protein77.  The metric Ligand Efficiency (LE) has been 

developed to assess binding of fragments,  

Equation 1.1. 

LE = ΔG/HA 

where ΔG is the Gibbs free energy of binding, and HA is the number of heavy (non-hydrogen 

atoms)78,79,80.  To this point, the LE of a hypothetical drug-like small molecule that is 38 

heavy atoms in size (corresponding to a MW of approximately 500 Daltons) and binds a 

protein target with 10 nM KD has an LE of ~0.381.  This is consistent with the LE of a 

fragment with 10 heavy atoms that binds a protein target with 1 mM KD, as with the LE of a 

fragment with 20 heavy atoms that binds a protein target with 1 µM KD
82.  Despite variations 

in affinities that span five orders of magnitude, all three compounds bind with equal 
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efficiency, or binding energy per atom.  The propensity for hits to make high-quality 

interactions, synthetic tractability, and feasible growth vectors (determined on the basis of 

compound binding mode in complex with target) all contribute to the sentiment that fragments 

may be good starting points for compound optimization in small-molecule inhibitor 

development campaigns68.  

 

Screen ~1000-member fragment library 
against target by protein-NMR 

Identify hit by chemical shift perturbations 
on NMR spectra  

KDs ~100 µM to low-mM 

Grow inhibitors by biophysics- and 
structural biology-guided approaches 

Improve potency by orders of magnitude 

 

Figure 1.2. Fragment-Based Lead Discovery (FBLD) methodology to identify and 

optimize small-molecule inhibitors of PPIs.     

 

D.1.2. FBLD addresses challenges PPI present as drug targets  
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It has been suggested that HTS campaigns targeting PPIs are not routinely fruitful49.  

Our observations are consistent with this impression, as ~150,000-member compound library 

screened against GAS41 YEATS, performed at the Center for Chemical Genomics at the Life 

Sciences Institute at the University of Michigan, did not yield any hits.  Particularly, PPIs 

whose molecular recognition events rely on large, shallow interfaces with weak affinities may 

not be tractable to probing by drug-like small molecules found in HTS chemical libraries83.  

Notably, 20% of all PPI inhibitors have been reported since 2013, which has been at least 

partly attributed to advancements in FBLD libraries and methodologies83.  I argue that FBLD 

offers advantages that other approaches, of which HTS is most prominent, do not.  First, the 

lower MWs of fragments (in accordance with the “rule of three”) facilitate the identification 

of hits at challenging-to-drug interfaces: there is a relatively limited number of interactions 

that fragments make with a target protein, which therefore reduces the complexity of the 

protein-ligand system and in turn lessens the constrain on the fragment as it explores the target 

protein’s surface68,69.  Moreover, given what is known about the surfaces of PPIs and how this 

affects druggability, specifically the general paucity of well-defined, ligandable pockets, it 

would stand to reason that fragments may feasibly produce more hits than would HTS 

libraries, on the bases of fragments’ lesser molecular complexities.  In addition, given the 

high-quality molecular interactions that fragment hits form with protein targets68, it is further 

not unreasonable that fragment hits would be good starting points for inhibitor optimization.  

To the latter point, this can be empirically tested, and comprehensive analysis of later 

generations of fragment-based inhibitors’ binding modes in FBLD campaigns has revealed 

that fragment hits’ binding modes are often conserved73.  And yet, the investment in synthetic 

medicinal chemistry that grows fragment hits of low-MWs and modest affinities into potent 
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and selective small-molecule inhibitors is non-trivial.  Within the context of FBLD, it is 

typically guided by biophysics- and structural biology-based approaches, which we will 

entertain in the following sections.  

D.2. Biophysical and structural techniques to characterize targets and develop 

small-molecule inhibitors  

D.2.1. Characterization of the biophysical, mechanistic, and structural bases of 

molecular recognition events of PPIs with weak affinities 

 We have identified two PPIs as pharmacological targets for inhibitor development 

campaigns (discussed in Section B.2.).  First, I worked on transcriptional repressor BCL6, 

which is overexpressed in a number of DLBCL subtypes, and has been shown to regulate 

oncogenic transcriptional programming to drive lymphomagenesis.  BCL6 recruits co-

repressors SMRTBBD and BCoRBBD via its N-terminal BTB domain, and the previous 

undertaking of biophysical characterization by ITC presents KDs in the range of ~1 – 12 

µM12,13.  Second, I focused on epigenetic reader protein GAS41, amplified in several different 

sub-types of NSCLCs.  GAS41 YEATS, specifically, has been directly implicated in 

oncogenic transformation.  Recent studies have shown that GAS41 recognizes acetylated-

Histone H3 peptides with low- to mid-micromolar affinities (KDs = ~9 – 33 µM)22,47.  GAS41 

is one of four YEATS domain epigenetic readers proteins in humans (the remaining members 

of the family are ENL, AF9, and YEATS2), all of which have emerged as oncogenic drivers 

of various human cancers2,22,84,85 over the past half-decade (further discussed in Chapter 4).  

Comprehensive studies to reveal the molecular bases of human YEATS domains’ recognition 

of acylated-Histone H3 peptides have presented KDs as potent as 3 µM, for AF9, to ~30 – 120 

µM, for ENL and YEATS285,86,87,88.  Structure-based approaches have yielded compounds 
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targeting ENL and AF9, from which we have gleaned insight into the structural basis of 

inhibition of YEATS domains89,90,91,92 but GAS41 and YEATS2 have remained elusive as of 

this writing.  As we begun our campaign to identify acetylated-Histone H3 selectivity by 

GAS41, we therefore enlisted biophysics-based approaches that would be sensitive for modest 

interactions.  In summary, the PPIs we have identified for targeting by small molecules do not 

demonstrate potent (KDs <1 µM) binding affinities.  

To the contrary, PPIs possessing KDs >1 µM have been classified as both weak and 

transient93,94.   Albeit, these properties are not mutually exclusive, as binding affinity is 

extracted from on- and off-rates.  Weak, transient interactions pose challenges in 

characterization, for techniques have to be sensitive to mid- to high-µM concentrations of 

protein.  This is requisite to extract KDs of weak PPIs, such as human YEATS domains’ 

recognition of acylated-histone H3 peptides22,47.  NMR, in particular, has proven 

tremendously valuable for investigation of weak PPIs, revealing a wealth of insight into the 

structural and biophysical bases of their molecular recognition events95,96,97,98.  Guided by 

protein-observed solution-Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy (referred to herein as 

protein-NMR) to both validate and quantify binding, we contend that complementary studies 

for structure determination to high-resolution by x-ray crystallography, and biophysical 

characterization to derive binding affinity, specifically kinetic and thermodynamic parameters 

by Bio-Layer Interferometry (BLI)99 and ITC, respectively, yields a comprehensive picture of 

macromolecular recognition events that drive weak PPIs that may not be sensitive to other 

techniques.  

Such binding events, in particular, are largely driven by “hot spots”, which are sites on 

PPI interfaces that contribute significantly to binding energy100.  Further analysis across 
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numerous PPIs indicated that binding energy tends to be not uniformly distributed throughout, 

but rather highly localized in a small subset of residues at PPI interfaces101.  Strikingly, 

tryptophan, tyrosine, and arginine are heavily overrepresented at hot spots101.  This extensive 

mechanistic and biophysical characterization can provide insight into the structural basis of 

PPI inhibition, as hot spots present themselves as druggable sites on PPI interfaces102.  

Moreover, hot spots are remarkably amendable to FBS approaches, as fragment hit binding 

sites frequently overlap with hot spots103. 

D.2.2. Biophysics- and structural biology-based approaches to identify and optimize 

small-molecule inhibitors of PPIs 

I contend that protein-NMR is uniquely appropriate for FBS, because it allows for 

detection of weak-binding fragment hits (typically possessing mid-µM to low-mM KDs for 

target proteins) and subsequent quantification of their affinities; may identify fragment hits’ 

binding sites given spectrum assignment; and is performed at near-physiological conditions 

(relative to other screening techniques), in which conformational flexibility and dynamics of 

target proteins are permitted104,105,106.  Regarding difficult-to-prosecute PPIs, protein-NMR is 

a technique routinely used in FBLD that is viable for hit validation, and versatile for hit and 

hit analogues’ characterization77.  Following hit identification, protein-NMR can be further 

advantageous in exploration of modifications during early stages of optimization, as chemical 

shift perturbations on NMR experiment 1H-15N Heteronuclear Nuclear Single Coherence 

(HSQC) spectra in presence of fragment hit and of hit analogues can be used to quantify, and 

thusly rank, compound binding107.    
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Figure 1.3. FBLD approach integrated with biophysics-guided methodologies to develop 

small-molecule inhibitors of PPIs.  Screen in-house fragment library against target by 

protein-NMR.  Identify and characterize hit and hit analogues by quantification of chemical 

shift perturbations (CSPs) and NMR-titration experiments.  Develop assay to characterize 

inhibition.  Determine crystal structure in complex with inhibitor to reveal binding mode.  

Inform design of new compounds.  Process is iterative.  Cartoon showing CSPs courtesy 

Christina Howard.       

   

In tandem with protein-NMR, structure determination of the fragment hit in complex 

with target protein to high-resolution by x-ray crystallography is quite profitable in inhibitor 

design.  The crystal structure of protein-fragment hit complex reveals the binding mode of the 
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fragment hit and molecular details of complex formation, and furthermore allows for the 

identification of growth vectors for optimization68,75,108.   Determination of the crystal 

structure of hit in complex with protein is necessary for a structure-guided inhibitor 

development program, at which point biophysical and chemical biological methods can be 

incorporated into an iterative process to guide the discovery of small-molecule inhibitors.  

Altogether, biophysical and structural techniques have been adeptly assimilated in multi-

pronged campaigns that have yielded potent and selective lead compounds109,110,111,112.   

E. Thesis summary 

 First, in Chapter 2, adapted from Cho, et al., 2018, we demonstrate biophysics- and 

structural biology-guided approaches, in parallel with in cell studies, to report the molecular 

basis of Histone H3 acetyl-lysine recognition by histone reader GAS41, via its YEATS 

domain.  We identify specific sites of Histone H3 acetylation in GAS41-Histone H3 complex 

formation, and quantify their affinities in the mid-micromolar range (KDs ~30 – 100 µM)14.  

Further, we present a model of bivalent recognition of di-acetylated Histone H3 by GAS41, 

which confers an order of magnitude improvement of affinity, into the low-micromolar range 

(KDs ~3 – 5 µM)14.  Finally, we report the crystal structure of di-acetylated Histone H3 peptide 

in complex with GAS41 YEATS domain, which reveals the molecular details of acetyl-lysine 

recognition by GAS41.   

In Chapter 3, we detail the development of small-molecules inhibitors targeting di-

acetylated Histone H3 recognition by histone reader GAS41.  Recent studies have 

demonstrated that GAS41 is an oncogenic driver of certain sub-types of NSCLCs, and 

moreover that the YEATS domain specifically is required for oncogenic transformation22.  As 

of this writing, there are no inhibitors of GAS41 reported in the literature.  We screened an in-
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house library of fragment-like small-molecules against GAS41 YEATS domain by protein-

NMR, and identified a hit that presents high-µM inhibitory activity in blocking GAS41 

YEATS-di-acetyl-lysine Histone H3 peptide complex formation.  We incorporated insight 

into the molecular basis of Histone H3 acetyl-lysine recognition by GAS41 YEATS domain, 

discussed in Chapter 2 and reported in Cho, et al., to design inhibitors.  We combined this 

insight with protein-NMR, x-ray crystallography, affinity determination by ITC, and 

Fluorescence Polarization and AlphaScreen Competition Assay development, which yielded 

small-molecule inhibitors with low-nanomolar activity in vitro for GAS41.  This represents an 

over-10,000-fold improvement in potency.  Studies to demonstrate on-target activity and anti-

proliferative effects in GAS41-dependent NSCLC cell lines are ongoing in our lab. 

 In Chapter 4, we report a fragment-based approach to develop small-molecule 

inhibitors of BCL6-co-repressor interactions, adapted from Cheng and Linhares, et al., 2018.  

BCL6 is transcription factor that regulates B-Cell maturation, and governs formation of 

epigenetic complexes responsible for gene repression via recruitment of co-repressors SMRT 

and BCoR.  Constitutively overexpressed in several sub-types of DLBCLs and FLs21,113, 

BCL6 is a demonstrably validated pharmacological target (discussed both earlier in this 

chapter and in Chapter 4).  We screened an in-house library of fragment-like small molecules 

against BCL6BTB by protein-NMR, and identified a hit scaffold that is comprised of a 

previously unreported ligand for BCL6BTB.  We solved the crystal structure of hit in complex 

with BCL6BTB, and subsequently introduced novel methodology to rank binding of weak 

ligands by protein-NMR114.  We used protein-NMR, x-ray crystallography, and computational 

chemistry to guide an investment in synthetic medicinal chemistry.  This improved low-mM 

fragment hit approximately 100-fold to yield mid-µM small-molecule inhibitors114.  We 
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solved crystal structures of our most potent inhibitors in complex with BCL6BTB, which reveal 

insights into the structural basis of inhibition of BCL6-co-repressor complexes. 
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Chapter 2 

GAS41 Recognizes Diacetylated Histone H3 through a Bivalent Binding Mode 

 

*The text and data presented here are adapted from the following manuscript:  

 

Cho, H. J., Li, H., Linhares, B. M., Kim, E., Ndoj, J., Miao, H., Grembecka, J., and T. 

Cierpicki. “GAS41 Recognized Diacetylated Histone H3 through a Bivalent Binding Mode.” 

ACS Chemical Biology. 13, 2739 – 46 (2018). 

 

A. Abstract 

GAS41 is a chromatin-associated protein that belongs to the YEATS family and is 

involved in the recognition of acetyl-lysine in histone proteins. A unique feature of GAS41 is 

the presence of a C-terminal coiled-coil domain, which is responsible for protein dimerization. 

Here, we characterized specificity of the GAS41 YEATS domain, and found that it 

preferentially binds to acetylated H3K18 and H3K27 peptides.  Interestingly, we found that 

full-length, dimeric GAS41 binds to di-acetylated H3 peptides with an enhanced affinity when 

compared to mono-acetylated peptides, through a bivalent binding mode. We determined the 

crystal structure of the GAS41 YEATS domain with H3K23acK27ac to visualize the 

molecular basis of di-acetylated histone binding. Our results suggest a unique binding mode in 

which full-length GAS41 is a reader of di-acetylated histones. 
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B. Introduction 

GAS41, also known as YEATS4, is a nuclear protein encoded by the GAS41 (glioma-

amplified sequence 41) gene that was identified in a glioblastoma cell line1. It is a member of 

the YEATS family of proteins, and is implicated in chromatin remodeling and transcriptional 

regulation2-3. GAS41 interacts with chromatin-modifying complexes, including TIP60 and 

SRCAP4-5, and promotes deposition of histone H2A.Z6.  Functional studies implicate GAS41 

in cell growth and survival7-8, and in the maintenance of embryonic stem cell identity9. 

Acetylation of histone lysine residues is abundant in cells, and a high level of acetylated 

histones typically correlates with actively transcribed genes10. Proteins involved in 

transcriptional regulation recognize acetylated lysine residues utilizing two major families of 

reader domains: bromodomains11 and YEATS domains12. There are four YEATS domain-

containing proteins in humans: ENL, YEATS2, AF9, and GAS41.  Both AF9 and ENL bind 

histone H3 peptides with acetylated K9, K18, and K27, with low- to mid-micromolar 

affinities13-14.  Recently, GAS41 has been shown to interact with H3K14ac and H3K27ac 

peptides with affinities ranging from 9.3 to 32.7 µM6,9, and with H3K122 succinylated peptide 

at low pH (6.0)15. Notably, YEATS domains have been observed to bind histone peptides with 

crotonylated lysine with higher affinities16-19. This is particularly evident for YEATS2, which 

favors crotonylated lysine with a 7-fold stronger binding affinity when compared to acetylated 

lysine16. 

In this study, we report that the YEATS domain of GAS41 binds acetylated histone 

peptides with moderate, mid-micromolar affinities, and preferentially recognizes acetylated 

H3K18 and H3K27. GAS41 contains a C-terminal coiled-coil domain, and we demonstrate 

that full-length GAS41 is dimeric in HEK293T cells. We found that full-length GAS41 binds 
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with an enhanced affinity towards di-acetylated over mono-acetylated histone H3, in vitro and 

in pull-down experiments. We determined the crystal structure of the YEATS domain in a 

complex with H3K23acK27ac, illustrating a bivalent mechanism of di-acetylated histone 

recognition by GAS41. Our findings suggest a unique recognition mode of acetylated histone 

by GAS41 through higher-order interactions. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Characterization of the binding affinity and selectivity of the GAS41 YEATS 
domain. A. 1H-15N HSQC spectra of the 65 µM 15N-labeled YEATS domain (black) titrated 
with H3K27ac and H3K27cr peptides. The YEATS–peptide ratio is labeled. Graphs show the 
chemical shift titrations used to determine KD values. B. 1H-15N HSQC spectra of the 65 µM 
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15N-labeled YEATS domain (black) with 400 µM unmodified H3K27 peptide (red). C. 
Binding affinities for a series of peptides toward the YEATS domain of GAS41 determined 
from NMR titrations. D. Sequence alignment of the peptides used in the binding experiments. 
Acetyl-lysine is shown in red, and positively charged residues upstream of acetyl-lysine are 
labeled in cyan. 
 
C. Results and Discussion 

C.1. The GAS41 YEATS domain preferentially binds H3K18ac and H3K27ac 

peptides  

Previous studies revealed that the human YEATS domain-containing proteins AF9 and 

ENL bind histone H3 peptides with acetylated K9, K18, and K27, with low- to mid-

micromolar affinities 13-14. To determine the binding affinity and specificity of the GAS41 

YEATS domain, we tested a series of peptides derived from histones H3 and H4 with mono-

acetylated lysine residues encompassing major sites for lysine acetylation. The recombinant 

GAS41 YEATS domain yields a well-dispersed 1H-15N HSQC spectrum, which enabled us to 

perform nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) titration experiments and determine the binding 

affinity of selected histone peptides (Figure 2.2.).  
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Figure 2.2. GAS41 YEATS domain binds acetylated-Histone H3 peptides H3K14ac and 
H3K27ac.  1H-15N HSQC of 60 µM GAS41 YEATS domain (blue) with 400 µM H3K27ac 
(green) and 400 µM H3K14ac (red). 
 

We found that all acetylated peptides bind to the YEATS domain with relatively 

modest affinities, and the most potent binding was observed for H3K27ac (KD = 58 µM) and 

H3K18ac (KD = 106 µM) (Figure 2.1.A. and 2.1.C.). All remaining peptides bind to the 

GAS41 YEATS domain with at least 10-fold lower affinity (Figure 2.1.C.). Contradictory to 

the recent report, we have observed a low affinity of GAS41 YEATS toward H3K14ac (KD = 

720 µM) (Figure 2.3.).  No binding was detected for the non-acetylated H3K27, indicating 

that acetylated lysine is essential for the interaction with the GAS41 YEATS domain (Figure 

2.1.B.).  
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Figure 2.3. Characterization of H3K14ac binding to GAS41 YEATS domain. A. 
Chemical shift titrations used to determine KD of H3K14ac for GAS41 YEATS domain by 
NMR. B. Results of ITC experiment to determine affinity of H3K14ac for GAS41 YEATS 
domain.  
 

To assess the contribution of acetylated lysine, we tested the tripeptide AKacA and 

found that it binds to the GAS41 YEATS domain with a KD of ~1 mM, making it comparable 

to weakly binding acetylated H3 and H4 peptides (Figure 2.1.C.). Next, we performed a 

sequence alignment of all tested peptides and found that two common features of the two 

peptides binding with the highest affinities, namely H3K18ac and H3K27ac, are the presence 

of an arginine residue directly preceding the acetylated lysine and an additional lysine located 

four residues upstream of the acetyl-lysine.  This result suggests that these positively charged 

residues are likely important for the recognition of acetylated histone H3 by GAS41. 
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Figure 2.4. Characterization of H3K27su binding to GAS41 YEATS domain. Chemical 
shift titrations used to determine KD of H3K27su for GAS41 YEATS domain by NMR-
titration experiments. 
 

Our data demonstrate that the binding affinities of GAS41 YEATS toward acetylated 

H3 peptides are relatively modest, comparable to those of ENL and YEATS214,16, and in 

agreement with recently reported data for GAS416. Several recent reports revealed that 

YEATS domains recognize crotonylated lysine residues with higher affinity than that for 

acetylated lysines16-19. Among these proteins, YEATS2 was shown to have the largest 

selectivity (approximately seven-fold) toward crotonylated over acetylated lysine16. To assess 

whether GAS41 YEATS binds crotonylated lysine, we tested the binding of the H3K27cr 

peptide and found an approximate two-fold improvement in the binding affinity (KD = 34 µM) 

compared with H3K27ac (Figure 2.1.A and 2.1.C.). According to the recent studies, the 

GAS41 YEATS domain binds H3 peptide succinylated on K112 at acidic pH (6.0)15. We have 

tested binding of an H3 peptide with succinylated K27 (H3K27su) at pH 7.5, and found only 

modest binding with KD >1 mM (Figures 2.1.C. and 2.4.) suggesting that GAS41 is not 

recognizing K27su at physiological pH.  
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C.2. Full-length GAS41 YEATS is dimeric in HEK293T cells 

The sequence of GAS41 reveals the presence of a coiled-coil domain immediately 

following the YEATS domain (Figure 2.5.), and previous studies have shown that the GAS41 

coiled-coil region is dimeric in solution20. We expressed the C-terminal fragment of GAS41 

encompassing residues 149-227, which includes the coiled-coil domain.  Using circular 

dichroism (CD) spectra, we demonstrate helical secondary structure of the C-terminal coiled-

coil in solution (Figure 2.6.). Thermal denaturation indicates melting transition with Tm = 

29˚C (Figure 2.5.B.), which is consistent with the previously reported stability of GAS41 

coiled-coil derived peptides20.  
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Figure 2.5. GAS41 is dimeric. A. Disorder prediction for GAS41 using PSIPRED server 
(http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/psipred). B. Thermal denaturation of C-terminal fragment of GAS41 
(residues 149-227) determined from CD spectra by monitoring signal at 208 nm. C. NanoBit 
assay showing luminescence signal in HEK293T cells transfected with three GAS41 
constructs cloned into LgBit and SmBit vectors. Luminescence was measured 48h following 
the transfection after adding Nano-Glo® Live Cell Reagent at four time points. 

 

To test whether full-length GAS41 forms a dimer in cells, we employed the NanoBit 

protein-protein interaction assay21. We expressed GAS41 as fusions with LgBit and SmBit 

proteins in HEK293T cells, and observed a strong luminescence signal, indicating that full-
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length GAS41 is indeed dimeric in eukaryotic cells (Figure 2.5.C.). On the contrary, we have 

not observed dimerization of the YEATS domain alone (Figure 2.5.C.). Indeed, the 

dimerization of GAS41 has been suggested in previous studies, and L211G and L218G 

mutations disrupting the coiled-coil motif impaired GAS41-mediated activation of p53 tumor 

suppressor pathway22. We tested GAS41 L211G/L218G double mutant in NanoBit assay and 

found that these mutations disrupted GAS41 dimerization (Figure 2.5.C.).   

 

 

Figure 2.6. GAS41 C-terminus presents Coiled-coil character by Circular Dichroism 
(CD) spectroscopy.  CD spectrum of 50 µM GAS41 C-terminal fragment (residues 149 – 
227) in 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.5, 250 mM NaF at 25 ˚C. 
 

C.3. Full-length GAS41 YEATS domain binds with increased affinity to di-

acetylated histone H3 

We hypothesized that full-length, dimeric GAS41 may simultaneously recognize di-

acetylated histone H3 through a bivalent interaction mode, which could result in enhanced 

binding affinity. To characterize the interaction of full-length GAS41 with acetylated 
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peptides, we employed bio-layer interferometry using selectively biotinylated GAS41. First, 

we tested mono-acetylated H3K18ac and H3K27ac peptides, and found mid-micromolar KD 

values (36 µM and 81 µM, respectively, [Figure 2.7.A. and 2.7.B.]) that are consistent with 

the NMR results for the isolated YEATS domain (Figure 2.1.). Subsequently, we tested the 

binding of di-acetylated peptides and found low-micromolar affinities for H3K18acK27ac (KD 

= 3.2 µM) and H3K23acK27ac (KD = 5.0 µM) (Figures 2.7.C. and 2.7.D.). This represents a 

>10-fold enhancement in the binding affinity of the full-length GAS41 for di-acetylated H3 

peptides. 
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Figure 2.7. Affinity of acylated-H3 peptides towards full-length GAS41 and GST-
YEATS constructs. A. Binding of H3K18ac and H3K27ac to the full-length GAS41 
determined using bio-layer interferometry experiments and corresponding model of studied 
protein-peptide interaction B. C. Binding of H3K18acK27ac and H3K23acK27ac to the full-
length GAS41 determined using bio-layer interferometry experiments and corresponding 
model is shown in panel D. E. Determination of the affinity and stoichiometry of binding 
between GST-YEATS and H3K27ac and H3K27cr peptides using ITC and corresponding 
model is shown in panel F. G. Characterization of the binding of GST-YEATS and di-
acylated H3 peptides using ITC and corresponding model in panel H.  
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 C.4. Dimerization of YEATS domain increases the affinity toward the di-

acetylated histone H3 

To test whether dimerization of the YEATS domain increases the affinity for di-

acetylated H3 peptides in a model system, we purified a dimeric GST-YEATS construct and 

performed isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments (Table 2.1.). We found that 

GST-YEATS binds mono-acetylated H3K27ac peptide with a 1:1 stoichiometry, and with a 

binding affinity similar to that of an isolated YEATS domain (KD = 39 µM, Figures 2.7.E. 

and 2.7.F.). We also confirmed that crotonylated lysine slightly increases the binding affinity 

of H3K27cr for GST-YEATS (KD = 23.4 µM, Figure 2.7.E.). Subsequently, we tested the di-

acetylated H3K23acK27ac peptide, and found that it binds to GST-YEATS with KD = 15.0 

µM and 1:2 stoichiometry (a single molecule of H3K23acK27ac binds two molecules of 

YEATS domain [Figure 2.7.G.]).  A very similar binding affinity and a very similar 

stoichiometry were observed for H3K18acK27ac (KD = 12.8 µM and a 1:2 stoichiometry 

[Figure 2.7.G.]).  Therefore, dimerization of the YEATS domain in a model system using 

GST fusion leads to two- to three-fold stronger binding of di-acetylated peptides than of 

mono-acetylated H3K27ac. The stoichiometry clearly indicates that the dimerized YEATS 

domain recognizes di-acetylated H3, and the enhanced affinity versus that of mono-acetylated 

H3 most likely results from a bivalent binding mode (Figure 2.7.H.).  We also found a very 

similar effect for a double crotonylated H3K23crK27cr peptide (Figure 2.7.G.), which binds 

to GST-YEATS with a KD = 11.1 µM and 1:2 stoichiometry, consistent with an approximately 

two- to three-fold enhanced affinity compared with that of H3K27cr.  
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Table 2.1. Binding affinity, stoichiometry and thermodynamic parameters for GAS41 
GST-YEATS and H3-derived peptide obtained from ITC. 
 

Peptide KD (µM) N ΔH (cal/mol) ΔS (cal/mol/K) 

H3K27ac 39.0±9.2 1.4 -9,190±550 -7.7 

H3K27cr 23.4±1.4 1.0 -6,850±190 -1.9±3.4 

H3K23acK27ac 15.0±1.3 0.51 -8,940±860 -7.9±2.7 

H3K18acK27ac 12.8±0.1 0.4 -11,800±3400 -17.1±11.6 

H3K23crK27cr 9.6±0.7 0.48 -9,200±10 -8.0±0.3 

Average values from two independent experiments are reported. 

 

C.5. Di-acetylated H3 peptide pulls-down GAS41 from eukaryotic cells 

We also assessed whether di-acetylated H3K23acK27ac peptide can interact with full-

length GAS41 expressed in eukaryotic cells. Transfection of HEK293T cells with the 

construct encoding wild-type GAS41 resulted in robust overexpression of the full-length 

protein (Figure 2.10.).  We then used these cells to perform the pull-down, using biotinylated, 

di-acetylated H3K23acK27ac and mono-acetylated H3K27ac peptides. While both peptides 

pulled-down GAS41, the interaction with H3K23acK27ac is considerably stronger when 

compared than that with the H3K27ac peptide (Figure 2.10.).  To confirm that this effect is 

specific, we introduced W93A mutation that is known to impair YEATS domain function6,9 

and found that it leads to the disruption of the binding (Figure 2.10.).  Altogether, pull-down 

experiments validate the enhanced affinity of full-length GAS41 towards di-acetylated H3, 

and are consistent with KD values determined in biochemical experiments. 
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Figure 2.8. Monomeric structure of GAS41 YEATS. A ribbon diagram showing the overall 
structure of GAS41 YEATS. It is colored according to the sequence by a rainbow color from 
the N-terminus (blue) to the C-terminus (Red). Crystal structure of GAS41 YEATS domain 
encompassing residues 20-146. Secondary structure elements are labeled. 
 

C.6. Structural basis for the recognition of di-acetylated histone H3 by the GAS41 

YEATS domain 

To determine how the GAS41 YEATS domain recognizes acetylated histone peptides, 

we used X-ray crystallography. First, we determined the structure of the YEATS domain at 

2.1 Å resolution (Figure 2.8. and Table 2.2.). The GAS41 YEATS domain adopts an 

immunoglobulin fold with a two-layer β-sandwich consisting of eight antiparallel β-strands 

(Figure 2.8.), and is similar to the previously reported structures of the YEATS domains from 

AF9, ENL, and YEATS2 (Figure 2.9.A.).  We found a short α-helical region encompassing 
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residues 123–129 as a new structural element not observed in other YEATS domains (Figures 

2.8. and 2.9.A.). 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Comparison of the structures of human YEATS domains.  A. Structures of 
YEATS domains from: GAS41 (green, PDB 5VNA), ENL-H3K27ac complex (cyan, PDB 
5J9S), YEATS2-H3K27cr complex (wheat, PDB 5IQL), AF9-H3K9cr complex (yellow, PDB 
5HJB). B. Alignment of human YEATS domain sequences. C. Cartoon representation of 
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domain structures of YEATS domain proteins. CC – coiled coil predicted using COILS 
server; AHD – ANC1 homology domain. 
 

Analysis of the packing in the crystal structure revealed four YEATS domain 

molecules in the asymmetric unit, with two molecules showing accessible sites for the binding 

of acetylated peptides. To determine the crystal structure of a complex with the histone 

peptide, we performed soaking of the YEATS domain crystals with di-acetylated peptides and 

found the best diffraction (2.4 Å resolution) for H3K23acK27ac complex.  

 

 

Figure 2.10. Peptide pull-down assay with biotinylated H3K23acK27ac and H3K27ac 
peptides using 293T cells expressing GAS41. Samples pulled-down using streptavidin beads 
were immunoblotted with anti-GAS41 antibody. GAS41 and tubulin were detected in input 
samples (whole cell lysates). 
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Interestingly, we found that di-acetylated H3K23acK27ac binds simultaneously to the 

two YEATS domains in the crystal structure and that acetylated K23 and K27 residues occupy 

the corresponding pockets in two different molecules of the YEATS domain (Figure 2.12.A.). 

Importantly, this binding mode is consistent with a 1:2 binding stoichiometry from the ITC 

experiment (Figure 2.7.G.).   

 

Figure 2.11. Superposition of GAS41 YEATS domain crystal structures with bound 
acetylated-histone peptide. YEATS domain determined in this study is white and 
H3K23acK27ac peptide is in magenta. YEATS domain from the complex with H3K27ac 
(PDB 5XTZ) is cyan and H3K27ac peptide is blue. Selected residues in histone peptides and 
YEATS domains are labeled. 
 

Analysis of the crystal structure reveals that only very short segments of the H3 

peptide are in contact with the YEATS domains, and the major contacts involve recognition of 
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the acetylated K23 and K27 side chains (Figure 2.12.B.).  Acetylated lysine fits into the 

channel comprised of the aromatic side chains of H71, Y74, W93, and F96.  The acetyl group 

is recognized by a network of hydrogen bonds, including interactions with the backbone 

amides of W93 and G94, as well as the side chain of S73 (Figure 2.12.B.).  The binding mode 

of the H3 fragment surrounding K27ac is very similar to the recently reported structure of the 

GAS41 YEATS domain bound to H3K27ac peptide (Figure 2.11.).  Both structures show the 

presence of a hydrophobic interaction between H3P30 and GAS41 F121, which may explain 

the enhanced specificity towards H3K27ac peptide (Figure 2.11.).  Notably, the structure of 

the YEATS domain with bound H3K23acK27ac reveals a reversed direction of polypeptide 

around H3K23ac, suggesting some plasticity in recognition of acetylated lysine residues.  

Overall, the crystal structure of GAS41 YEATS with bound H3K23acK27ac represents a 

snapshot of the bivalent recognition mode of di-acetylated histone H3 by full-length, dimeric 

GAS41. 
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Figure 2.12. Crystal structure of GAS41 YEATS in complex with H3K23acK27ac. A. 
Structure of the GAS41 YEATS domain with bound H3K23acK27ac determined at 2.4 Å 
resolution showing Fo - Fc omit electron density maps contoured at 3.0 σ level for 
H3K23acK27ac (blue mesh). The YEATS domains are shown as yellow and white ribbons, 
and the H3K23acK27ac peptide is shown in green, with acetylated lysines shown as sticks. B. 
Details of the binding of K23ac and K27ac to the GAS41 YEATS domains. C. Model of the 
bivalent recognition of di-acetylated histone protein by full-length GAS41. 
 

D. Conclusions 

GAS41 belongs to a four-member family of human proteins, characterized by the 

presence of the conserved YEATS domain.  GAS41 is the shortest protein in this family and is 

composed of two domains, namely, the N-terminal YEATS and C-terminal coiled-coil 

(Figure 2.5.).  In this study, we investigated the binding of the GAS41 YEATS domain to a 

series of histone H3- and H4-derived peptides with acetylated lysine residues and found that it 

preferentially recognizes H3K18ac and H3K27ac with modest affinities (KD values ranging 

from 35 to 106 µM).  The presence of the C-terminal coiled-coil suggests GAS41 
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dimerization20,22.  Indeed, we have validated that full-length GAS41 is dimeric in HEK293T 

cells.  Disorder prediction for the GAS41 sequence indicates that the linker between the 

YEATS and the coiled-coil domain is relatively short and consists of approximately 20 amino 

acids (Figure 2.5.).  This implicates the close proximity of the two YEATS domains in 

dimeric GAS41.  In this study, we found that full-length GAS41 preferentially binds to di-

acetylated H3 peptides with a ~10-fold enhanced affinity when compared with that for mono-

acetylated H3 (Figure 2.7.A. and 2.7.C.).  Importantly, we observed a more efficient pull-

down of GAS41 using di-acetylated H3K23acK27ac when compared to that of mono-

acetylated H3K27ac (Figure 2.10.), further validating GAS41 as a reader of di-acetylated 

histone H3.  Our results suggest a model in which full-length GAS41 recognizes di-acetylated 

histone in a unique, bivalent mode (Figure 2.12.C.).  We further validated this model by 

testing the binding of dimeric GST-YEATS domain and found enhanced affinity towards di-

acylated (including both di-acetylated and di-crotonylated) versus mono-acylated H3 peptides 

(Figure 2.7.E. and 2.7.G.). 

Histone acetylation is an epigenetic modification important for regulation of gene 

expression. Recent ChIP-seq experiments revealed co-localization of GAS41 to gene 

promoters enriched with H3K14ac and H3K27ac6. Acetylated lysines H3K14, H3K18 and 

H3K27 are enriched at promoters of actively transcribed genes6,23, and enhanced affinity of 

GAS41 towards di-acetylated H3 may explain why >90% of GAS41 is bound to highly-

acetylated gene promoter regions6. We also observed approximately two-fold enhanced 

binding of GAS41 YEATS to peptides with crotonylated versus acetylated lysine. Further 

studies are required to establish whether GAS41 is a di-acetyl-lysine or di-crotonyl-lysine 

reader under physiological conditions. 
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YEATS domain proteins are recently characterized readers of acylated histones, recognizing 

both acetylated and crotonylated lysine13, 24.  Among human homologs, only AF9 has been 

reported to bind acetylated histone proteins with relatively high affinity (KD = 2.1 – 3.7 

µM)13,24, while the KD values for ENL and YEATS2 interactions are weaker (KDs >30 

µM)14,16, and are comparable to the affinity of the GAS41 YEATS domain for mono-

acetylated H36.  We found that the affinity of GAS41 for di-acetylated H3 is significantly 

improved through a higher-order interaction involving dimerization of the YEATS domain.  

Whereas a bivalent binding mode has not been proposed for other members of the YEATS 

domain family, sequence analysis predicts the presence of the coiled-coil domain in YEATS2 

(Figure 2.9.C.). This suggests that higher-order interactions might be present in other YEATS 

protein readers. 
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Cloning, Expression and Protein Purification  

The synthetic gene encoding Human GAS41 YEATS (residues 13-158) was ordered from 

Life Technologies and subcloned using the BamHI and HindIII restriction sites into the pQE-

80L expression vector (Qiagen) with an N-terminal hexahistidine (His6) tag.  Recombinant 

plasmid pQE80L-GAS41 (residues 13-158) was transformed into E. coli strain BL21(DE3). 

Transformants were grown in 15N-labeled M9 minimal medium containing ampicillin at 37 °C 

until reaching the OD600 is between 0.6 and 0.8. After induction with 0.25 mM isopropyl 1-

thio-β-D-galactopyranoside (IPTG), cultures were grown for an additional 16 h at 18 °C. 

Harvested cells were resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl and 1 

mM TCEP) and lysed using a cell disrupter. Clarified lysate was applied to Ni–NTA (Qiagen) 

affinity column.  The column was extensively washed with lysis buffer containing 35 mM 

imidazole and eluted with lysis buffer containing 200 mM imidazole.  The eluted pure 

fractions were pooled and dialyzed against 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, and 200 mM NaCl buffer and 

then concentrated to ~60 µM. The final purified 15N-labeled GAS41 (13-158) was used in 

NMR studies. 

Codon-optimized cDNAs of full-length human GAS41 was synthesized by Life Technologies 

and amplified GAS41 YEATS (residues 1-148) by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR).  The 

PCR product was subcloned using the BamHI and EcoRI restriction sites into the pGST-

parallel vector 25 with an N-terminal GST tag followed by a TEV cleavage site.  Resulting 

plasmid pGST-GAS41(1-148) was transformed into E. coli strain BL21(DE3).  Transformed 

cells were grown in Luria broth medium with ampicillin selection.  After 18 h induction with 

0.2 mM IPTG at 18°C, cells were harvested by centrifugation and resuspended in lysis buffer 

containing 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl and 1 mM TCEP and lysed using a cell 
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disruptor. The soluble fraction of the cell lysate was then loaded onto a glutathione-Sepharose 

4B (GE Healthcare) affinity column.  The column was thoroughly washed with buffer 

containing 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, and 500 mM NaCl and eluted with 10 mM reduced 

glutathione. GST-tagged GAS41(1-148) protein was used in the ITC experiment. The eluted 

proteins were proteolytically cleaved with TEV protease, followed by S-75 size exclusion 

chromatography purification into buffer containing 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, and 300 mM NaCl. 

The final purified GAS41(1-148) was used in the crystallization trial.  

The GAS41 coiled coil region (residues 149-227) was cloned from the synthetic human 

GAS41 gene by PCR. The PCR product was subcloned using the BamHI and HindIII 

restriction sites into pMocr vector with an N-terminal hexahistidine (His6) tag followed by a 

TEV cleavage site. GAS41(149-227) protein was expressed as inclusion bodies and 

solubilized in buffer with 6 M Guanidine hydrochloride.  Re-folding was performed using 

dialysis to 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT buffer following the cleavage with 

TEV protease.  N-terminal Mocr-His6 was extracted by re-application to Ni-NTA resin.  

Protein was dialyzed extensively against Storage Buffer (50 mM tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 

mM TCEP) and concentrated for storage at –80 oC. 

NMR Titration 

All NMR spectra were collected at 30°C on a 600 MHz Bruker Advance III spectrometer 

equipped with a cryogenic probe, running Topspin version 2.1. Binding of histone peptides to 

GAS41 YEATS (residues 13-158) were characterized by measuring chemical shift 

perturbations of selected amide resonances on the 1H-15N HSQC spectra of 60 µM 15N-labeled 

GAS4113-158 titrated with peptides at molar ratios of 1.0, 2.7, 4.3 and 6.0.  Dissociation 
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constants were determined from least-squares fitting of chemical shift perturbations as a 

function of ligand concentration: 

Equation 2.1. 

δi = {b - √(b2 – 4 × a × c)} 
2a 
 

given a = (KA/δb) × [Pt], b = 1 + KA([Lti] + [Pt]), and c = δb × KA × [Lti], where δi is the 

absolute change in chemical shift for each titration point, [Lti] is the total ligand concentration 

at each titration point, [Pt] is the total protein concentration, KA = 1/KD is the binding 

constant, and δb is the chemical shift of the resonance in question in the complex26.  KD and δb 

were used as fitting parameters in analysis26. 

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 

The measurements were performed using a VP-ITC titration calorimetric system (MicroCal) 

at 25°C. GST-tagged GAS41 YEATS (residues 1-148) was dialyzed extensively against ITC 

buffer consisting of 50 mM phosphate, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl and 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol.  

Histone-derived peptides were directly dissolved in ITC buffer at 500 µM concentration. The 

titration curve was obtained by injecting 10 µL aliquots of histone-derived peptides into the 

cell containing 50 µM GST-GAS41(1-148), at a time interval of 200 s.  All samples were 

degassed by vacuum aspiration for 20 min prior to measurements.  ITC titration data were 

analyzed with a single-site fitting model using Origin 7.0 software. 

Determination of binding affinity using bio-layer interferometry 

To determine the affinity of full-length GAS41 towards H3 peptides, we employed Bio-Layer 

Interferometry experiments using an Octet Red 96 instrument (ForteBio, Inc.).  Mono-

biotinylated GAS41 was obtained by co-expression of Avi-tagged GAS41 with BirA enzyme 

in E. coli BL21(DE3) cells as previously described 27.  The purification procedure for 
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biotinylated GAS41 was identical to that for the His-tagged GAS41 YEATS (residues 13-158) 

protein.  Prior to protein immobilization, streptavidin biosensor tips were incubated in 50 mM 

Tris, pH 7.5, and 200 mM NaCl buffer for 600 s. Subsequently, protein was loaded onto tips 

for 600 s, followed by 1200 s equilibration step. Peptide binding experiments were performed 

in following order: 600 s equilibration, 300 s association, and 600 s dissociation. 

Experimental set-up was performed using Octet Data Acquisition Software, and data were 

analyzed by Octet Data Analysis Software (Pall ForteBio, LLC.).  The signal was plotted as a 

function of ligand concentration to determine KD, using Prism software (GraphPad Software, 

Inc.).  To correct for drift during association, the slope during the drift period was fit by linear 

regression, and the product of slope and time (in seconds) was subtracted from the signal.   

Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy 

Spectra and thermal denaturation experiments were recorded at a GAS41(149-227) 

concentration of 50 µM in 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.5, and 250 mM sodium fluoride 

using a Jasco CD-810 spectropolarimeter with constant N2 flushing.  Rectangular cells with 1 

mm path length were used, and a circular water bath was used to control temperature of the 

optic cell chamber.  Protein spectra were averaged from three wavelength-scans collected at 

0.1 nm intervals from 178 to 260 nm.  Baseline spectrum of buffer was recorded prior to the 

protein spectra being recorded.  Mean residue ellipticity was determined by the equation 

Equation 2.2. 

Θ = (Θobs × mrw)/(10 × l × c) 

where Θobs is the observed ellipticity (in millidegrees), mrw is mean residue molecular 

weight, l is optical path length of the cell (in centimeters), and c is peptide concentration. For 
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thermal denaturation experiments, we recorded CD spectra over temperature gradient from 5 – 

95˚C at 1oC degree increments. 

X-Ray Crystallography 

Protein crystals of GAS41 YEATS(1-148) were obtained by sitting drop method using 6-8.5 

mg mL-1 protein mixed in a 1:1 volume ratio with a precipitation solution containing 100 mM 

CHES, pH 9.4, and 1.24 – 1.36 M ammonium sulfate.  The crystals were cryoprotected in a 

reservoir solution supplemented with 25% ethylene glycol.  X-ray diffraction data were 

collected on LS-CAT beam line 21-ID-F at the Advanced Photon Source. The data were then 

indexed, integrated, and scaled using the HKL2000 suite28.  The structure was determined by 

molecular replacement method with the CCP4 version of MOLREP29 using the structure of 

yeast Taf14 YEATS domain (PDB code: 3QRL) as a search model.  To obtain a histone 

peptide-bound complex structure, native GAS41 crystals were soaked in a 1:2 mixture of 

protein buffer and reservoir solution containing saturating amounts of peptide.  Model 

building and structure refinement were carried out using WinCOOT30 and Phenix.refine31.  

The data statistics are summarized in Table 2.2. 

GAS41 pull-down assay 

Full-length GAS41 and GAS41 W93A mutant was cloned into the pCMV vector and used to 

transfect HEK293T cells using FuGENE6 (Promega).  Cell lysates were prepared in lysis 

buffer (PBS with 1 % Triton X-100 and protease inhibitor cocktail) and sonicated.  

Biotinylated H3K23acK27ac and H3K27ac peptides were incubated with streptavidin 

magnetic beads for 6 h at 4 °C. Cell lysates were precleared with streptavidin magnetic beads 

for 2 h at 4 °C and incubated with the biotinylated peptides immobilized on streptavidin 

magnetic beads overnight at 4 °C. The beads were washed 10 times with wash buffer (PBS 
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with 0.2% Triton X-100). Pulled-down proteins were analyzed using Western blot with the 

GAS41 antibody (sc-393708 from Santa Cruz). 

NanoBiT protein-protein interaction assay 

The NanoBiT protein-protein interaction assays (Promega) were conducted according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, full-length GAS41, YEATS(1-158), and the GAS41 

L211G/L218G mutant were cloned into pBiT1.1-C[TK/LgBiT] and pBiT2.1-C[TK/SmBiT] 

vectors for NanoBiT system.  All plasmids were verified by sequencing.  HEK293T cells 

were plated into 96-well plates at 1 × 104 cells per well.  Each Lg-BiT and Sm-BiT plasmids 

were co-transfected using FuGENE HD (Promega) the next day and incubated for 48 h. After 

we added the Nano-Glo Live Cell Reagent to each well, the luminescence was measured on 0, 

10, 30, and 60 min using the PHERAstar FS instrument (BMG Labtech). The positive control 

(Lg-PRKAR2A and Sm-PRKACA) and the negative control vectors were provided by the 

manufacturer. 
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Table 2.2. Data collection and refinement statistics of crystal structures of GAS41 YEATS, 

and of GAS41 YEATS in complex with H3K23acK27ac peptide. 

Crystal Form GAS41 YEATS 
GAS41 YEATS – 
H3K23acK27ac 

complex 
Diffraction Data   
X-Ray source APS 21ID-F APS 21ID-F 
Wavelength (Å) 0.97872 0.97872 
Space group P212121 P212121 
Cell dimensions   

a, b, c (Å) 70.16, 79.93, 121.64 70.79, 80.31, 121.66 
α, β, γ (°) 90.00, 90.00, 90.00 90.00, 90.00, 90.00 

Resolution (Å) 50 – 2.1 (2.18 – 2.10)  50 – 2.4 (2.44 – 2.40)  
Rsym 0.097 (0.65) 0.078 (0.492) 
I / σI 27.12 (3.0) 28.0 (3.0) 
Completeness (%) 99.6 (99.9) 97.5 (99.9) 
Redundancy 7.2 (6.6) 7.0 (6.8) 
Refinement   
Resolutions (Å) 48.40 – 2.10 48.67 – 2.40 
No. reflections 38,396 25,753 
Rwork /Rfree  17.38/22.23 18.62/24.77 
No. atoms   
  Protein 4,210 4,198 
  Ligand/ion 67 127 
  Water 394 132 
B-factors   
  Protein 39.37 58.96 
  Ligand/ion 81.87 81.84 
  Water 49.02 50.85 
RMSD   
  Bond length (Å) 0.02 0.015 
  Bond angle (o) 1.957 1.643 
Ramachandran plot (%)   
  Favored 98.59 97.42 
  Allowed 1.41 2.39 
  Outliers 0.0 0.2 
PDB ID 5VNA 5VNB 
Values in parentheses indicate the highest-resolution shell. 
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Chapter 3 

Development of small-molecule inhibitors targeting Histone H3 acetyl-lysine recognition 

by GAS41 YEATS domain 

A. Abstract 

 Classified by its N-terminal YEATS domain that confers histone reader function, 

GAS41 is responsible for recognition of acyl-modified lysine residues of Histone H3.  GAS41 

is an epigenetic reader protein responsible for recognition of modified histone lysine residues.  

Within the context of gene regulation, reader proteins act with writer and eraser proteins to 

govern chromatin remodeling and transcriptional programming.  Recent work has suggested 

that GAS41 is an oncogenic driver of a major subtype of Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer, Lung 

Adenocarcinoma, and further that the YEATS domain in particular is indispensable for this 

oncogenic activity of GAS41.  Such reports identify GAS41 as an attractive target for 

pharmacological inhibition, yet there are no published small-molecule inhibitors.  Here we 

present the identification and optimization of small-molecule inhibitors targeting site-specific 

Histone H3 acetyl-lysine recognition by GAS41.  We performed a fragment screen against 

GAS41 YEATS by protein-observed, solution-NMR spectroscopy, and identified a fragment 

hit, 6EE9.  6EE9 shows modest, high-micromolar activity in blocking GAS41 YEATS 

domain-Histone H3 peptide H3K23crK27cr complex formation in vitro.  Guided by a 

combination of biochemical assays, biophysical studies and structural biology we optimized 

small-molecule inhibitors DLG-157 and DLG-189 with low-micromolar activities, an over 
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hundred-fold improvement in potency over fragment hit.  Subsequently, we developed 

dimeric inhibitors to bind two GAS41 YEATS domains simultaneously; this mimicked the 

bivalent mode of Histone H3 binding.  Dimeric inhibitors DLG-231 and DLG-233 presented 

low-nanomolar activities in inhibiting GAS41 YEATS-H3K23crK27cr in vitro, and studies to 

demonstrate on-target activity and anti-proliferative effects in GAS41-dependent NSCLC cell 

lines are ongoing in our lab.  Our efforts represent the first in-class inhibitors targeting GAS41 

YEATS.  This series of compounds may hold potential as chemical probes to characterize the 

roles of GAS41 in tumorigenesis, and further may aid in rational design of inhibitors as a 

possible means of therapeutic intervention against GAS41-dependent NSCLCs. 

B. Introduction 

B.1. GAS41 is a pharmacological target for Non-Small Cell Lung Cancers 

In otherwise normal cell physiology, GAS41 functions as a histone reader protein via 

its YEATS domain.  GAS41 YEATS recognizes site-specific acetylation at Histone H3 lysine 

residues K14, K18, K23, and K271,2.  In cell studies demonstrate that GAS41 associates with 

mono-acetylated H3K14ac and H3K27ac1 and di-acetylated H3K23acK27ac2 and 

subsequently recruits SRCAP chromatin-remodeling complexes, which govern H2A.Z 

deposition and further maintain poised chromatin for PRC2 complex recruitment1.   

An emerging body of literature has implicated GAS41 in oncogeneses of various 

subtypes of Non-Small Cell Lung Cancers (NSCLCs).  GAS41 is overexpressed in three main 

NSCLC subtypes: lung andenocarcomina (LAC), lung squamous cell carcinoma (LSCC), and 

large cell carcinoma (LCC)3.  In LAC cell lines, GAS41 overexpression was associated with 

Histone 2A.Z deposition4, and shRNA-mediated knockdown of GAS41 attenuated cell 

proliferation4.  
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The GAS41 YEATS domain is directly implicated in oncogenic transformation of 

GAS41-dependent NSCLCs.  In LAC cell lines, following knockdown of GAS41 by shRNA, 

subsequent transfection of wild-type GAS41 was able to rescue the oncogenic phenotype 

associated with GAS41-dependent NSCLCs, as indicated by cell proliferation and tumor size4.  

However, GAS41-mutants Y74A and W93A were neither able to restore cell proliferation nor 

anchorage-independent cell growth4.  With regards to mutant residues, several studies have 

revealed the mechanistic and structural bases of Histone H3 acetyl- and crotonyl-lysine 

recognition by GAS41 YEATS.  Side chains of residues Y74 and W93 play a crucial role in 

GAS41 YEATS histone reader function, via formation of the acyl-lysine binding pocket2.  

Moreover, previously published in cell studies from our lab showed W93A mutation disrupted 

GAS41 binding to both di-acetylated Histone H3 peptides H3K23acK27ac and mono-

acetylated Histone H3K27ac2.  

These findings beget the mechanism by which GAS41 promotes tumorigenesis in 

LAC.  In one report, in H1993 cell lines, knockdown of GAS41 was shown to increase 

expression of p21 protein, notably of the p53 tumor suppressor pathway that regulates cell 

cycle, DNA repair, and apoptosis5.   In addition, in a different GAS41-dependent LAC cell 

line, H226, GAS41 knockdown was shown to increase levels of both p21 and p535.  In this 

same study, knockdown of GAS41 was shown to attenuate cell growth and induce 

senescence5.  Several studies have implicated GAS41 in governing the p53 pathway, via both 

phosphorylation of p53 and transcriptional activation of p53 pathway genes p21 and p14ARF 

6,7.  As the p53 pathway is inactivated in approximately 50% of all lung cancers3, targeting 

GAS41 may be viable in treatment of GAS41-dependent NSCLCs with mutations in the p53 

tumor suppressor pathway.  Yet, further study to characterize the mechanism of on-target 
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activity of GAS41 small-molecule inhibitors would be imperative.  Altogether, these studies 

offer evidence in favor of GAS41 as an oncogenic driver of one of the primary subtypes of 

NSCLCs, and posits a rationale in targeting GAS41 YEATS as a mean of therapeutic 

intervention against GAS41-dependent NSCLCs.   

B.2. Blocking recognition of Histone H3 acyl-lysine by human YEATS domains 

with small molecules 

 There are four YEATS domain-containing proteins in humans (ENL, Af9, GAS41, 

YEATS2), classified by their respective N-terminal YEATS domains, which are responsible 

for recognition of acyl-lysine residues of histones8.  The last half-decade has yielded 

numerous studies that identify roles for YEATS domains in various physiological processes, 

including regulation of histone lysine modifications, chromatin remodeling, and 

transcriptional regulation, among others1,2,9,10,11,12.  In parallel with such studies, YEATS 

domains have also emerged as pharmacological targets, on the bases of reports implicating 

deregulation of YEATS domains’ functions in various diseases4,13,14,15.  Yet, small-molecule 

inhibitors targeting YEATS domains have largely remained elusive.  Peptidomimetic, HTS, 

and fragment-based approaches have yielded inhibitors of ENL and AF9 YEATS domains 

(referred to herein as ENL YEATS and AF9 YEATS, respectively) with sub-micromolar 

activity in vitro, but poor selectivity for either ENL or AF9 YEATS and limited on-target 

activity in cells16,17,18.  No GAS41 or YEATS2 YEATS inhibitors have been reported in the 

literature.    

B.3. Fragment-based approach to develop inhibitors of Histone H3 acyl-lysine 

recognition by GAS41 
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GAS41 histone reader function comprises a challenging target for inhibitor 

development.  Biophysical, structural and physiochemical characteristics of the acetyl-lysine 

recognition site2 are not consistent with those of a “druggable pocket”: a deep, well-defined 

binding site with polar surface area that additionally demonstrates tight binding affinity for its 

endogenous ligand19.  Rather, GAS41 YEATS displays an open-ended, narrow, channel-like 

binding site for inhibitor development that demonstrates shape complementarity for acetyl- 

and crotonyl-lysine2,4.  This histone reader pocket is structurally conserved with those of other 

human YEATS domains ENL, AF9, and YEATS2, characterized by its “aromatic cage” that 

is formed by the aromatic side chains of phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan8.  Previous 

studies in our lab showed that GAS41 YEATS binds mono-acetylated and mono-crotonylated 

Histone H3 peptides with mid- to high-micromolar affinities (mono-acylated peptides with 

strongest affinities demonstrate ~34 – 106 µM KDs), whereas di-acetylated and di-crotonylated 

Histone H3 peptides present improvement in affinities by at least an order of magnitude, in 

the low-micromolar range (~3 – 5 µM KDs)2.   

To develop small-molecule inhibitors of Histone H3 acyl-lysine recognition by 

GAS41 YEATS, we undertook a fragment-based approach.  Here we present the identification 

and optimization of a novel class of small molecules targeting GAS41.  We identified a ligand 

for GAS41 YEATS by NMR-based fragment screening that shows modest activity in 

blocking GAS41 histone reader function.  Subsequently, we employed a structure-guided 

approach to lead optimization of inhibitors to low-nanomolar potency in vitro.  Our efforts 

represent the first in-class inhibitors of GAS41.  
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Figure 3.1. 6EE9 binds GAS41 YEATS domain. 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of 60 µM 15N-

GAS4113-158 (blue), and spectrum in presence of 1 mM 6EE9 (red).  Chemical structure of 

fragment hit 6EE9 shown in inset. 

 

C. Results and Discussion 

C.1. Identification of fragment hit 6EE9 by NMR-based screening 

To identify compounds binding the GAS41 YEATS domain, we screened a library of 

approximately 600 fragment-like small molecules against 15N-GAS41 YEATS domain 

(GAS41 residues 13 – 158) by NMR experiment 1H-15N HSQC.  We screened fragments in 

mixtures of 10 compounds, at 500 µM per compound, and used chemical shift perturbations 

on 1H-15N HSQC spectra in presence of compound mixtures to identify binders.  Subsequent 
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to the initial screening, we performed deconvolution experiments to partition individual 

fragment hits.   

The screen yielded fragment hit 6EE9 (5-(tert-butyl)thiophene-2-yl)(pyrrolidin-1-

yl)methanone), identified by global chemical shift perturbations of amide proton resonances 

on the 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of 15N-GAS41 YEATS in the presence of 1 mM 6EE9 (Figure 

3.1.).  However, we were unable to map the binding site of 6EE9 by NMR experiment, as we 

have yet to assign the 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of GAS41 YEATS.  Efforts to perform 

resonance assignment are ongoing in our lab.      
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Figure 3.2.  Development of FP assay to characterize IC50 value of fragment hit 6EE9.  

A.  Determination of affinity of FAM-H3K23crK27cr for GST-YEATS.  B. IC50 values for 

6EE9 and for Histone H3 mono-acetylated and di-acetylated peptides in blocking GAS41 

YEATS binding to H3K23crK27cr probe.  Mean values ± SD and curves reported from n ≥ 2 

independent experiments.  Data courtesy of Alyssa Winkler (Cierpicki Lab). 
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C.2. Development of FP and AlphaScreen Competition assays to characterize 

inhibitory activity of DLG-series of compounds 

To characterize inhibitory activity of hit 6EE9, we established an FP assay to quantify 

its IC50 value.   We designed fluorphore-conjugated Histone H3 peptide with di-crotonylated 

lysine residues, FAM-H3K23crK27cr.  To recapitulate dimeric GAS41 YEATS in a model 

system in vitro, we expressed and purified glutathione S-transferase (GST)-fused GAS41 

YEATS domain (GST-GAS411-148).  FAM-H3K23crK27cr probe binds GST-YEATS with 

sub-micromolar affinity (KD = 0.93 µM) by FP assay (Figure 3.2.A.).  This is consistent with 

previously published work from our lab that demonstrates H3K18acK27ac and 

H3K23acK27ac bind both GST-YEATS and full-length GAS41 with low-micromolar affinity, 

as assessed by ITC and BLI, respectively2. 

6EE9 presents high-micromolar inhibitory activity in blocking  H3K23crK27cr, IC50 = 

260 µM (Figure 3.2.B.).  This activity is comparable to that of mono-acetylated Histone H3 

peptide H3K27ac, and two- to four-fold weaker than that of di-acetylated Histone H3 peptides 

H3K14acK27ac, H3K18acK27ac, and H3K23acK27ac (IC50 values of 60 µM, 56 µM, and 

126 µM, respectively [Figure 3.2.B.]).  Modest potency in the high-micromolar range, which 

is witnessed among many fragment hits, does not exclude compounds from being suitable 

candidates for inhibitor optimization20. 
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Figure 3.3. Biophysical characterization of DLG-60 binding GAS41 YEATS. A. Chemical 

structure of DLG-60.  B. 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of 60 µM GAS41 YEATS (blue), and in 

presence of 250, 500, and 1000 µM DLG-60, colored red, green, and black, respectively.  C. 

NMR-titration experiment to determine the KD of DLG-60 for GAS41 YEATS.  KD value ± 

SD averaged from eight amide proton resonances. 

 

 To characterize potencies of small-molecule inhibitors in an orthogonal assay, we 

developed AlphaScreen assay using hexa-histidine-tagged GAS41 YEATS domain (residues 

13-158, referred to herein as his6-YEATS) and biotinylated-H3K23crK27cr.  Fragment hit 
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6EE9 presents high-µM IC50, 340 µM, consistent with data obtained from FP Assay (Table 

3.1.).    

 

Compound  R1 R2 IC50 (FP) (µM) IC50 (Alpha) (µM) 

6EE9 260 ± 10 340 ± 80 

6EE9-12 190* N.d. 
 

DLG-36 37%-inhibition 
@ 50 µM 

N.d. 

DLG-60 ~500 290 ± 100 
 

DLG-113 240 ± 40 
 

55 ± 11 
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Table 3.1. SAR of commercially available and in-house synthesized 6EE9 analogues.  

Development of GAS41 inhibitors.  IC50 values determined by Fluorescent Polarization (FP) 

and AlphaScreen (Alpha) Competition Assays, as indicated.  Mean values ± SD reported from 

n ≥ 2 independent experiments (unless otherwise indicated).  *One experiment.  Data courtesy 

Alyssa Winkler (Cierpicki Lab). 

 

C.3. Exploration and characterization of 6EE9 analogues 
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We first explored ~20 commercially available analogues of fragment hit 6EE9, and 

identified compound 6EE9-12 with trifluoroethoxy-modified azetidine substituted for 

pyrrolidine, and with chloro-substitution for tert-butyl on thiophene (Table 3.1.).  This 

compound showed a roughly ~1.5-fold improvement in potency by FP assay, IC50 = 190 µM.  

To control for effects of trifluoroethoxy-modified azetidine, we synthesized an in-house 

analogue of 6EE9-12, DLG-36, with tert-butyl-substituted thiophene (conserved with 

fragment hit 6EE9), and this compound showed 37%-inhibition at 50 µM by FP.  We were 

not able to perform full titration due to compound solubility, yet such percent-inhibition at 50 

µM compound, by comparison, indicates an improvement in potency.  We thus incorporated 

azetidine moiety substituted for pyrrolidine moving forward in compound design.    

In parallel, we explored modifications on the thiophene moiety.  We found that 

replacing tert-butyl with an amide group was well tolerated, as assessed by protein-NMR 

experiment (data not shown).  Further, substitution of azetidine at the amide group improved 

binding.  This yielded compound DLG-60 (Figure 3.3.A.).  NMR-titration experiments were 

performed to determine the affinity of DLG-60 for GAS41 YEATS (Figure 3.3.B.).  DLG-60 

binds GAS41 YEATS with a KD of 221 µM, fit using a previously established model (Figure 

3.3.C.) 21.  We then characterized DLG-60 inhibition by AlphaScreen assay and found DLG-

60 IC50 = 290 µM (Table 3.1.).  In total, our efforts to explore modifications at both thiophene 

and pyrrolidine modifications guided our design of more potent small molecules.  
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Compound (DLG-) R1 R2 IC50 (FP) (µM) IC50 (Alpha) (µM) 

149 18 ± 4 5.2 ± 0.3 
 

150 163 ± 16 
 

43 ± 11 

157 10.7 ± 2.1 
  

3.0 ± 0.3 

189 4.6 ± 1.4 2.2 ± 0.4 
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Table 3.2. SAR of pyrrolidine-based GAS41 inhibitors.  Development of GAS41 

inhibitors.  IC50 values determined by Fluorescent Polarization (FP) and AlphaScreen (Alpha) 

Competition Assays, as indicated.  Mean values ± SD reported from n ≥ 2 independent 

experiments.  Data courtesy of Alyssa Winkler (Cierpicki Lab). 

 

C.4. Molecular details of DLG-60 interaction with GAS41 

To establish the binding mode of DLG-60 to the GAS41 YEATS domain, we solved 

the crystal structure of the GAS41 YEATS domain (GAS411-148) in complex with DLG-60, to 

2.7 Å (Table 3.6.).  The structure reveals a narrow, channel-like binding pocket comprised of 

H43, H71, S73, Y74, W93, G94, E95, and Y96, for which DLG-60 presents shape 

complementarity  (Figure 3.4.A.).  The carbonyl group of DLG-60 forms two hydrogen 
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bonds, one with each of the backbone amides of W93 and G94 (Figure 3.4.B.), which is 

consistent with interactions made by H3K23acK27ac2.  In addition, the thiophene of DLG-60 

makes edge-to-face pi-pi stacking interactions with the side chains of W93, H71, and F96 

(Figure 3.4.B.).  Notably, DLG-60 occupies the same binding site as acetyl-lysine of 

H3K23acK27ac. 

 

5 

A B 

 

Figure 3.4. Crystal structure of DLG-60 in complex with GAS41 YEATS.  A. mFo-DFc 

map, contoured to 1σ and colored black showing compound occupancy at binding site.  

GAS41 YEATS represented as cartoon, colored gray.  Selected residues shown as sticks, 

salmon; compound, green.  B. Molecular details of DLG-60 interaction with GAS41.  

Coloring scheme and representation same as in A.  Hydrogen bonds indicated by dashed lines.    

 

C.5. Development of pyrrolidine-based GAS41 inhibitors  

Using the crystal structure of DLG-60 in complex with GAS41 YEATS and SAR 

derived from studies of both commercially available and in-house 6EE9 analogues, we 
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designed compounds with improved potency for GAS41 YEATS.  Compound DLG-113, with 

one CH2 removed from the linker to the amide group, yielded an approximate two-fold 

improvement in activity by FP over DLG-60, IC50 = 240 µM (Table 3.1.).  By AlphaScreen, 

this improvement is over five-fold, IC50 = 55 µM (Table 3.1.).  In addition, NMR-titration 

experiments were performed to determine the affinity of DLG-113 for GAS41 YEATS, and 

we found KD = 121 µM (Figure 3.5.). 
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Figure 3.5. Determination of affinity of DLG-113 for GAS41 YEATS.  A. Structure of 

DLG-113.  B. NMR-titration experiment to extract KD of DLG-113 for GAS41 YEATS.  KD 

value ± SD averaged from ten amide proton resonances. 

 

Further modification of the azetidine group on the amide, via substitution with 

pyrrolidine, conferred an over-10-fold improvement in activity: compound DLG-149 presents 

an IC50 value of 18 µM by FP Assay.  Notably, the S-enantiomer, DLG-150, is approximately 

nine-fold weaker than R-enantiomer DLG-149 (DLG-150 IC50 = 163 µM) (Table 3.2.).  This 
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preference for the R-enantiomer was further validated in the AlphaScreen Competition Assay, 

as DLG-149 is over eight-fold more potent than DLG-150 in blocking complex formation, 

5.2 µM versus 43 µM. 

 

C.6. Development of analogues with substituted azetidine ring 

Commercially available analogue 6EE9-12 showed that replacing pyrrolidine with 

azetidine was associated with an improvement in binding (Table 3.1.), and thus we explored 

substitutions on the azetidine moiety at this site.  Azetidine substituted with thiazole, DLG-

157, conferred nearly two-fold improvement from DLG-149, approaching low-micromolar 

inhibitory activity with IC50 = 10.7 µM (Table 3.2.).  Further modification with a 

benzothiazole substituent yielded an approximately 2.5-fold boost in activity, as DLG-189 

presented 4.6 µM IC50 (Table 3.2.).  In parallel with characterization by FP Competition 

Assay, DLG-157 and DLG-189, demonstrated low-micromolar IC50 values in AlphaScreen 

Competition Assay, 3 µM and 2.2 µM, respectively. 

To determine the affinity of lead compounds DLG-157 and DLG-189 for GAS41 

YEATS, ITC experiments were performed.  DLG-157 binds GAS41 YEATS with KD = 8.2 

µM, and DLG-189, with KD = 5.4 µM (Figure 3.6.).  By order of magnitude and by relative 

improvements in potencies, KD values are consistent with IC50 values from FP and 

AlphaScreen competition assays for DLG-157 and DLG-189.   
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Figure 3.6.  Determination of affinity of DLG-157 and of DLG-189 for GAS41 YEATS.  

A. Structure of DLG-157.  B. Isotherm showing binding of DLG-157 to GAS41 YEATS.  

Binding affinity and stoichiometry shown at inset.  Values reported from n ≥ 2 independent 

experiments.  C. Structure of DLG-189.  D. Isotherm showing binding of DLG-189 to 

GAS41 YEATS.  Binding affinity and stoichiometry shown at inset.  Mean values ± SD 

reported from n ≥ 2 independent experiments.  E. Binding affinity, stoichiometry, and 

thermodynamic parameters.  Mean values ± SD averaged from two independent experiments 

are reported. 
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C.7. Structural studies reveal molecular basis of DLG-157 interaction with 

GAS41  

To determine the molecular basis of DLG-157 binding GAS41 YEATS, we co-

crystallized GAS41 YEATS (GAS41 residues 1-148)—DLG-157 complex and solved the 

high-resolution crystal structure of the complex at 2.10 Å (Table 3.6.).  The structure reveals 

the binding mode of DLG-157 to GAS41 YEATS, at the pocket comprised of H43, H71, S73, 

Y74, W93, G95, E95, and Y96 (Figure 3.7.A.)  The carbonyl of DLG-157 forms two 

hydrogen bonds, one with each of the backbone amide nitrogen atoms of W93 and G94 

(Figure 3.7.B.). In addition, the thiophene moiety of DLG-157 engages in edge-to-face pi-pi 

stacking interactions with side chains of W93, H71, and Y96.  

 

A B 

 

Figure 3.7. Crystal structure of DLG-157 in complex with GAS41 YEATS.  A. mFo-DFc 

map, contoured to 1σ and colored black showing compound occupancy at binding site.  

GAS41 YEATS represented as cartoon, colored gray.  Selected residues shown as sticks, 

salmon.  Compound, green..  B. Molecular details of DLG-157 interaction with GAS41.  

Coloring scheme and representation same as in A.  Hydrogen bonds indicated by dashed lines.    
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 Many molecular details of the binding mode of DLG-157 are conserved with DLG-

60.    That said, as DLG-157 demonstrates an approximate 100-fold improvement in potency 

over DLG-60, the crystal structure of DLG-157 in complex with GAS41 YEATS offers 

explanations for this compound’s stronger activity.  The structure of the DLG-157 presents 

striking shape complementarity for the narrow, channel-like shape of the site of acetyl-lysine 

Histone H3 recognition by GAS41 YEATS (Figure 3.7.B.), and furthermore its thiazole-

substituted azetidine moiety better occupies the acyl-lysine binding site than does the 

pyrrolidine moiety of DLG-60.  

 

Compound (DLG-) R1 R2 IC50 (FP) (µM) IC50 (Alpha) (µM) 

149 H 18 ± 4 5.2 ± 0.3 

180 48 ± 0.5 
 

28 ± 1.0 
 

189 H 4.6 ± 1.4 
 

2.2 ± 0.4 
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Table 3.3. SAR of monomeric GAS41 inhibitors with synthetic handles for dimerization.  

IC50 values determined by Fluorescent Polarization (FP) and AlphaScreen (Alpha) 

Competition Assays, as indicated.  Mean values ± SD reported from n ≥ 2 independent 

experiments.  Data courtesy of Alyssa Winkler (Cierpicki Lab). 

 

. 
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Compound (DLG-) R n (–CH2–) IC50 (FP) (nM) IC50 (Alpha) (nM) 

222 6 660 ± 240 61 ± 7 

231 6 240 ± 40 4.5 ± 0.6 

232 8 210 ± 2 10.1 ± 4.2 

233 4 69 ± 27 10.6 ± 0.1 
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Table 3.4.  SAR of dimeric GAS41 inhibitors.  IC50 values determined by Fluorescent 

Polarization (FP) and AlphaScreen (Alpha) Competition Assays, as indicated.  Mean values ± 

SD reported from n ≥ 2 independent experiments.  Data courtesy of Alyssa Winkler (Cierpicki 

Lab). 

 

C.8. Development of dimeric inhibitors of GAS41 

Our design incorporated dimerization of monomeric inhibitors (herein referred to as 

“dimeric inhibitors”), connected by a linker.  To begin development of dimeric inhibitors, we 

synthetized analogues of DLG-149 with ethoxy (DLG-180) modification substituted on the 

amide pyrrolidine.  Ethoxy modifications served as synthetic handles, which would comprise 

linkers of dimeric inhibitors.  Ethoxy substituted on pyrrolidine yielded a nearly three-fold 
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loss in activity for DLG-180 as compared to DLG-149 (48 µM to 18 µM) (Table 3.3.).  By 

AlphaScreen Competition Assay, as DLG-180 presented an over five-fold loss in activity 

compared to DLG-149, 28 µM to 5.2 µM (Table 3.3.). Nonetheless, despite the modest 

reduction in compound potency associated with linker substitution, this did not discourage 

development of dimeric inhibitors.  
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Figure 3.8.  Dimeric inhibitors show ~300- to ~600-fold improvement over monomeric 

inhibitors in IC50 by AlphaScreen Competition Assay.  Mean values ± SD reported from n 

≥ 2 independent experiments.  Data courtesy Alyssa Winkler (Cierpicki Lab). 

 

On the bases of our most potent monomeric compounds, DLG-157 and DLG-189, we 

generated dimeric inhibitors DLG-231 and DLG-222, respectively.  DLG-222 and DLG-231 

demonstrate sub-micromolar IC50 values, 660 and 240 nM, respectively (Table 3.4.).  

Notably, the linker composition (alkane) and linker length (n = 6, where n is CH2) of both 

compounds was identical.  We developed DLG-222 analogue DLG-233 with saturated linker 

(length n = 4), and DLG-231 analogue DLG-232 with saturated linker as well (length n = 8).  
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By FP assay, these compounds present several hundred-fold stronger IC50 values than 

monomeric analogues.  DLG-233 blocks complex formation with IC50 = 69 nM, and DLG-

232 with IC50 = 210 nM (Table 3.4.).  However, limited FP assay sensitivity likely 

underestimates IC50 values. 

Quantification of dimeric inhibitors’ IC50 values by AlphaScreen Competition Assay 

revealed potent activities relative to those of unlabeled-acyl-lysine Histone H3 peptides.  

DLG-222 (DLG-189 analogue, n = 6) presents 61 nM IC50 (Table 3.4.). Interestingly, 

shortening linker length to n = 4 in DLG-233 confers a nearly six-fold improvement in 

potency, IC50 = 10.7 nM.  DLG-231 (DLG-157 analogue, n = 6) demonstrates 4.5 nM IC50, 

yet increasing linker length to n = 8 yields an over two-fold loss in activity, IC50 = 10.1 nM.  

Relative to our strongest monomeric inhibitors DLG-157 and DLG-189, dimeric inhibitors 

DLG-231 and DLG-233 represent approximately ~300- to ~600-fold improvements in 

potency (Figure 3.8.). 

C.9. Dimeric inhibitors induce dimerization of GAS41 YEATS domain 

To explain the improvement in compounds’ inhibitory activities, and offer evidence 

for the bivalent mode of inhibitor binding, we validated that dimeric inhibitors induce 

dimerization of GAS41 YEATS domain.  We developed in vitro biochemical assay by 

AlphaScreen to test dimerization of GAS41 YEATS domain.  In brief, his6-GAS41 YEATS 

(residues 13 – 158) and biotin-labeled GAS41 YEATS (1 – 148) were incubated, and titrated 

with DLG-231 (Figure 3.9.).  Alpha Signal was plotted as a function of ligand concentration, 

and presented dose-dependence increases to mid-micromolar concentrations.  The increase in 

signal is evidence of dimerization.  At higher concentrations, approaching 100 µM, Alpha 
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Signal decreased, consistent with the Hook effect.  This is likely attributed to saturation of 

individual YEATS domains with one molecule of dimeric inhibitors.   
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Figure 3.9. GAS41 YEATS domain in vitro dimerization assay by AlphaScreen.  His-

tagged GAS41 YEATS and biotinylated-GAS41 YEATS were incubated, and titrated with 

DLG-231.  Alpha Signal plotted as function of DLG-231 concentration. 

 

D. Conclusion 

Here, we describe the design and development of the first in-class small-molecule 

inhibitors of GAS41.  We identified hit compound 6EE9 that binds GAS41 YEATS, via 

protein-observed solution-NMR-based fragment screening of an in-house library of fragment-

like small molecules.  By in vitro biochemical assays FP and AlphaScreen, 6EE9 presents 

high-micromolar activity in inhibiting H3K23crK27cr recognition by GAS41 YEATS.   

Structure-guided design yielded lead monomeric inhibitors DLG-157 and DLG-189.  Both 

compounds presented low-micromolar IC50 values by FP and AlphaScreen Competition 
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Assays.  In addition, we solved the crystal structure of DLG-157 in complex with GAS41 

YEATS to high-resolution, which revealed the molecular details of GAS41-inhibitor complex 

formation. 

 We subsequently developed lead dimeric inhibitors DLG-231 and DLG-233.  Dimeric 

inhibitor DLG-231, presents 4.5 nM IC50 in blocking GAS41 YEATS-H3K23crK27cr 

complex, and inhibitor DLG-233, 10.6 nM IC50.  Dimeric inhibitors represents an 

approximate ~300- to ~600-fold improvement in potency over lead monomeric inhibitors 

DLG-157 and DLG-189.  In addition, in vitro dimerization assay demonstrates that DLG-231 

and DLG-233 compounds induce dimerization of GAS41 YEATS domain. 

In total, our campaign has yielded a novel class of inhibitors targeting GAS41.  As no 

small-molecule inhibitors of GAS41 have been reported as of this writing, our efforts provide 

insight into the structural basis of inhibition of site-specific Histone H3 acetyl- and crotonyl-

lysine recognition by GAS41.  With the marked increase in interest in biology of the YEATS 

family of histone reader domains in the past half-decade, as well as the emergence of GAS41 

YEATS as a pharmacological target, blocking GAS41 YEATS- Histone H3 acyl-lysine 

complex may offer dual benefits, in basic biology and in the clinic: the former, via 

characterization of the mechanism of on-target activity of GAS41 YEATS small-molecule 

inhibitors that may help in elucidating the roles of GAS41 in both transcriptional regulation 

and in chromatin remodeling, among other physiological processes; the latter, via aiding in 

rational design of inhibitors targeting GAS41 in NSCLCs.   
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E. Materials and Methods 

Expression and Purification of Recombinant Proteins 

15N-GAS41 YEATS for NMR spectroscopy 

For NMR experiments, the synthetic gene encoding Human GAS41 YEATS (residues 

13 – 158) was ordered from Life Technologies and sub-cloned using BamHI and HindIII 

restriction sites into pQE-80L expression vector with an N-terminal hexa-histidine (His6) tag.  

Recombinant plasmid pQE-80L-GAS41 YEATS (residues 13 – 158) was transformed into 

One Shot BL21(DE3) Chemically Competent E. Coli cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific).  

Transformants were grown in 15N-labeled M9 minimal medium (Table 4.6) with 100 µg mL-1 

Ampicillin at 37 oC to OD600 between 0.6 and 0.8.  Protein expression was induced with 250 
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µM isopropyl 1-thio-β-D-galactopyranoside (IPTG), and cultures were incubated at 18 oC for 

16 h.  Cells were harvested, and re-suspended in 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 30 mM 

imidazole, 1 mM TCEP, and 500 µM PMSF for lysis by cell disrupter.  Lysate was cleared at 

14,500 rpm for 1 h at 4 oC, and clarified lysate was loaded on Ni-NTA (Qiagen) affinity 

column.  The column was washed with Lysis Buffer, and eluted with Lysis Buffer containing 

300 mM imidazole.  Fractions were resolved by SDS-PAGE, and pure fractions were pooled 

and dialyzed against 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, and 500 mM NaCl at 4 oC.  Protein was 

concentrated to ~30 µM, and then dialyzed against 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, and 500 mM NaCl at 

4 oC overnight, followed by final dialysis against 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, and 200 mM NaCl at 4 

oC for 4 h.  Protein was then concentrated to 60 µM for NMR experiments.   

GAS41 YEATS for AlphaScreen Competition Assay 

For AlphaScreen Competition Assay experiments, GAS41 YEATS (residues 13 – 158) 

was expressed and purified in the same manner as above, with the following exceptions: 

protein was expressed in Luria Broth (LB) media; and, protein was dialyzed extensively 

against 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, and 500 mM NaCl at 4 oC.  Protein was then concentrated to ~25 

µM for storage at -80 oC.   

Table 3.5.  Recipe for 1x M9 Minimal Media. 

Reagent Final Concentration   
Na2HPO4 4 g L-1 
KH2PO4 2 g L-1 
NaCl 0.5 g L-1 
Na2SO4 0.3 mM 
Biotin 1 mg L-1 
Thiamin 1 mg L-1 
MgSO4 1 mM 
CaCl2 1 mM 
(15NH4)2SO4 1 g L-1 
Glucose 10 g L-1 
U-15N Bioexpress 5 mL L-1 
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For 13C-, 15N- minimal media, substitute 
Glucose and Bioexpress with following: 

 

13C-glucose 3 g L-1 
U-13C, U-15N Bioexpress  5 mL L-1 
 

GAS41 YEATS for ITC 

For ITC experiments, codon-optimized GAS41 YEATS domain (residues 9 – 151) 

was synthesized by Life Technologies and sub-cloned into pet32a vector with N-terminal 

Thioredoxin (Trx)-His6 tag and N-terminal PreScission cleavage site.  Recombinant pet32a-

GAS41 YEATS (residues 9 – 151) was transformed into One Shot BL21(DE3) E. Coli 

Chemically Competent cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific).  Transformants were grown LB 

medium with 100 µg mL-1 Ampicillin at 37 oC to OD600 between 0.6 and 0.8.  Protein 

expression was induced with 250 µM IPTG, and cultures were incubated at 18 oC for 16 h.  

Cells were harvested, and re-suspended in 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 30 mM 

imidazole, 1 mM TCEP, and 500 µM PMSF for lysis by cell disrupter.  Lysate was cleared at 

14,500 rpm for 1 h at 4 oC, and clarified lysate was loaded on Ni-NTA (Qiagen) affinity 

column.  The column was washed with Lysis Buffer, and eluted with Lysis Buffer containing 

300 mM imidazole.  Eluate was dialyzed against 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, and 1 

mM TCEP extensively at 4 oC, and proteolytically cleaved with PreScission enzyme.  

Following a final dialysis step against 50 mM Tris, pH 8.5, 50 mM NaCl, and 1 mM TCEP 

(referred to herein as Low Salt Buffer), sample was then loaded on Q-Sepharose (GE 

Healthcare Life Sciences) ion-exchange column.  The column was washed with Low Salt 

Buffer, and eluted with 50 mM Tris, pH 8.5, 1 M NaCl, and 1 mM TCEP.  Pure fractions were 

pooled, and dialyzed extensively against 50 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.5, and 150 mM NaCl at 4 

oC for storage at -80 oC. 
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GST-GAS41 YEATS for FP Assay 

For Fluorescence Polarization assay, Glutathione S-transferase (GST)-tagged GAS41 

YEATS domain (residues 1 – 148, referred to herein as GST-YEATS) was cloned into pGST-

parallel vector as previously described 2.  Transformants were grown LB medium with 100 µg 

mL-1 Ampicillin at 37 oC to OD600 between 0.6 and 0.8.  Protein expression was induced with 

250 µM IPTG, and cultures were incubated at 18 oC for 16 h.  Cells were harvested, and re-

suspended in 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP, and 500 µM PMSF (herein 

referred to as Lysis Buffer) for lysis by cell disrupter.  Lysate was cleared at 14,500 rpm for 1 

h at 4 oC, and clarified lysate was loaded on glutathione-Sepharose 4B (GE Healthcare Life 

Sciences) affinity column for 1 h at 4 oC.  The column was washed extensively with buffer 

containing 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, and 1 mM TCEP, and eluted with buffer 

containing 50 mM Tris, pH 8.5, 500 mM NaCl, 10 mM reduced-glutathione, and 1 mM 

TCEP.  Pure fractions were pooled and dialyzed extensively against 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 

mM NaCl, and 1 mM TCEP at 4 oC for storage at -80 oC. 

GAS41 YEATS for x-ray crystallography 

For x-ray crystallography experiments, GST-GAS41 YEATS (residues 1 – 148) was 

expressed and purified in the same manner as above.  Following affinity purification, protein 

was pooled and dialyzed against 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, and 1 mM TCEP at 4 

oC, and proteolytically cleaved with Tobacco Etch Virus (TEV) protease enzyme.  Sample 

was applied to glutathione-Sepharose 4B (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) column to extract 

GST-tag, and loaded on a Superdex 75 (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) size-exclusion column, 

pre-equilibrated in buffer containing 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, and 300 mM NaCl).  Protein was 

concentrated to ~350 µM for storage at -80 oC. 
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Fragment screening by Protein-Observed Solution-NMR Spectroscopy 

Fragment-screening samples were prepared with 60 µM 15N-labeled GAS41 YEATS 

(residues 13 – 158) in buffer containing 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 200 mM NaCl, and 7% D2O.  

The library of fragments used for screening was a combination of both commercially available 

compounds and compounds synthesized in-house.  Fragments were screened in mixtures of 

ten compounds per sample at 500 µM final concentration per compound.  Deconvolution 

experiments were performed with mixtures of three compounds per sample at 330 µM 

concentration per compound, and fragment hit confirmation was performed with 1000 µM 

compound.  1H-15N HSQC spectra were acquired at 30 oC on a 600 MHz Bruker Avance III 

spectrometer equipped with cryoprobe running Topspin version 2.1.  Processing and spectral 

visualization were performed using NMRPipe and Sparky. 

KD Determination by Protein-Observed Solution-NMR Spectroscopy 

1H-15N HSQC experiments were run at 30 oC with samples containing 60 µM 15N-

labeled GAS41 YEATS (residues 13 – 158) in buffer containing 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 200 

mM NaCl, and 7% D2O.  For NMR-titration experiment with DLG-60, compound 

concentrations were 250, 500, and 1000 µM.  For NMR-titration experiment with DLG-113, 

compound concentrations were 62.5, 125, and 250 µM.  Dissociation constants were 

determined from least-squares fitting of chemical shift perturbations as a function of ligand 

concentration21: 

Equation 3.1. 

δi = b - √(b2 – 4 × a × c) 
2a 
 

with a = (KA/δb) × [Pt], b = 1 + KA([Lti] + [Pt]), and c = δb × KA × [Lti], where δi is the 

absolute change in chemical shift for each titration point, [Lti] is the total ligand concentration 
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at each titration point, [Pt] is the total protein concentration, KA = 1/KD is the binding 

constant, and δb is the chemical shift of the resonance in question in the complex21.  KD and δb 

were used as fitting parameters in analysis21.    

Fluorescence Polarization Assay 

FP Assay to determine GST-YEATS—FAM-H3K23crK27cr affinity 

5’ 6-Fluorescein (FAM)-labeled di-crotonylated Histone H3 peptide probe 

H3K23crK27cr (FAM-QLAT[K-cr]AAR[K-cr]SAPA-NH2) was synthesized by Genscript.  

Probe was dissolved in FP Storage Buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and 1 mM 

TCEP) at 1 mM concentration for storage at -20 oC.  To determine binding affinity of 

H3K23crK27cr probe for GST-YEATS, probe was diluted to 2x 25 nM in FP Assay Buffer 

(50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP, 0.01% bovine serum albumin [BSA], 

0.01% Tween-20) with 1% DMSO.  GST-YEATS was prepared at 2x 10 µM in FP Assay 

Buffer with 1% DMSO, and 10 two-fold serial dilutions of GST-YEATS in FP Assay Buffer 

with 1% DMSO were prepared.  Equal volumes of 2x H3K23crK27cr stock and 2x GST-

YEATS stock were incubated for 1 h at room temperature in dark.  15 µL per sample was 

transferred to assay plate (Corning, product no. 4514) for reading.  Using PHERAstar 

microplate reader (BMG), fluorescence polarization was measured at 525 nm subsequent to 

excitation at 495 nm.  Data was fit in Prism 7.0 (GraphPad) program, with equation 

log(agonist) vs. response – Variable slope (four parameters). 

FP Competition Assay with FAM-H3K23crK27cr peptide 

Compounds were first dissolved in DMSO, from which 100x (of starting concentration) mid-

stocks in DMSO were prepared.  From 100x mid-stock, 10 two-fold dilutions of compound in 

DMSO were performed.  1 µM GST-YEATS was prepared in FP Assay Buffer, and 100x 
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compound mid-stocks were added to 100-fold volumetric excess 1 µM GST-YEATS.  Protein 

was incubated with compound for 1 h at room temperature.  In parallel with the first 

incubation step, 100x 25 nM FAM-H3K23crK27cr was prepared in FP Assay Buffer.  After 1 

h incubation, 100x FAM-H3K23crK27cr was mixed with 100-fold volumetric excess sample.  

Samples were prepared in 96-well assay plate (Corning, product no. 3356), and incubated for 

1 h at room temperature in dark.  Fluorescence polarization data was measured as described in 

the aforementioned section.  Data was fit in Prism 7.0 (GraphPad), and IC50 values were 

derived using the equation log(inhibitor) vs. response – Variable slope (four parameters). 

AlphaScreen Competition Assay 

Compounds were first dissolved in DMSO, from which 100x (of starting 

concentration) mid-stocks in DMSO were prepared.  From 100x mid-stock, 10 three-fold 

dilutions of compound in DMSO were performed.   100x compound mid-stocks were mixed 

with 100-fold volumetric excess 1.25x 100 nM His6-GAS41 YEATS (residues 13 – 158), 

prepared in 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 0.01% Tween-20, 0.05% BSA (referred 

to herein as AlphaScreen Assay Buffer).  Protein-compound solution was incubated for 1 h at 

room temperature.  10x 25 nM biotinylated-, di-crotonylated-Histone H3 peptide biotin-

H3K23crK27cr was prepared in AlphaScreen Assay Buffer, and added to 10-fold excess 

protein-compound solution.  Biotinylated-peptide was incubated with protein-compound 

solution for 1 h at room temperature.  20x Ni-Chelate Acceptor Bead solution (PerkinElmer) 

was then prepared in AlphaScreen Assay Buffer, and added to 20-fold volumetric excess 

sample.  Sample was incubated for 1 h at room temperature in dark.  Following acceptor bead 

addition, 20x Streptavidin Donor Bead solution (PerkinElmer) was prepared in AlphaScreen 

Assay Buffer, and added to 20-fold volumetric excess sample.  Sample was incubated for 2 h 
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at room temperature in dark.  AlphaScreen signal (Rubrene emission at 520 – 620 nM) was 

measured by PHERAstar microplate reader (BMG).  Data was fit in Prism 7.0 (GraphPad), 

and IC50 values were derived using the equation log(inhibitor) vs. response – Variable slope 

(four parameters). 

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 

 GAS41 YEATS (residues 9 – 151) was dialyzed repeatedly against 50 mM phosphate 

buffer, pH 7.5, and 150 mM NaCl (referred to herein as ITC Buffer) at 4 oC.  Compounds 

DLG-157 and DLG-189 were dissolved in DMSO, and diluted to 400 µM in ITC Buffer with 

1% DMSO.  Protein and reference solutions were prepared with the addition of 1% DMSO.  

Titrations were performed using a VP-ITC titration calorimetric system (MicroCal) at 25 oC.  

Calorimetric cell containing 40 µM GAS41 YEATS was titrated with compound (DLG-157 

or DLG-189) at 400 µM, in 10 µL injections at 180 s intervals.  Data were analyzed by Origin 

7.0 (OriginLab) to derive KD and stoichiometry. 

Crystallization of GAS41-inihibitor complexes 

Soaking Experiment to Determine Crystal Structure of DLG-60 in complex with GAS41 

Native-crystals of GAS41 YEATS (residues 1 – 148) were obtained using the sitting-

drop technique with equal volumes 7.3 mg mL-1 protein in 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, and 300 mM 

NaCl, and precipitant solution containing 0.1 M CHES, pH 9.5, and 1.26 M ammonium 

sulfate.  Crystals were soaked in 2 mM DLG-60 dissolved in reservoir for 15 minutes.  

Subsequently, the solution was exchanged and crystals were incubated in cryoprotectant 

solution, comprised of precipitant solution with 2 mM DLG-60 and 30% glycerol, prior to 

freezing in liquid nitrogen. 
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Co-crystallization Experiment to Determine Crystal Structure of DLG-157 in complex 

with GAS41 

Initial co-crystals of GAS41 YEATS (residues 1 – 148) in complex with DLG-157 

were obtained through screening using the hanging-drop vapor diffusion technique over one 

week at 4 oC.  GAS41 YEATS at 7.3 mg mL-1 (400 µM) was incubated with 450 µM DLG-

157 in 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, and 300 mM NaCl for six hours at room temperature prior to 

screening.  To optimize crystals, protein-inhibitor complex assembly was repeated as 

described above.  Subsequently, equal volumes of protein-inhibtor complex solution were 

mixed with precipitant solution containing 0.1 M Tris, pH 7.3, 0.2 M MgCl2, and 2.2 M NaCl.  

Crystals grew over one week at 4 oC.  Prior to data collection, crystals were exchanged into 

cryoprotectant solution, comprised of precipitant solution with 750 µM DLG-157, 1% 

DMSO, and 25% ethylene glycol, followed by freezing in liquid nitrogen. 

Crystallographic Data Collection and Structure Determination 

Diffraction data for GAS41 YEATS-inhibitor complexes were collected at the 21-ID-F 

and 21-ID-G beam lines at the Life Sciences Collaborative Access Team at the Advanced 

Photon Source.  Data were integrated and scaled using HKL-2000 22, and structures were 

solved by molecular replacement with MOLREP using known native-GAS41 YEATS 

structure as a search model.  Refinement of structures was performed using REFMAC 23, 

COOT 24, CCP4 program suite 25, and PHENIX program suite 26.  Structures were validated 

using MOLPROBITY 27 and ADIT 28 servers.  Data collection and structure refinement 

statistics are presented in Table 4.4.  
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Table 3.6. Data collection and refinement statistics for GAS41-inhibitor complexes 

 GAS41YEATS-DLG-60    GAS41YEATS-DLG-157    
PDB Code N/A N/A 
Space group                                                P212121    C121 
Cell dimensions a, b, c 4 70.5, 80.6 121.6 117.3, 112.5, 63.2 
Cell dimensions α, β, γ (deg) 90, 90, 90 90, 116.7, 90 

Resolution 4                                   2.71 (2.76  - 2.71) 2.10 (2.17  - 2.10) 
Unique reflections                                 19305 (937) 42637 (4184) 
Rmerge        0.217 (1.38) 0.091 (0.48) 

I/σI                                                         20.5 (2.0) 11.7 (2.5) 
Completeness (%)                                 99.7 (99.0) 98.1 (98.2) 

Redundancy 12.4 (10.4) 3.9 (3.8) 
 Refinement  
Rwork/Rfree (%) 21.5/25.3 20.6/23.0 
No. atoms   
Protein 3957 4222 
Water 0 640 
Mean B-factors (Å2) 60.93 36.65 
RMS deviations   
Bond lengths 4 0.005 0.013 
Bond angles (deg) 0.79 1.48 
 Ramachandran plot  
Most favored regions (%) 95.71 98.79 
Additional allowed regions (%) 3.86 1.01 
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Chapter 4 

Identification of Thiourea-Based Inhibitors of the B-Cell Lymphoma 6 BTB Domain via 

NMR-Based Fragment Screening  

 

*The text and data presented here are adapted from the following manuscript:  

 

Cheng, H.#, Linhares, B. M.#, Yu, W., Cardenas, M. G., Ai, Y., Jiang, W., Winkler, A., 

Cohen, S., Melnick, A., MacKerell Jr., A., Cierpicki, T.^, and F. Xue^.  “Identification of 

Thiourea-Based Inhibitors of the B-Cell Lymphoma 6 BTB Domain via NMR-Based 

Fragment Screening and Computer-Aided Drug Design.”  Journal of Medicinal Chemistry. 

61, 7573 – 88 (2018). 

#H. C. and B. M. L. co-first authors 

^F.X. and T.C. co-corresponding authors 

 

A. Abstract 

Protein-protein interactions (PPI) between the transcriptional repressor B-cell 

lymphoma 6 (BCL6) BTB domain (BCL6BTB) and its co-repressors have emerged as a 

promising target for anti-cancer therapeutics. However, identification of potent, drug-like 

inhibitors of BCL6BTB has remained challenging. Using NMR-based screening of a library of 

fragment-like small molecules, we have identified a thiourea compound (7CC5) that binds to 
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BCL6BTB.  From this hit, the application protein-NMR spectroscopy, x-ray crystallography, 

and biochemical and biophysical studies, guided an investment in synthetic medicinal 

chemistry, which yielded an inhibitor 15f that demonstrated over 100-fold improved potency 

for the BCL6BTB. This gain in potency was achieved by a unique binding mode that mimics 

the binding mode of the corepressor SMRT into the aromatic and the HDCH sites. The 

structure-activity relationship based on these new inhibitors will have a significant impact on 

the rational design of novel BCL6 inhibitors, facilitating the identification of therapeutics for 

the treatment of BCL6-dependent tumors. 

B. Introduction 

B-Cell lymphoma 6 (BCL6) is an oncoprotein associated with multiple cancers.1 As 

the master regulator of the germinal center (GC) reaction, BCL6 is constitutively expressed in 

diffuse large B-cell lymphomas (DLBCL).2,3 It is one of the most upregulated genes in BCR-

ABL-positive B-cell precursor acute lymphoblastic leukemia (B-ALL) cells after exposure to 

BCR-ABL tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs).4  BCL6 is also upregulated by mixed lineage 

leukemia (MLL) fusion oncoproteins in B-ALLs with MLL translocation.5 Moreover, patients 

with blast-phase chronic myeloid leukemia (BP-CML) cannot be cured by BCR-ABL TKIs 

because CML stem cells are not fully dependent on BCR-ABL.6 However, CML stem cells 

express high levels of BCL6, and targeting BCL6 eliminated these cells.6 Furthermore, the 

BCL6 locus is often amplified in breast cancers, and BCL6 maintains the survival of 

aggressive triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) cells.7 Therefore BCL6 has broad oncogenic 

roles in many cancer subtypes. 

BCL6 mediates tumorigenesis through its repression of DNA-damage-sensing genes, 

such as ATR, and cell-death and cell-cycle-checkpoint genes, such as CHEK1, TP53, 
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CDKN1A, CDKN2A, P14ARF, CDKN1B, and EP300.8-14 Blocking BCL6-repressor activity 

induces expression of these genes, resulting in rapid cell death.10,15-18 Although different types 

of cancers are heterogeneous, a majority of them are BCL6-dependent.19 

BCL6 has an N-terminal broad-complex, tramtrack, and brick-a-brac (BTB) domain 

(BCL6BTB) that mediates transcriptional repression, a C-terminal C2H2 zinc finger responsible 

for DNA binding and inflammatory reactions,20 and a linker region containing a second 

repression domain.21 BCL6BTB forms an obligate homodimer. The interface of the dimer 

forms a lateral groove (LG), which is employed in the recruitment of the corepressors 

silencing mediator of retinoid- and thyroid-hormone receptor (SMRT), nuclear-receptor co-

repressor (NCoR), and BCL6 co-repressor (BCoR).22,23 This unique BCL6BTB-LG-corepressor 

interaction is essential for the repression activity of BCL6.24,25 

BCL6 knockout is lethal and most knockout mice die within 4-6 weeks of a severe 

inflammatory syndrome.26 This phenotype raises concern regarding potential side effects of 

BCL6 inhibitors. However, exposure to BCL6BTB-LG peptide inhibitors16 did not induce 

inflammation or other toxic effects.16 Moreover, mice expressing BCL6 with point mutations 

that abrogate corepressor binding lived healthy lives without inflammatory syndrome.27 Taken 

together, BCL6BTB-LG function is only essential in GC B-cells and in tumors, but it is 

dispensable for the other functions of BCL6. Indeed the effect of BCL6 in macrophages 

appears to be linked to its zinc fingers competing for DNA binding with STAT proteins.27 

Because BCL6BTB-LG-targeting inhibitors do not affect BCL6 DNA binding, its function in 

macrophages is preserved. Suppression of GC B-cells, especially in a transient manner, would 

likewise be non-toxic in humans. Therefore, BCL6BTB-LG inhibitors have favorable safety 

profiles and will likely be better tolerated than currently approved anticancer therapies. 
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Small molecule inhibitors of BCL6BTB are known (Figure 4.1.). For instance, Takeda 

developed inhibitors using fragment-based screening, which disrupted BCL6 interaction with 

a BCoR peptide in a micromolar range.28,29 Astra Zeneca developed macrocycles that could 

bind the BCL6BTB-LG with nanomolar affinity but had no effect on DLBCL proliferation.30 

Note that no target-engagement studies were performed in either study, so it is not known 

whether these compounds could actually block BCL6-mediated formation of repression 

complexes or for how long this might occur. Recently, Boehringer developed two small 

molecules that bind to BCL6BTB-LG with nanomolar activity.31 One of the compounds 

resulted in degradation of BCL6 in a DNA-binding dependent manner, while the non-

degrading compounds had weak activity against BCL6 in cells.31 Our laboratories reported the 

discovery of inhibitors 79-6 and FX1.32 FX1 binds to the BCL6BTB-LG with improved 

potency (KD = 7 µM) compared with 79-6 (KD = 129 µM) and even with SMRT (KD = 30 µM) 

in a microscale thermophoresis (MST) assay.32 It maintains high specificity for BCL6BTB over 

other BTB-containing proteins,32 and shows good specificity towards BCL6-dependent 

lymphoma cell lines over BCL6-independent cells.32 Results from in vivo studies show that 

FX1 is nontoxic at high concentrations and demonstrated excellent efficacy in both GCB- and 

ABC-type DLBCL xenograft models.32  Compounds 79-6 and FX1 exhibit promising 

biological profiles, yet these inhibitors also have potential limitations. First, they only bind to 

the top aromatic pocket and leave the rest of the LG unoccupied. We speculate that new 

inhibitors with extended structures that occupy a larger portion of the LG will have improved 

inhibitory activities.  Moreover, the rhodanine-based scaffold of inhibitors 79-6 and FX1 can 

potentially be problematic for further development of as clinical candidates.33,34 
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Figure 4.1.  Chemical structures of previously reported inhibitors for the BCL6BTB. 

 

Herein we report the identification and optimization of a novel series of thiourea-based 

inhibitors of BCL6BTB.  The scaffold was first identified by screening a fragment-like small 

molecule library, using protein-observed NMR spectroscopy, and subsequently the binding 

mode of the fragment hit in complex with BCL6BTB was determined using x-ray 

crystallography.  We employed structure-guided design and protein-NMR-based methodology 

to lead development of a new class of inhibitors targeting BCL6-co-repressor complex 

formation.  This study presents the design strategy, chemical synthesis, and experimental 

characterization of this series of compounds. 

C. Results and Discussion 

C.1. Identification and characterization of hit 7CC5 

To identify small molecules binding to BCL6BTB, we began by screening an in-house 

library of approximately 1500 chemically diverse, fragment-like small molecules by protein- 

NMR spectroscopy. Recombinant, isotopically labeled BCL6BTB was used for 1H-15N HSQC 

experiments.  Identification of binders was based on 1H- and 15N-chemical shift perturbations 

on the 1H-15N HSQC NMR spectra. Screening was initially performed with 10 compounds per 

sample at 500 µM final concentrations of each compound, followed by deconvolution 

experiments on individual compounds to identify hits.  Through this screen, we discovered 
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compound 7CC5 (1-phenethyl-3-(pyridin-3-yl) thiourea) (Figure 4.2.A.). To determine the 

affinity of this compound, we performed NMR-titration experiments and estimated the KD of 

7CC5 to be 3.2 mM (Figure 4.2.B.). Despite their relatively weak binding affinities, 

fragment-like compounds with mM affinities are usually suitable candidates for further 

optimization.35 

 

 

Figure 4.2.  Identification and characterization of fragment hit 7CC5.  A. Chemical 
structure of hit 7CC5. B. NMR titration experiment to determine KD value for binding of 
7CC5 and BCL6BTB. C. Superposition of the 1H-15N HSQC spectra of 150 µM BCL6BTB with 
5% DMSO (black) and 500 µM 7CC5 (red).  D. Crystal structure of BCL6BTB-7CC5 complex 
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(PDB 6C3N). The mFo-DFc electron density map contoured at 3.0 σ is shown for 7CC5 and 
selected protein residues involved in the interactions with 7CC5 are shown as sticks. 
 

To map the binding site of hit 7CC5 on BCL6BTB, we analyzed chemical shift 

perturbations, and found that binding of 7CC5 results in several chemical shift perturbations 

for residues in the BCL6BTB-LG (Figure 4.2.C.).  These chemical shift perturbations are 

consistent with those observed for FX1, suggesting the same binding site1. To accurately 

establish the binding mode of compound 7CC5, we determined a crystal structure of 

compound 7CC5 in complex with BCL6BTB at 2.5 Å resolution (Figure 4.2.D.).  The structure 

reveals that compound 7CC5 binds in a well-defined pocket in the BCL6BTB-LG.  The sulfur 

atom of the thiourea group occupies a hydrophobic site comprised of Asn21, Leu25, Met51, 

Ala52, and Tyr58.  One of the thioamide hydrogens forms a hydrogen bond (2.59 Å) with 

backbone carbonyl of Met51.  Similar interactions have been observed with other BCL6BTB 

inhibitors17,28-32.  The pyridine ring binds in a site above the α-helix with one ring carbon in 

contact distance with the CG and CD1 atoms of Tyr58. 

 C.2. New inhibitor design  

 On the basis of the binding mode of fragment hit 7CC5 in complex with BCL6BTB, we 

identified the pyridine moiety as growth vector by which we could extend inhibitors to the 

HDCH site (His14-Asp17-Cys53-His116) on BCL6BTB.  This pocket is occupied by the side 

chain of Ile1425 in BCL6BTB-SMRTBBD complex, and moreover I1425A mutation abolishes 

competitive activity of SMRTBBD peptide by FP assay24,25.  To guide our investment in 

synthetic medicinal chemistry, we first explored commercially available analogues of 7CC5, 

and subsequently characterized and ranked compounds’ binding by protein-NMR 

experiments.  We then incorporated modifications that improved binding in our in-house 
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synthetic medicinal chemistry campaign, as we designed next generation 7CC5 analogues 

targeting the HDCH site.   

C.3. Chemistry 

 Synthetic medicinal chemistry has been described extensively in the Materials 

and Methods section (later in the chapter), and in Cheng and Linhares, et al., J. Med. Chem., 

201836. 
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Figure 4.3. 7CC5 urea analogue 7CC5-15 does not bind BCL6BTB. (A) Structure of 7CC5-
15. (B) Superposition of 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of BCL6BTB in 5% DMSO (black), and with 
500 µM 7CC5-15 (red). 
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Table 4.1. Characterization of the binding of BCL6 inhibitors using NMR.  

a) Chemical shift perturbations for six selected amide resonances determined at 500 µM 
concentration of the compounds and 250 µM concentration of BCL6BTB. Values represent 
combined amide proton (HN) and nitrogen (N) chemical shift perturbations in Hz. 

b) 6PA value (in Hz) represents a sum of chemical shift perturbations for six selected amides. 
c) KD values determined from NMR titration experiments based on at least five amide 
resonances. Limited solubility of compounds 7CC5-14 and 7a-h precluded accurate 
determination of KD values. 
 

 

C.4. Biological evaluation.  

To initially characterize the binding and rank the potencies of new inhibitors, we used 

NMR.  Because of relatively low solubilities, we were unable to perform full titrations to 

determine KD values for many compounds. Instead, to rank compounds, we measured the sum 

cmpd 
T62a 
(Hz) 

T48a  
(Hz) 

F61a  
(Hz) 

N23a  
(Hz) 

R28a  
(Hz) 

V18a  
(Hz) 

6 PAb 
(Hz) 

NMR KD
c 

(µM) 
7CC5 5 5 6 12 10 11 49 3200 ± 100 

7CC5-14 17 14 16 23 23 23 116 N.d. 
7a 11 11 11 20 19 16 88 N.d. 
7b 47 42 47 64 65 58 323 N.d. 
7c 32 22 29 37 39 26 185 N.d. 
7d 37 29 38 45 48 40 237 N.d. 
7e 23 24 22 32 34 31 166 N.d. 
7f 10 11 12 17 14 8 72 N.d. 
7g 54 51 54 78 73 70 380 N.d. 
7h 16 13 12 19 18 17 95 N.d. 
7i 74 45 58 81 77 56 391 124 ± 6 
13 58 39 51 71 74 70 363 191 ± 46 
15a 35 42 33 64 64 50 288 219 ± 32 
15b 38 31 41 52 56 59 277 283 ± 79 
15c 48 36 41 69 67 62 323 226 ± 70 
15d 56 54 51 83 86 60 390 245 ± 29 
15e 41 46 31 71 77 50 316 405 ± 72 
15f 57 63 61 108 102 82 473 44 ± 16 
15g 36 55 33 101 92 68 385 153 ± 63 
15h 28 49 42 74 72 55 320 221 ± 74 
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of chemical shift perturbations of six selected amide (Thr62, Thr48, Phe61, Asn23, Arg28, 

and Val18) resonances (6PA) observed on the 1H-15N HSQC spectra (Tables 4.1. and 4.2.).  

The 6PA value of hit 7CC5 was measured to be 49 Hz.  Compound 7CC5-14, a commercial 

analog of 7CC5, indicated an increased 6PA value of 116 Hz.  Keeping R1 as an indole group 

and replacing the Ph group of 7CC5-14 with a second indole, we synthesized compound 7a 

with a 6PA value of 88 Hz.  7CC5 urea analog 7CC5-15 showed no obvious chemical shift 

perturbations (Figure 4.3), highlighting the importance of the thiourea group for this class.  

Next, using the nitrogen of the R2 indole as a handle, we synthesized compounds 7b-7i with 

various groups targeting the HDCH site (Table 4.2).  Considering the distance between the 

aromatic and HDCH sites, we chose a methylene amide linker for the new compounds..  

When i-Pr amine was used, compound 7b showed a 3.7-fold improved 6PA value compared 

to that of compound 7a. Interestingly however, when structurally similar c-Pr amine was used, 

the corresponding inhibitor, 7c, indicated a much smaller 6PA value.  The n-Pr analog, 7d, 

had a 6PA value of 237 Hz while the branched i-Bu analog, 7e, indicated a 6PA value of 166 

Hz.  These results indicated that the branching effect at the Cβ of the amide bond might play 

an important role for more favorable binding affinity.  This result was further confirmed by 

inhibitor 7f employing a longer aliphatic tail.  The decrease of the 6PA values from inhibitor 

7d to inhibitors 7e and 7f indicated that the large flexible groups might not interact efficiently 

with the HDCH site of BCL6BTB. We were pleased to see that the morpholine analog, 7g, 

indicated a large 6PA value. When a Ph group was included as a tail, the resulting compound, 

7h, indicated a significantly decreased 6PA value.  Compound 7i, which employed a 

carboxylic acid tail, presented a large 6PA value of 391 Hz. 
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Table 4.2. Chemical structures and 6PA values of inhibitors 7CC5, 7CC5-14, and 7a-i 
 

 

Cmpd R1 R2 6PA 

(Hz) 

7CC5 
  

49 

7CC5-14 

  
116 

7a 

  

88 

7b 

 

 

323 

7c 

 

 

185 

7d 

 

 

237 
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7e 

 

 

166 

7f 

 

 

72 

7g 

 

 

380 

7h 

 

 

95 

7i 

 

 

391 

 

One common limitation of inhibitors 7a-i was the relatively poor aqueous solubility (<200 

µM in aqueous solution containing 1% DMSO). To address this, we synthesized new 
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compounds 13 and 15a-h with a methyl piperazine fragment built off the C3 position of the 

right arm indole (Table 4.3.).  Although the ionizable nitrogen atoms of the piperazine ring 

can help the aqueous solubility of inhibitors, the terminal tertiary amine group may also form 

additional interactions with residue Glu115, as previously shown in BCL6BTB inhibitors.28-31  

The 6PA value of compound 13 was 363 Hz.  Compared with that of inhibitor 13, the i-Pr 

analog, 15a, showed a decrease in 6PA value (Table 4.3.).  Further extension of the 

hydrophobic tail of the inhibitor gave compound 15b, which had an even lower 6PA value.  

Inhibitor 15c, with a free carboxylic acid group to occupy the HDCH site, showed a 6PA 

value of 323 Hz. When secondary amines were used, inhibitors 15d-15h demonstrated 

significant improvements in their 6PA values.  Specifically, inhibitor 15f showed the largest 

6PA value of 473 Hz.  Note that with the additional 1-methylpiperazine substitution, new 

inhibitors 13 and 15a-h showed significantly improved solubility (>1000 µM in aqueous 

solution containing 1% DMSO). 
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Table 4.3. Chemical Structures, 6PA, and NMR KD values of inhibitors 13 and 15a-h 

 

Cmpd R 6PA 

(Hz) 

NMR KD 

(µM) 

13 

 

363 191 ± 46 

15a 

 

288 

 

219 ± 32 

15b 

 

277 283 ± 79 

15c 

 

323 226 ± 70 

15d 

 

390 245 ± 29 
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15e 

 

316 

 

 

405 ± 32 

15f 

 

473 

 

 

44 ± 16 

15g 

 

385 

 

 

153 ± 63 

15h 

 

320 221 ± 74 

 

Increased solubility of compounds 13 and 15a-h permitted full NMR-titration experiments to 

determine binding affinities. KD values were calculated by fitting chemical shift perturbations 

as functions of compound concentration using a previously established model (Table 4.3.)37. 

The majority of these compounds bind to BCL6 with KD values ranging from 153 to 405 µM, 

and the most potent affinity was observed for 15f (KD = 44 µM, Figure 4.5.B.). The increased 

affinity of 15f is consistent with the most extensive perturbations on the 1H-15N HSQC spectra 

(6PA value of 473 Hz, Table 4.3 and Figure 4.4.). We have further validated the binding of 

compound 15f using isothermal-titration calorimetry (ITC) and obtained very similar affinity, 

KD = 36 ± 5 µM (Figure 4.5.C.). Moreover, compound 15f represents an improvement in 

affinity for BCL6BTB by two orders of magnitude relative to hit 7CC5. 
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Figure 4.4.  NMR-titration experiments show dose-dependence in Chemical Shift 
Perturbations (CSPs) of amide resonances used in 6PA value calculation.  1H-15N HSQC 
spectrum of BCL6BTB in presence of 5% DMSO (black), overlaid with spectra of 150 µM 
(blue) and 500 µM (red) 15f.  Amide resonances used in 6PA calculation are highlighted.  
Arrows show directions of CSPs. 
 

In order to establish the binding modes of optimized BCL6 inhibitors, we selected 15a 

(KD = 219 µM) and the most potent, 15f, and determined high-resolution crystal structures of 

the complexes with BCL6BTB (Figure 4.5.D. and 4.5.E.). In both structures, 15a and 15f 

occupy a significant part of the LG, and the positions of the thiourea group are identical to 

fragment hit 7CC5 (Figures 4.5.F.). In addition, the piperazine moiety is in close proximity to 

Glu115 and forms a favorable electrostatic interaction. The R groups in 15a and 15f bind in 

the HDCH site, which is composed of the backbones of Ala52 and Cys53, and to the side 
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chains of His14, Asp17, Val18 and Asn21. The affinity of 15f represents a 6-fold 

improvement over that of 15a, and on the basis of the crystal structures, the morpholine group 

in 15f extends more and therefore better occupies the HDCH site when compared with the 

isopropyl group in 15a (Figure 4.5.F.). 

We have subsequently plotted 6PA against KD values and found a very good 

correlation (Figure 4.6.).  This correlation demonstrates that for compounds binding with fast- 

to intermediate-exchange kinetics, it is possible to rank their affinities on the basis of 

quantification of chemical shift perturbations.  Such approach might be particularly valuable 

in cases where KDs cannot be determined from NMR-titration experiments due to limited 

solubility of the ligands (as for the compounds in Table 4.2, for example). However, the 

limitation of using 6PA values renders its applicability only to ranking compounds with a 

similar scaffold. 
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Figure 4.5. Correlation of 6PA and KD values determined from NMR experiments. 
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Figure 4.6. Characterization of the binding of 15a and 15f to BCL6BTB.  A. Chemical 
structures of 15a and 15f.  B. NMR titration experiment to determine KD values for binding of 
15a and 15f to BCL6BTB.  C. Binding affinity of 15f for BCL6BTB determined using isothermal 
titration calorimetry.  D. Crystal structure of BCL6BTB-15a complex (PDB 6CQ1). The 2mFo-
DFc electron density map contoured at 1.0 sigma is shown for 15a and selected protein 
residues involved in the interactions with 15a are shown as sticks.  E. Crystal structure of 
BCL6BTB-15f complex (PDB 6C3L). The 2mFo-DFc electron density map contoured at 1.0 
sigma is shown for 15f and selected protein residues involved in the interactions with 15f are 
shown as sticks.  F. Superposition of compounds 7CC5 (magenta), 15a (yellow), and 15f 
(cyan) from BCL6BTB-complex crystal structures.  HDCH site is labeled. 
 
 

We further characterized the inhibitory activity of the top inhibitors, 7i, 13, 15a, 15c, 

15e, 15f, and 15g, in biochemical and cellular assays (Table 4.4.).  We established an 
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AlphaLisa assay to test the inhibitory potencies of compounds in competing with the binding 

of the BCOR peptide to BCL6BTB.  The differential cell-killing assays were then performed 

for inhibitors using a panel of four BCL6-dependent lymphoma cells (OCI-Ly1, OCI-Ly7, 

SUDHL4, and SUDHL6) along with three BCL6-independent lymphoma cells (K422, Toledo, 

and Ly1B50).  The IC50 of inhibitor 7i was measured to be 170 µM, but this compound 

showed no effect for all seven lymphoma cell lines at the concentration of 500 µM.  With the 

additional methylpiperazine fragment, inhibitor 13 indicated an IC50 value of 80 µM, although 

it had weak cellular activity only for the SUDHL6 cells.  i-Pr-amide analog, 15a, showed an 

IC50 value of 142 µM, and the carboxylic acid compound 15c showed an IC50 value of 112 

µM.  Neither of these inhibitors showed any effects in the cell-killing assays.  Although the 

NMR-based KD value of inhibitor 15e was determined to be over 400 µM, it showed an IC50 

value of 34 µM in the AlphaLisa assay.  The GI50 values (i.e., the concentration that causes 

50% reduction of cancer-cell proliferation) of compound 15e for BCL6-dependent lymphoma 

cells varies between 33 to 103 µM, while the same inhibitor indicated no effect for all tested 

BCL6-independent lymphoma cells at the concentration of 500 µM.  The morpholine analog, 

15f, showed the best inhibitory potency for both the NMR-based KD and the AlphaLisa assay.  

However, inhibitor 15f only indicated weak potency against the OCI-Ly7 cells and no obvious 

activity against other tested BCL6-dependent lymphoma cells.  By introducing a methyl group 

to the morpholine fragment, inhibitor 15g indicated decreased NMR- and AlphaLisa-based 

potency compared to compound 15f.  Compound 15g only showed activity in the OCI-Ly7 

cell line.  In general, the IC50 values of the tested inhibitors indicated the same trend as that of 

the NMR KD values (Figure 4.7.) except for compound 15e.  The current series showed 

relatively weak cellular activity.  We reasoned that these thioureas may have limited cell 
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permeability because of the size, number of rotatable bonds, and multiple ionizable functional 

groups of the inhibitors.  The slightly improved cellular activity of the piperidine or 

morpholine amide analogs (15e-g) might be due to their increased rigidity. 

 

Table 4.4. Top inhibitors’ activities using AlphaLisa and cellular viability assays 

Cmpd AlphaLisa 

IC50 (µM) 

GI50 BCL6 dependent cell lines  

(µM) 

GI50 BCL6 independent cell 

(µM) 

OCI-Ly1 OCI-Ly7 SUDHL4 SUDHL6 K422 Toledo Ly1B50 

7i 170 ± 4 >500 >500 >500 >500 >500 >500 >500 

13 80 ± 3 >500 >500 >500 100 ± 2 >500 >500 >500 

15a 142 ± 7 >500 >500 >500 >500 >500 >500 >500 

15c 112 ± 5 >500 >500 >500 >500 >500 >500 >500 

15e 34 ± 7 100 ± 1 33 ± 4 103 ± 18 60 ± 1 >500 >500 >500 

15f 27 ± 4 >500 193 ± 12 >500 >500 >500 >500 >500 

15g 62 ± 17 >500 116 ± 13 >500 >500 >500 >500 >500 

 

D. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have identified and optimized a series of thiourea inhibitors of the 

BCL6BTB.  We used NMR-based fragment screening to identify the initial hit, and solved the 

crystal structure of fragment hit in complex with BCL6BTB.  We employed protein-NMR, x-

ray crystallography, and biophysical characterization by ITC, and biochemical assay 

AlphaLISA to design and develop more potent inhibitors.  Our efforts led to the identification 

of compounds 15e and 15f.  Compound 15f is one of the most potent BCL6 inhibitors in our 

series and represents a two-order of magnitude improvement in activity when compared to the 
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original fragment hit, 7CC5.  We have also tested binding of 15f to the three related BTB 

domain proteins: KAISO, MIZ1 and LRF and found no interactions (Figure 4.8.), which 

suggests that the thiourea scaffold is selective for BCL6. We have not observed potent activity 

in cell-based assays for this class of BCL6 inhibitors, likely because of insufficient 

permeability of the compounds. Nevertheless, the availability of the crystal structure and 

validation of the key role of the HDCH pocket for inhibitor binding identify this scaffold as a 

valuable core structure for further modifications to develop potent BCL6 inhibitors.  

Investigations of new inhibitors, by replacing the thiourea fragment in the current series with 

high-affinity scaffolds, are ongoing in our laboratories. 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Correlation of IC50 values from AlphaLISA experiment and KD determined 
from NMR. 
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E. Materials and Methods 

General Information 

All reagents were purchased without further purification unless otherwise noted. Reactions 

were monitored using thin-layer chromatography (TLC) on commercial silica gel plates 

(GF254). Visualization of the developed plates was performed under UV light (254 nm). 

Flash column chromatography was performed on silica gel (200-300 mesh). 1H and 13C NMR 

spectra were recorded on a Varian INOVA 400 MHz NMR spectrometer at 25 °C. Chemical 

shifts (δ) are reported in ppm referenced to an internal tetramethylsilane standard, or the 

DMSO-d6 residual peak (δ 2.50) for 1H NMR. Chemical shifts of 13C NMR are reported 

relative to CDCl3 (δ 77.0) or DMSO-d6 (δ 39.5). The following abbreviations were used to 

describe peak splitting patterns when appropriate: br s = broad singlet, s = singlet, d = doublet, 

t = triplet, q = quartet, m = multiplet. Coupling constants, J, were reported in Hertz unit (Hz). 

High-resolution mass spectra (HRMS) were obtained on a JEOL AccuTOF with ESI/APCI 
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ion sources coupled to an Agilent 1100 HPLC system. HPLC analysis was performed on a 

Agilent 1100 series (DAD detector) fitted with a C-18 reversed-phase column (XTerra RP 18, 

5 µM, 4.6 × 250mm) with a flow rate of 0.8 mL/min using CH3CN-H2O mobile phase and 

detected under 254 nm UV light. The purity of final products is >95%.  Compounds 7CC5 

and 7CC5-14 were purchased from Maybridge and Vitas, respectively.  

New Compound Synthesis and Characterization 

The synthesis of inhibitors 7a-i is detailed in Scheme 4.1. Alkylation of the indole 

nitrogen of the commercially available 6-nitroindole (1) using methyl bromoacetate in the 

presence of K2CO3 generated compound 2 in good yields.  Catalytic hydrogenation of the 

nitro group in compound 2 using Pd/C provided amino compound 3 in modest yields.  Amino 

compound 3 was converted into the isothiocyanate 4 using 1,1’-thiocarbonylbis(pyridine-

2(1H)-one) in high yields.  The resulting isothiocyanate group of compound 4 reacted with 

tryptamine to give thiourea compound 5 in modest yields.  Saponification of methylester 5 

using LiOH·H2O generated carboxylic acid 6, which was submitted to a 1-

[bis(dimethylamino)methylene]-1H-1,2,3-triazolo[4,5-b]pyridinium 3-oxid 

hexafluorophosphate (HATU)-mediated amide bond formation reaction to give the final 

inhibitors 7a-i in modest yields. 

 

Scheme 1.  Synthesis of compounds 7a-i.a 
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aReagents and conditions: (a) methyl bromoacetate, K2CO3, DMF, 60 ℃, overnight, 86%; (b) 
Pd/C, H2, MeOH:THF = 1:1, r.t., overnight, 52%; (c) 1,1’-thiocarbonylbis(pyridine-2(1H)-
one), CH2Cl2, r.t., 2 h, 90%; (d) tryptamine, CH2Cl2, r.t., 3 h, 76%; (e) LiOH·H2O, 
MeOH:THF:H2O = 3:1:1, 70 °C, 3 h, 82%; (f) amines, HATU, DIPEA, DMF, r.t., overnight, 
42-86%.b The synthesis of 7a and 7i were slightly different from compounds 7b-h 

 

The synthesis of inhibitors 15a-h started with 6-nitro-1H-indole-3-carbaldehyde 8 

(Scheme 4.2.). Alkylation of the indole nitrogen of compound 8 using methyl bromoacetate in 

the presence of K2CO3 generated compound 9 in good yields.  Reductive amination of 

aldehyde 9 with 1-methylpiperazine using NaBH(OAc)3 generated compound 10 in modest 

yields.  Reduction of the nitro group of compound 10 using catalytic hydrogenation provided 

compound 11 in modest yields.  The amino compound 11 was converted into isothiocyanate 

12 using 1,1’-thiocarbonylbis (pyridine-2(1H)-one).  The isothiocyanate group of compound 

12 reacted with tryptamine to give thiourea 13 in modest yields.  Saponification of 

methylester 13 using LiOH·H2O generated carboxylic acid 14, which was submitted to an 

HATU-mediated amide bond formation reaction to give the final inhibitors 15a-h in modest 

yields.  More extensive and characterization, including 1-D spectra analyses of compounds, 

has been described previously36. 
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Figure 4.8.  15f is selective for BCL6BTB.  Superposition of 1H-15N HSQC spectra of A. 150 
µM BCL6BTB in 5% DMSO (red), and in presence of 500 µM 15f (blue). B. 150 µM 
KAISOBTB in 5% DMSO (red), and in presence of 500 µM 15f (blue). C. 150 µM LRFBTB in 
5% DMSO (red), and in presence of 500 µM 15f (blue). D. 150 µM Miz1BTB in 5% DMSO 
(red), and in presence of 500 µM 15f (blue). 
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Scheme 4.2.  Synthesis of inhibitors 13, 15a-h.a 

 
aReagents and conditions: (a) methyl bromoacetate, K2CO3, DMF, 70 °C, overnight, 79%; (b) 
1-methylpiperazine, NaBH(OAc)3, CH2Cl2, r.t., overnight, 58%; (c) Pd/C, H2, MeOH, r.t., 3 h, 
72%; (d) 1,1’-thiocarbonylbis(pyridine-2(1H)-one), CH2Cl2, r.t., 4 h; (e) tryptamine, CH2Cl2, 
r.t., overnight, 33% for two steps; (f) LiOH·H2O, MeOH:THF:H2O = 3:1:1, r.t., 3 h, 80%; (g) 
amines, HATU, DIPEA, DMF, r.t., overnight, 32-65%. 
 
 
BCL6BTB-BCoR AlphaLisa Assay 

We designed and optimized an Alphascreen assay using BCL6BTB-His6 protein, biotinylated 

BCOR peptide (Biotin-Ahx-RSEIISTAPSSWVVPGP-COOH, Biosynthesis) and Alphascreen 

acceptor and donor beads (AlphaLisa Histidine detection kit, PerkinElmer). In this optimized 

low volume assay, we incubated the recombinant protein diluted in AlphaLisa immunoassay 

buffer with different concentrations of the small molecules for 30 min. Then, we added the 

acceptor and donor beads, together with the BCOR peptide. After 1h of incubation in the dark 

and agitation, we measured the luminescence produced by the acceptor beads after excitation 

of the donor beads with a laser. This setup produced a signal/background ratio of 20 and a Z’ 

Score of 0.8 that was calculated as follows:  
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Equation 4.1. 

Z’ score:  1 –   (3*(SD negative control + SD positive control)) 
     (Av negative control - Av positive control) 
 

 

Using 0.2% DMSO as a negative control and 80 µM of SMRT Peptide (H2N-

LVATVKEAGRSIHEIPR-CO2H, Biosynthesis) as a positive control.  

Expression and Purification of Recombinant Proteins 

cDNA encoding BCL6BTB (1-129; C8Q, C67R, C84N, and E99V) was cloned into a pet32a 

vector containing an N-terminal thioredoxin-His6 tag with an N-terminal thrombin-cleavage 

site.  Cells were grown in either LB or 15N-labeled M9 medium with ampicillin selection, and 

protein was expressed with 0.25 mM IPTG for 16 hours at 18 oC.  E. Coli cells were lysed in a 

buffer containing 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 30 mM imidazole, 1 mM TCEP, and 

0.5 mM PMSF.  Protein was purified using Ni-NTA resin, eluted with lysis buffer containing 

300 mM imidazole.  The eluate was proteolytically cleaved with Thrombin, and applied to Ni-

NTA to remove the thioredoxin-His6 tag.  In the final step, protein was dialyzed to 20 mM 

Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and 1 mM TCEP, and frozen at -80 oC.  For protein-observed 

NMR experiments, cDNA encoding BCL6BTB (1-129; C67R, C84N, E99V), LRFBTB (1-130), 

KAISOBTB (1-122), and Miz1BTB (1-115) were cloned into a pet32a vector containing an N-

terminal thioredoxin-His6 tag with an N-terminal PreScission cleavage site.  Proteins were 

expressed and purified in similar manner as described above. Following affinity purification, 

proteins were cleaved with PreScission protease and thioredoxin-His6 tag was removed using 

Ni-NTA resin.  Finally, BCL6BTB, Miz1BTB, and KAISOBTB proteins were dialyzed to 50 mM 

Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and 1 mM TCEP, and used in NMR experiments.  LRFBTB was 

dialyzed to 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and 1 mM TCEP. 
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Fragment Screening by Protein-Observed NMR Spectroscopy 

The fragment library used for screening was a combination of commercially available 

fragment-like small molecules and compounds synthesized in-house.  Samples for fragment 

screening were prepared with 150 µM 15N-labeled BCL6BTB (1-129; C67R, C84N, E99V) in 

buffer containing 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP, and 7.5% D2O.  

Fragments were screened in mixtures of 10 compounds per sample at 500 µM final 

concentrations in 5% DMSO.  1H-15N HSQC spectra were acquired at 30 oC on a 600 MHz 

Bruker Avance III spectrometer equipped with cryoprobe, running Topspin version 2.1.  

Processing and spectral visualization was performed using NMRPipe and Sparky. Ranking of 

compound affinity was performed by calculating respective 6 PA values measured at 500 µM 

compound concentration for the six most perturbed amide resonances on the 1H-15N HSQC 

spectra of BCL6BTB. 

Calculation of 6 PA Values 

6 PA values represent sum of 1H- and 15N-chemical shift perturbations (Hz) calculated for the 

backbone amides of Thr62, Thr48, Phe61, Asn23, Arg28, and Val18 (Table 3.2, Figure 3.6). 

NMR samples for the 6 PA measurements contained 500 µM compound (in 5% DMSO) and 

250 µM BCL6BTB (1-129; C67R, C84N, E99V). 

KD Determination by Protein-Observed NMR Spectroscopy 

1H-15N HSQC experiments were performed at 30 oC with samples containing 150 µM 

BCL6BTB (residues 1-129; C67R, C84N, E99V) in 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM 

TCEP, 7.5% D2O, and 5% DMSO, by adding increasing concentrations of compound 7CC5 (1 

mM, 2 mM, and 4 mM).  For more potent compounds, the concentrations were varied from 

150 to 1000 µM and 250 µM BCL6BTB (1-129; C67R, C84N, E99V).  Dissociation constants 
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were determined from least-squares fitting of chemical shift perturbations as a function of 

ligand concentration: 

Equation 4.2. 

δi = {b - √(b2 – 4 × a × c)} 
2a 
 

with a = (KA/δb) × [Pt], b = 1 + KA([Lti] + [Pt]), and c = δb  × KA  × [Lti], where δi is the 

absolute change in chemical shift for each titration point, [Lti] is the total ligand concentration 

at each titration point, [Pt] is the total protein concentration, KA = 1/KD is the binding 

constant, and δb is the chemical shift of the resonance in question in the complex37.  KD and δb 

were used as fitting parameters in analysis37. 

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 

BCL6BTB was dialyzed repeatedly against 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 

and 1 mM TCEP (referred to herein as ITC Buffer) at 4 oC.  15f was dissolved in DMSO and 

diluted to 1 mM in ITC Buffer containing 5% DMSO.  Additionally, 5% DMSO was added to 

protein and buffer (reference) solutions.  Titrations were performed using a VP-ITC titration 

calorimetric system (MicroCal) at 25 oC.  The calorimetric cell, containing 100 µM BCL6BTB, 

was titrated with 15f at 1 mM, in 10 µL aliquots and at 300 s intervals.  Data were analyzed by 

Origin 7.0 (OriginLab) to obtain the KD and stoichiometry. 

Crystallization of BCLBTB-Inhibitor Complexes 

Initial crystals of native-BCL6BTB (1-129; C8Q, C67R, C84N, and E99V) were obtained by 

screening with the hanging-drop vapor-diffusion technique.  Crystals were further optimized 

using the sitting-drop technique, with equal volumes (1.5 µL) of protein (9 mg/mL in 20 mM 

Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and 1 mM TCEP) and precipitant solution (1.6 M ammonium 

formate and 0.1 M Tris, pH 7.5).  Crystals formed overnight at 4 oC.  For 7CC5, crystals were 
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transferred to the mother liquor solution containing molar excess of 7CC5 and 2% DMSO to 

soak for 2 h, and were then transferred to the mother liquor solution containing molar excess 

of 7CC5, 2% DMSO, and 30% glycerol for cryoprotection prior to freezing in liquid nitrogen.  

For compound 15a, 3 mg/mL BCL6BTB (1-129; C8Q, C67R, C84N, and E99V) was incubated 

with 2 mM compound (a 10-fold molar excess) for 6 h at room temperature.  Crystals of 

BCL6BTB-15a complex were obtained through screening using the hanging-drop vapor 

diffusion technique at 4 oC overnight in 0.2 M NaCl, 0.1 M sodium cacodylate, pH 6.0, and 

8% (w/v) PEG-8,000.  Before data collection, crystals were transferred into mother liquor 

containing 2 mM 15a, 2% DMSO, and 30% glycerol for cryoprotection prior to freezing in 

liquid nitrogen.  For compound 15f, 6 mg/mL BCL6BTB (1-129; C8Q, C67R, C84N, and 

E99V) was incubated with 2 mM compound for 6 h at room temperature.  Initial crystals were 

obtained by screening with the hanging-drop vapor-diffusion technique.  Crystals were further 

optimized using the sitting-drop technique, with equal volumes (1.5 µL) of protein-inhibitor 

complex and precipitant solution (0.1 M sodium acetate, pH 4.5, and 27% (w/v) PEG-3,350).  

Crystals grew within one week at 4 oC.  Before data collection, crystals were transferred to the 

mother liquor solution containing 2 mM 15f, 2% DMSO, and 30% glycerol for cryoprotection 

prior to freezing in liquid nitrogen. 

Crystallographic Data Collection and Structure Determination 

Diffraction data for the BCL6BTB-inhibitor complexes were collected at the 21-ID-F and 21-

ID-G beam lines at the Life Sciences Collaborative Access Team at the Advanced Photon 

Source.  Data were integrated and scaled using HKL-200038, and structures were solved by 

molecular replacement with MOLREP using the known native BCL6BTB structure for the 

search model.  Refinement for structures was performed using REFMAC39, COOT40, the 
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CCP441 program suite, and the PHENIX42 program suite.  The structures were validated using 

the MOLPROBITY43 and ADIT44. Data collection and structure refinement statistics are 

presented in Table 4.5.  

Cell Lines 

Sources: Human embryonic kidney 293T cells, and human DLBCL cells Toledo, SUDHL-4 

and SUDHL-6, cells were purchased in ATCC. Human DLBCL cell lines OCI-Ly1 and OCI-

Ly7 were from the DSMZ German collection of Microorganisms and cell cultures. OCI-Ly1-

B50 are OCI-Ly1 cells that were grown in the presence of increasing concentrations of RI-

BPI and grow independently of BCL6 inhibitors. DLBCL cell lines, TMD8 and HBL-1 were 

kindly provided by Dr. Louis Staudt, National Institute oh Health (NIH, MD). All human cell 

lines were identified and authenticated by DNA genotyping previous to use by Biosynthesis 

(Lewisville, TX).  293T cells were grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Life Technologies Corp., Grand Island, 

NY) and 1% penicillin–streptomycin (Life Technologies Corp., Grand Island, NY). DLBCL 

cell lines OCI-Ly1, OCI-Ly1-B50 and OCI-Ly7 were grown in Iscove's medium (Life 

Technologies Corp., Grand Island, NY), 10% FBS and 1% penicillin–streptomycin. DLBCL 

cell lines Toledo, SUDHL-4, HBL-1, and SUDHL-6 were cultured in 90% RPMI medium 

(Life Technologies Corp., Grand Island, NY), 10% FBS, 2 mM glutamine, 10 mM Hepes 

(Life Technologies Corp., Grand Island, NY), and 1% penicillin–streptomycin. All cell lines 

were cultured at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2.  

Growth-Inhibition Determination 

Exponentially growing DLBCL cell lines were treated in three replicates with small molecules 

for 48 hours. Cell viability was then determined with the fluorescent redox dye CellTiter-Blue 
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(Promega, Madison, WI). Fluorescence was determined with the Synergy NEO microplate 

reader (BioTek, North Brunswick Township, NJ) and the percentage of cell viability of the 

drug-treated cells was normalized to their vehicle. The drug effect was calculated as 100 – 

(percent viability). Dose-effect curves were used to determine the drug concentration that 

inhibits the growth of cell lines by 50% compared with vehicle (GI50) with the CompuSyn 

software (Biosoft, Cambridge, UK). Experiments were performed in triplicate. 

 

Table 4.5. Crystallographic Data Collection and Refinement Statistics 

 BCL6BTB-7CC5    BCL6BTB-15f BCL6BTB-15a 
PDB Code 6C3N 6C3L 6CQ1 
Space group                                                P212121    P1 P1 
Cell dimensions a, b, c 
(Å) 

34.1 85.1 117.7 30.9 39.6 55.2 31.0, 39.6, 55.2 

Cell dimensions α β γ 
(deg) 

90 90 90 83.7 73.8 67.0 83.7, 73.6, 67.0 

Resolution (Å)                                   2.53 (2.62  - 2.53) 1.46 (1.51  - 1.46) 1.70 (1.76 – 1.70) 
Unique reflections                                 11,920 (1054) 38,467 (3801) 22,269 (2398) 
Rmerge        0.116 (0.438) 0.066 (0.316) .062 (.347) 

I/σI                                                         16.6 (4.4) 11.4 (2.1) 11.5 (2.5) 
Completeness (%)                                 84.4 (87.5) 95.9 (93.6) 86.6 (93.6) 

Redundancy 6.3 (6.8) 2.0 (2.0) 2.0 (1.9) 
 Refinement   
Rwork/Rfree (%) 20.7/26.7 19.9/22.4 18.1/21.7 
No. atoms    
Protein 1937 1974 1991 
Water 86 286 242 
Mean B-factors (Å2) 45.33 29.62 32.58 
RMS deviations    
Bond lengths (Å) 0.003 0.002 .012 
Bond angles (deg) 0.52 0.48 1.26 
 Ramachandran plot   
Most favored regions 
(%) 

97.10 98.36 98.35 

Additional allowed 
regions (%) 

2.90 1.64 1.65 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

A. Conclusions 

A.1. Motivation 

Numerous biological systems and biochemical pathways rely on protein-protein 

interactions (PPIs) and multi-protein complexes to govern signal transduction, post-

translational modifications, cell metabolism, protein synthesis and turnover, and 

transcriptional regulation, among other fundamental biological functions1,2.  In particular, 

chromatin remodeling and transcriptional control are governed in part by epigenetic 

mechanisms, notably histone lysine modifications, including acetylation, methylation, and 

crotonylation3,4,5,6.  These modifications are regulated by epigenetic proteins, classified as 

either reader, writer, or eraser proteins7.  Altogether, epigenetic mechanisms comprise an 

integral component of transcriptional regulation mechanisms8, and moreover are deregulated 

in a number of human cancers, particularly  hematologic malignancies9,10.  As epigenetic 

systems are often regulated via PPIs and multi-protein complexes, PPIs may therefore figure 

prominently as pharmacological targets.  Yet, these binding interfaces tend to be challenging 

to block with small molecules, due to a number of biophysical, physiochemical, and 

topological properties at PPI interfaces11,12.    

A.2. Dissertation summary and discussion 
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Here, we present biophysics- and structural biology-based approaches to target 

protein-protein interactions of epigenetic reader complexes.  First, we characterize the 

biophysical and structural basis of Histone H3 acetyl-lysine recognition by GAS41 via its 

YEATS domain (discussed in Chapter 2, adapted from Cho, et al., 201813).  In brief, we 

present a model of bivalent recognition of di-acetylated Histone H3 by GAS41.  Remarkably, 

we demonstrate that bivalent recognition of di-acetylated Histone H3 by two GAS41 

molecules confers an improvement in potency by an order of magnitude over mono-acetylated 

Histone H3 recognition.  In addition, we reveal the molecular details of acetyl-lysine binding 

the GAS41 YEATS domain.    

We subsequently incorporated this information into design and development of 

GAS41 inhibitors, specifically targeting its YEATS domain; as of this writing, there are no 

reported inhibitors of GAS41.  We used a fragment-based approach to identify a ligand for 

GAS41 YEATS.  To grow our fragment hit into potent small-molecule inhibitors, we 

undertook an extensive investment in synthetic medicinal chemistry.  Design of compounds 

was guided by the application of protein-NMR, x-ray crystallography, biophysical studies, 

and biochemical assay development. 
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Figure 5.1.  Method to rank compound binding by summation of Chemical Shift 
Perturbations (CSPs) of resonances on 1H-15N HSQC spectrum in presence of 
compound.  (A) Chemical structures of fragment hit 7CC5 and analogue 7CC5-14.  6 PA 
value is sum of Chemical Shift Perturbations (CSPs) of six most perturbed amide resonances 
on 1H-15N HSQC spectra of 150 µM BCL6BTB in presence of 500 µM compound.  (B) 1H-15N 
HSQC spectra of 150 µM BCL6BTB (black), overlaid with spectra in presence of 500 µM 
7CC5 (blue) and 500 µM 7CC5-14 (red).  Assigned resonances indicated.  Inset shows 
calculation of CSP of resonance assigned to Asn23 of BCL6BTB as representative perturbation 
for 6 PA value.  (C) Correlation of 6PA and KD values determined from NMR experiments.  
Figure panels adapted from Cheng and Linhares, et al., 201814.      
  

Altogether, our campaign to block acetylated-Histone H3 recognition by GAS41 

highlights the tremendous value of studies in basic biology to characterize the molecular 

details of PPIs prior to undertaking inhibitor discovery programs.  Biophysics- and structural 

biology-guided approaches suggested interactions to target in GAS41-inhibitor complex 

formation, which would prove tremendously valuable to improving our compounds’ 
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potencies.  This informed rational design of GAS41 inhibitors, in which a fragment hit with 

high-micromolar activity was improved to a class of small-molecule inhibitors with low-

nanomolar potency in vitro.     

 Finally, we report a fragment-based approach to develop inhibitors blocking BCL6-co-

repressor complex formation.  We identified a small-molecule hit by protein-NMR-based 

fragment screening, and resolved the binding mode to atomic resolution by determination of 

the crystal structure of BCL6BTB-hit complex (discussed in Chapter 4, adapted from Cheng 

and Linhares, et al., 201814).  Structure determination led the design of inhibitors to target a 

hydrophobic pocket that is occupied in BCL6-co-repressor complex.  To improve binding of 

fragment analogues in early stages of the project, we developed protein-NMR-based 

methodology to rank compounds’ binding by summation of chemical shift perturbations of 

selected amide resonances on 1H-15N HSQC spectra in presence of compounds.  We improved 

potency of compounds by two orders of magnitude, and high-resolution crystal structures of 

most potent inhibitors in complex with BCL6BTB provide insight into the structural basis of 

inhibition of BCL6-co-repressor interaction. 

First, this study emphasizes the importance of protein-fragment hit structure 

determination to high-resolution in FBLD campaigns.  Fragments tend to bind with weak 

potencies, yet nonetheless may be suitable candidates for further development into potent 

inhibitors.  This is attributed to fragment binding mode, synthetic tractability, and 

identification of growth vectors15.  The crystal structure of protein target-fragment hit 

complex would therefore be advantageous in assessing the fragment hit as a starting point for 

an investment in synthetic medicinal chemistry, and in design of inhibitors.  Second, this 

study provides a method to rank weakly binding fragment hits in early stages of FBLD 
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projects (Figure 5.1., discussed more extensively later in this chapter).  Given compounds’ 

weak affinities (high-micromolar to low-millimolar KDs), often limited solubility, and the 

possibility of intrinsic fluorescence at high concentrations, comprehensive biochemical and 

biophysical characterization may not be feasible.   In the context of early-stage FBLD 

projects, in parallel with x-ray crystallography, this strategy can be utilized to identify 

modifications that either improve or abolish binding, to generate more potent compounds.     

B. Future Directions 

B.1. In cell studies to characterize GAS41 reader function of di-acetylated 

Histone H3 under physiological conditions   

Our model promoting bivalent mode of recognition of di-acetylated Histone H3 by 

GAS41 begets the question of the physiological significance of GAS41 as a reader of di-

acetylated Histone H3, versus that of GAS41 as a reader of mono-acetylated Histone H3.  A 

recent report by Hsu, et al., 2018, demonstrated GAS41 is co-localized to promoters enriched 

with H3K14ac and H3K27ac16.  This is consistent with prior work that has established an 

association between transcriptional activation and enrichment of H3K14ac, H3K18ac, and 

H3K27ac17.  Further studies to determine if GAS41 co-localizes at promoters simultaneously 

enriched with H3K18ac and H3K27ac, to recapitulate in vivo the model of bivalent 

recognition of di-acetylated Histone H3 recognition by GAS41, may thereby suggest the role 

of GAS41 in the regulation of transcription as a reader of di-acetylated Histone H3.    

B.2. Structure-based design to optimize monomeric inhibitors of GAS41  

For small-molecule inhibitors that can compete off di-acetylated Histone H3 in vivo, 

we aim to develop more potent monomeric inhibitors of GAS41.  The co-crystal structure of 

GAS41 YEATS-DLG-157 complex shows DLG-157 occupies the acetyl-lysine binding 
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pocket of GAS41 YEATS.  Furthermore, an intricate network of hydrogen bonds, 

hydrophobic contacts (in the form of edge-to-face pi-pi stacking interactions), and shape 

complementarity drive complex formation.  Structure-guided design efforts will be pursued to 

improve potency of DLG-series inhibitors, to better occupy this site and make novel contacts 

with GAS41. 

B.3. Demonstrate on-target activity by DLG-series inhibitors in functional assays 

in cells  

To move forward with inhibitors as lead candidates, we need to demonstrate on-target 

activity and anti-proliferative effects in cells.  GAS41 is a pharmacological target for 

therapeutic intervention against NSCLCs, and moreover the YEATS domain specifically is 

required for oncogenic transformation18.  We are currently pursuing in cell studies to assess 

on-target efficacy and anti-proliferative effects, and to elucidate mechanism-of-action of 

small-molecule inhibitors in GAS41-dependent and in GAS41-knockdown NSCLC cell lines.  

This work is ongoing both in our lab, and in collaboration in the lab of Venkat Keshamouni, 

in the Department of Internal Medicine.  To facilitate in cell studies, we have undertaken 

structure-guided design approach to optimize compounds with improved metabolic stability 

and cell permeability, among other properties, while maintaining compound potency.   

B.4. NMR-based methodology to rank fragment binding in early stages of FBLD 

campaigns 

Here we present a technique to characterize and subsequently rank binding of 

compounds with weak affinities, in the high-micromolar to low-millimolar KD range, by 

summation of chemical shift perturbations of selected amide resonances on 1H-15N HSQC 

spectra in the presences of ligand (Figure 5.1. and reported previously14).  We contend that 
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this is a viable method to guide an investment in synthetic medicinal chemistry in early stages 

of fragment-based lead discovery projects, against challenging targets that may be intractable 

to other binding assays, or in cases in which fragments’ scaffolds present synthetic 

tractability, demonstrable growth vectors, and/or interesting binding modes that warrant 

development, yet may not be pursued due to weak binding that would hamper compound 

optimization.  As the notion of “druggability” is being questioned, and more challenging 

targets are being pursued in academic and industrial research labs, we would kindly 

recommend research groups to utilize this method. 

B.5. Validation of pharmacological inhibition of BCL6-co-repressor interactions 

as tractable means of therapeutic intervention against BCL6-dependent DLBCLs  

As discussed in Chapter 3 (adapted from Cheng and Linhares, et al., 201814), 

fragment-based approach guided by biophysics and structural biology methodologies yielded 

insights into the structural and molecular bases of inhibition of BCL6-co-repressor complex 

formation.  Lead compound presented mid-micromolar potency that, in tandem with likely 

poor compound permeability, limited in cell studies of on-target activity and anti-proliferative 

effects in BCL6-dependent DLBCL cell lines.  Nonetheless, as our compounds demonstrate a 

novel scaffold to block BCL6-co-repressor interaction, our study begets questions as to where 

this finding stands within the context of the BCL6-inhibitor development field.   

A peptidomimetic approach to inhibit BCL6 demonstrated on-target activity in vivo 

and anti-proliferative effects in BCL6-dependent DLBCL cell lines19.  Early programs to 

develop small molecule inhibitors did not prove fruitful: the first small-molecule inhibitor, 79-

6, demonstrated mid- to high-micromolar affinity for BCL6BTB and possessed a rhodanine 

moiety, renown for its promiscuity20.  (For this reason, rhodanine moieties tend to be avoided 
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in drug discovery21.)  On the basis of this previous generation of inhibitors, small-molecule 

FX-1 was identified, with low-micromolar potency for BCL6BTB in vitro, yet modest in cell 

and in vivo activities, as well as the conserving the rhodanine scaffold, precluded further 

development22.  In more recent years, industrial groups at Takeda and Astra-Zeneca identified 

novel inhibitor scaffolds by HTS approaches that were improved to sub-micromolar potencies 

in vitro, however, compounds have yet to display strong on-target activity or efficacy by in 

cell and in vivo studies23,24.  Beyond design of reversible small-molecule inhibitors, covalent 

inhibitors25 and small-molecule degraders26 of BCL6 have demonstrated superior efficacy in 

cells as compared to non-covalent inhibitors, yet do not present strong on-target activity and 

anti-proliferative effects, and additionally possess poor bioavailability that has limited in vivo 

study.  As of this writing, no compounds targeting BCL6 have entered the clinic.  At this 

juncture, inhibitors of any classification, non-covalent, covalent, or degraders, have repeatedly 

failed to show the efficacy by in cell and in vivo studies that would be expected of pre-clinical 

lead compounds.  This may as well be a function of BCL6’s vaunted status as a target for 

therapeutic intervention in treatment of DLBCLs, as well as may be attributed to the 

compounds themselves.  Further study is warranted to ascertain if pharmacological inhibition 

of BCL6 constitutes a viable approach to target BCL6-dependent DLBCLs. 
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Appendix A 

Structure-Guided Optimization of Potent Small-Molecule and Peptidomimetic 

Inhibitors of Menin-Mixed Lineage Leukemia 1 Protein-Protein Interaction 

 

*The text and data presented here are adapted from the following sources: 

 

Borkin, D., Klossowski, S., Pollock, J., Miao, H., Linhares, B. M., Kempinska, K., Jin, Z., 

Purohit, T., Wen, B., He, M., Sun, D., Cierpicki, T., & Grembecka, J. “Complexity of 

Blocking Bivalent Protein-Protein Interactions: Development of a Highly Potent Inhibitor of 

the Menin-Mixed-Lineage Leukemia Interaction”. J Med Chem. 61, 4832-50 (2018). 

 

Fortuna, P., Linhares, B. M., Purohit, T., Pollock, J., Cierpicki, T., Grembecka, J., & Berlicki, 

L. “Covalent and noncovalent constraints yield a figure eight-like conformation of a peptide 

inhibiting the menin-MLL interaction”.  Manuscript under review. 

 

A. Abstract 

 Chromosomal rearrangement at the MLL gene has been implicated in a number of 

human leukemias.  Menin is an established oncogenic co-factor of MLL, and moreover 

targeting the Menin-MLL protein-protein interaction has demonstrated on-target activity in in 

cell functional assays, and anti-cancer effects in vivo.  Progress towards potent, selective, and 
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metabolically stable small-molecule inhibitors with sufficient pharmacokinetic profiles has 

revealed tremendous insight into the molecular details of the structural basis of inhibition of 

the Menin-MLL interaction.  Here we present a two-pronged approach, to design and develop 

both peptidomimetic and small-molecule inhibitors targeting Menin.  On the bases of 

extensive biophysical and structural studies to characterize the molecular recognition of MLL 

by Menin, we report a peptidomimetic inhibitor of Menin, 25, that mimics the binding modes 

of several crucial residues of MLL in complex with Menin.  Furthermore, we explored 

modifications on 25 that make novel contacts with Menin, distinct from those made in Menin-

MLL complex formation, which provide insight into the development of potent inhibitors of 

the Menin-MLL interaction.  By in vitro biochemical assay, 25 presents low-nanomolar 

activity in inhibiting Menin-MLL complex formation.   

In parallel, using the high-resolution crystal structure of small-molecule inhibitor, MI-

503, in complex with Menin, we optimized the thienopyrimidine class of small-molecule 

inhibitors to generate compound MI-1481 with improved activity by in vitro biochemical 

assays, in cell functional assays, and in vivo efficacy.  MI-1481 enantiomer MI-1482, 

however, did not demonstrate the same effects in vitro or in cells.  To explain such differences 

at the molecular level, we solved the crystal structures of Menin in complex with MI-1481 

and MI-1482, respectively, to high-resolution, from which we were able to identify both polar 

interactions and hydrophobic contacts with Menin unique to MI-1481 complex.  As seen in 

high-resolution structure determination of 25 in complex with Menin, the molecular details of 

recognition of MI-1481 and MI-1482 by Menin demonstrated contacts that we had not 

witnessed previously in Menin complex with MLL, or with previous generations of inhibitors.  

This may elucidate a rationale for targeting specific sites on Menin previously unoccupied 
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with small molecules in inhibitor development campaigns.  Moreover, SAR studies of 

peptidomimietic 25 and of MI-1481 and MI-1482 reveal insight into previously unexplored 

chemical modifications that may be advantageous in development of potent inhibitors.  In 

summation, we highlight biophysics- and structural biology-based approaches to design and 

optimize potent peptidomimetic and small-molecule inhibitors of the Menin-MLL interaction, 

which facilitate a greater understanding of the structural and mechanistic bases of inhibition of 

Menin.   

B. Introduction 

B.1. Menin-MLL protein-protein interaction is a pharmacological target 

The Menin-Mixed Lineage Leukemia 1 (referred to herein as MLL) protein-protein 

interaction constitutes a major pharmacological target for therapeutic intervention against 

human acute myeloid leukemias (AML) and lymphoid leukemias (ALL)1,2.  Notably, the MLL 

gene is translocated in approximately 5 – 10% of acute leukemias in adults3, and 70 – 80% of 

acute leukemias in infants4,5.  MLL translocations yield MLL fusion proteins6, which interact 

with Menin to drive MLL-associated leukemogenesis7.  MLL rearrangements have been 

demonstrated to affect transcriptional programming and epigenetic regulation, particularly 

expression of HOX genes and HOX cofactor MEIS1, with profound implications in oncogenic 

transformation8,9,10.  Clinical outcomes for infant ALL with MLL rearrangement are poor: the 

five-year event-free survival (EFS) rates historically have varied from 20 – 40%, in contrast to 

those with wild-type MLL, which have been over 60%11.  Regarding clinical outcomes in 

adults, one study of 85 patients with t(4,11) rearrangements (which yield MLL-AF4 fusion 

protein) reported an EFS rate of 34%, which is lower than the EFS rates of 40 – 45% overall 

in adults presenting ALL of any and all sub-types11.    
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B.2. Structural and mechanistic bases of Menin-MLL interaction guide inhibitor 

development 

 The Menin-MLL interaction comprises an essential part of the larger MLL SET1-like 

histone methyltransferase complex, which governs expression of HOX family and MEIS1 

genes7,10,12,13.  Mechanistic and biophysical characterization demonstrated the N-terminal 

MLL fragment (MLL1-46) possesses low-nanomolar affinity (KD = 6.8 nM) for Menin, and 

mapped MLL Menin Binding Motif 1 (MBM1) and Menin Binding Motif 2 (MBM2) to 

MLL4-15 and MLL23-40, respectively14.  Menin-MLL4-43 competition experiments by 

Fluorescence Polarization (FP) assay demonstrated MBM1 is more potent in competing off 

MLL, thereby promoting the MBM1 as a site to target in small-molecule inhibitor 

development14.  

   

Table A.1. Binding affinities and inhibitory activities of various MLL fragments for 
Menin and for inhibition of Menin-MLL complex formation, respectively.  KD values 
present affinity for Menin, by Isothermal Titration Calorimetry experiments or by 
Fluorescence Polarization assay14.  Fluorescence Polarization assay, by fluorescein-labeled 
MLL4-15 or MLL4-43 peptides, was used to quantify IC50 values14.    For both KDs and IC50s, 
average values from two or three independent experiments ± SD are presented. 

Peptide KD (nM) (Method) IC50 (MLL4-15) (nM) IC50 (MLL4-43) (nM) 

MLL160 9.8 ± 2.5 (ITC) N.d. N.d. 

MLL46 6.8 ± 1.7 (ITC) N.d. N.d. 

MLL4-15 (MBM1) 72 ± 22 (ITC) 
53 ± 4.2 (FP) 

230 ± 16 490 ± 70 

MLL23-40 (MBM2) 1,400 ± 424 (FP) 5,800 ± 200 37,000 ± 8500 

MLL4-15 F9A ~80,000 (FP) ~500,000 N.d. 

MLL4-15 P10A N.d. 6,700 ± 1,600 N.d. 

MLL4-15 P13A N.d. 11,400 ± 1,200 N.d. 
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Alanine scan of MLL MBM1 by FP competition assay revealed that Phe9, Pro10, and 

Pro13 are necessary to the high-affinity Menin-MLL interaction, as MLL4-15 mutants F9A, 

P10A, and P13A present approximate 2,300-, 30- and 50-fold losses in IC50s for blocking 

Menin-MLL4-15 complex14.  Affinity determination showed MLL4-15 F9A binds Menin with 

~80 µM KD, over 1,000-fold weaker than wild-type MLL4-15 (53 nM, both values determined 

by FP assay)14 .  Structural studies revealed that MLL MBM1 binds a negatively-charged 

cavity of Menin that is centrally located, and moreover that Phe9, Pro10, and Pro13 occupy 

hydrophobic pockets at this site (Figure A.2. and A.3.)15,16.  In total, the high-affinity of 

MBM1, as well as the aforementioned crucial residues in Menin-MLL complex formation, 

suggest that mimicry of Phe9, Pro10, or Pro13 binding modes by peptidomimetics or small 

molecules may be requisite in the development of potent inhibitors17.  

B.3. Previous campaigns to target Menin-MLL interaction 

 A 2012 study by Grembecka, et al., reported the first small-molecule inhibitors of the 

Menin-MLL interaction18.  Discovered by high-throughput screening (HTS), hit compound 

MI-1 was comprised of a thienopyrimidine ring (thereby conferring the name to the 

thienopyrimidine class), with dimethyl-substituted thiazole connected by piperazine linker 

(Figure A.1.)18.  Substitution of the saturated cyclohexane moiety at the thienopyrimidine 

with a propyl group yielded MI-2, which demonstrated ~4.5-fold improvement in IC50 in 

inhibiting Menin-MLLMBM1 complex formation in vitro (446 nM versus 1.9 µM)18.  MI-2 

inhibited oncogenic transformation, affected expression of target genes and induced 

hematopoietic differentiation in MLL-fusion (MLL-AF9) transformed bone marrow cells, and 

inhibited proliferation and induced apoptosis in leukemia cells with MLL translocations18.  
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 Subsequently, structure-guided inhibitor design was employed.  The crystal structure 

of MI-2 in complex with Menin to high-resolution revealed an intricate hydrogen bond 

network made by the thienopyrimidine moiety, and occupation of the P13 pocket by dimethyl-

substituted thiazole15.  In addition, the structure presented the binding mode of the propyl 

moiety at the Phe9 pocket, which suggested that modifications could be explored at this site15.  

Trifluoroethyl group was substituted for n-propyl to optimize shape complementarity and 

engage in dipolar interactions between trifluoromethyl and the backbone carbonyl of His181, 

which generated MI-2-2 possessing 22 nM KD and 46 nM IC50 values15.  Consistent with 

stronger affinity and in vitro activity, MI-2-2 demonstrated superior efficacy in cells over a 

panel of functional assays to assess on-target activity15. 
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Figure A.1. Chemical structures of selected compounds from previous generation of 
thienopyrimidine class of Menin inhibitors.  MI-1 identified by HTS18.  KD values derived 
from ITC experiment, adapted from15,18.  IC50 values measured by Fluorescence Polarization 
(FP) Competition Assay using fluorescein-labeled MLLMBM1 (MLL4-15) interaction, adapted 
from15,18.  For both KD and IC50s, average values from two or three independent experiments ± 
SD are presented. 
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 MI-2-2 showed neither sufficient metabolic stability nor potent cellular activity, and thus 

compounds appropriate for in vivo study would require further development19.  Extensive 

investment in synthetic medicinal chemistry yielded MI-503, which presented 9.3 nM KD for 

Menin, and 14.7 nM and 33 nM IC50 values in inhibiting Menin-MLL4-15 and Menin-MLL4-43 

interactions, respectively (Table A.4.)19.  MI-503 showed on-target activity in MLL-rearranged 

leukemia cells, and blocked hematological tumors and progression of MLL-rearranged leukemia 

in vivo19.  Yet, as Menin binds MLL with low-nanomolar affinities (Menin-MLL46 KD = 6.8 nM, 

and Menin-MLL160 KD = 9.8 nM), more potent inhibitors with low-nanomolar (<10 nM) IC50 

values would need to be developed to compete off MLL in vivo14,20.       

C. Results and Discussion 

C.1. Cyclization of peptidomimetic to optimize three-dimensional conformation of 

inhibitor scaffold in binding Menin 

As previous biophysical studies had identified MLL residues Phe9, Pro10, and Pro13 

as essential to the high affinity interaction with Menin14, we therefore sought to mimic 

contacts in development of peptidomimetic inhibitors (Table A.1. and Figure A.2.).  Using 

MBM1 fragment MLL1-12, cyclization of the peptide spearheaded our design strategy (Figure 

A.4.).  The introduction of covalent linkages would serve to constrain the conformation of 

peptidomimetic inhibitors, thereby facilitating the development of peptides with well-defined 

three-dimensional structures (Fortuna, et al., manuscript under review).  The crystal structure 

of Menin-MLL7-13 revealed an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the backbone carbonyl 

of Phe9 and the backbone amide of Arg12, that effectively cyclizes the MLL MBM1 binding 

motif (Figure A.3.); this interaction may stabilize the conformation of the MLL for molecular 

recognition by Menin14.  We thus cyclized MLL4-15 by substitution of an unsaturated four-
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carbon linker at the gamma-carbons of the side chains of Arg8 and Arg12, to generate 

peptidomimetic inhibitor 6 (Figure A.4.).  Notably, the removal of Arg8 and Arg12 side 

chains yielded an approximate 500-fold loss in activity, as peptidomimetic inhibitor 6 presents 

IC50 of 41 µM towards Menin-MLL4-15, compared to 84 nM for MLL4-15.  The crystal 

structure of MLL4-15 in complex with Menin reveals that the side chain of Arg12 forms three 

hydrogen bonds in total with Glu359 and Glu363 of Menin, and moreover presents shape 

complementarity to occupy a negatively-charged pocket at the MLL-binding site of Menin 

(Figure A.2. and A.3.).  The loss in IC50 due to peptide cyclization is noteworthy, albeit, yet 

not entirely unexpected in the early stages of peptidomimetic inhibitor development and 

peptide cyclization.  At such juncture in inhibitor development, optimization of linker length 

and saturation would be premature; linker length and saturation can have profound affects on 

cyclic peptide conformation, and therefore may abolish molecular recognition.  We thus 

sought to improve inhibitor potency by substitutions focused on MLL7-13 at the Menin-MLL 

interface, at which point we would return to optimization of linker length and saturation to 

explore conformations of peptidomimetic inhibitors optimal for Menin recognition. 
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Figure A.2. Crystal structure of MLL14-15 in complex with Menin.  Menin-MLL4-15 (PDB 
code 4GQ6) backbone shown in cartoon representation, side chains shown as sticks, colored 
green.  Menin shown as surface, in gray.   

 

C.2. Structure-based optimization of peptidomimetic inhibitors guided by 

molecular details of Menin-MLL4-15 interaction 

In parallel with peptide cyclization, we aimed to increase inhibitory activity of the 

peptide by modifications to side chains of MLL residues 7 – 13.  We first replaced C-terminal 

Gly-Thr-NH2 with C-terminal dipeptide with Arg-NH2, to generate peptidomimetic inhibitor 

7.  This improved IC50 over 50-fold, from 41 µM to 770 nM (Table A.2.).   

Alanine-scanning mutagenesis had revealed MLL4-15 F9A mutant conferred an over 

1,000-fold loss in affinity for Menin (53 nM versus ~80 µM KDs for MLL4-15 and MLL4-15 

F9A, respectively, by FP assay), and 2,300-fold loss in activity in inhibiting Menin-MLL4-15 

complex formation14.  As Phe9 buries deep within a well-defined hydrophobic pocket of 

Menin, we installed a fluoro-modification at the meta-position on the phenylalanine side chain 

in 19.  This improved activity by 2.75-fold, from 770 to 280 nM (Table A.2.). 
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In addition to Phe9, Pro10 and Pro13 significantly contribute to the high affinity 

Menin-MLL interaction: the same study that characterized F9A mutant activity additionally 

showed P10A and P13A mutations yielded approximately 30- and 50-fold decreases in 

inhibitory activity in blocking Menin-MLL4-15 interaction, by FP assay14.  Pro10 presents 

shape complementarity for a hydrophobic pocket comprised of Phe238, A242, and C241, as 

does Pro13 for a pocket comprised of Tyr319, Met322, and Tyr323.  Both synthetic 

tractability and steric considerations precluded further optimization at Pro10 and Pro13 

positions, and with the significant contributions that Pro10 and Pro13 make to MLL 

recognition, we did not see modifications at these sites as warranted.  

 

 

Figure A.3.  Molecular details of MLL recognition by Menin.  Selected interactions 
between Menin and MLL9-13 shown.  MLL9-13 in stick representation, colored green.  Menin 
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residues, stick representation, in salmon.  Hydrogen bonds represented as dashed lines.  PDB 
code 4GQ6. 

 

In a report by Huang, et al., mutagenesis studies suggested that the methyl side chain 

of Ala11 presents shape complementarity for a hydrophobic pocket in Menin-MLL binding, 

as MLL6-25 mutant A11R binds with 5.4 µM KD, 65-fold weaker than the 82 nM KD of wild-

type MLL6-25 21.   We explored modifications at Ala11 binding pocket.  Inhibitor 20, with 

cyclobutane substituted for the methyl side chain of Ala11, demonstrated a nine-fold 

improvement in IC50: 83 over 770 nM (Table A.2.).  In combination, fluoro-phenylalanine 

modification at Phe9 and cyclobutane substitution at the side chain of Ala11 yielded an 

improvement in IC50 value to 64 nM for 21, an order of magnitude improvement over 

previous generation inhibitor 7 (IC50 = 770 nM) (Table A.2.). 
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Figure A.4. MLL MBM1 fragment (MLL4-15) to serve as basis for design of cyclic 
peptidiomimetic inhibitors.  Residues labeled in blue represent MLL7-13 peptide, notably 
Phe9, Pro10, and Pro13, that contributes significantly to binding Menin14.  IC50 values 
determined by Fluorescence Polarization assay using fluorescein-labeled MLL MBM1 peptide 
(MLL4-15), adapted from Fortuna, et al., manuscript under review.  Average values from two 
or three independent experiments ± SD is presented. 
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C.3. Optimization of linker moiety, and of N- and C-termini, yields 

peptidomimetic inhibitor 25 with nanomolar potency for Menin 

 Subsequent to modifications at MLL7-13, we explored substitutions at the N- and C-

termini, and in the linker region for cyclization.  We shortened the N-terminus by removal of 

Serine residue in 23, and witnessed a modest decrease in activity (23 IC50 MLL4-43 = 111 nM, 

compared to 22 IC50 MLL4-43 = 43 nM) (Table A.3.).  At the C-terminus, we found that 

substitution of positively-charged residues improved activity, and first added non-natural 

amino acid Ornithine to increase activity ~5.5-fold from 770 to 142 nM (SAR not shown; this 

generation was prior to addition fluoro-group on Phe9 and cyclobutyl substitution at Ala11).   

Subsequently, the addition of an Arginine tri-peptide (Arg3) to 23 yielded 25, with improved 

activity towards Menin-MLL4-43 nearly six-fold to 19 nM (Table A.3.).   

Finally, we returned to the cyclization moiety, to explore the affects of saturation on 

binding.  We found that peptidomimetic inhibitor 25 analogue 28, with saturated carbon-

carbon, showed slightly weaker IC50 for Menin-MLL4-43, 27 nM (compared to 25 IC50 MLL4-

43 = 19 nM) (Table A.3.).  This would suggest that the more rigid linker stabilizes 

peptidomimetic inhibitor 25 in a three-dimensional conformation that is advantageous to 

molecular recognition by Menin, compared to that of 28. Furthermore, 25 demonstrates the 

most potent IC50 in blocking Menin-MLL4-43.  Interestingly, the IC50s of 25 and 28 towards 

Menin-MLL4-15 are comparable, 5.6 and 5.5 nM, respectively (Table A.3.).  Yet, the stronger 

inhibitor activity of 25 towards Menin-MLL4-43, encompassing MLL motifs MBM1 and 

MBM2, led us to pursue structural studies of 25 in complex with Menin to determine the 

structural basis of inhibition. 
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Table A.2. SAR for peptidomimietic inhibitor 7 derivatives with modifications at Phe9 
and Ala11.  IC50 values determined by Fluorescence Polarization assay using fluorescein-
labeled MLL MBM1 peptide (MLL4-15), adapted from Fortuna, et al., manuscript under 
review.  Average values from two or three independent experiments ± SD is presented. 

 

 C.4. High-resolution structure determination reveals molecular basis of inhibition 

of Menin-MLL interaction by peptidomimietic inhibitor 25 

 To determine the molecular basis of Menin-MLL inhibition by 25, we determined the 

crystal structure of Menin-25 complex to 1.50 Å (Table A.5.).  First, the crystal structure 

confirms that 25 binds at the same site as MLL4-15.  Moreover, the cyclization strategy was 

demonstrated to be effective in constraining the three-dimensional conformation of the 
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peptide: the binding mode of the backbone of peptide 25 is largely conserved with that of 

MBM1 fragment MLL4-15 (Figure A.5.).   
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Inhibitor X Y R IC50 MLL4-15 
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IC50 MLL4-43 
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22 Ac-Ser- -CH=CH- -Orn-NH2 43 ± 10 9.4 ± 0.1 

23 Ac- -CH=CH- -Orn-NH2 111 ± 1 37 ± 2 

25 Ac- -CH=CH- -Orn-Arg3-NH2 19 ± 3 5.6 ± 1.0 

28 Ac- -CH2-CH2- -Orn-Arg3-NH2 
 

27 ± 1 5.5 ± 2.1 

 

Table A.3. SAR for final generation of peptidomimietic inhibitors.  IC50 values determined 
by Fluorescence Polarization assay using fluorescein-labeled MLL MBM1 peptide (MLL4-15), 
and MLL MBM1 and MBM2 (MLL4-43), adapted from Fortuna, et al., manuscript under 
review.  Average values from two or three independent experiments ± SD is presented. 

 

Superposition of the crystal structure of Menin-MLL4-15 with the crystal structure of 

Menin-25 additionally reveals that 25 closely mimics side chains Trp7, Phe9, Pro10, and 

Pro13 of MLL4-15.  In particular, fluoro-phenylalanine of 25 buries deep within a hydrophobic 

pocket formed by the backbone of residues Ser155, His180, and Asp181, and the side chain of 
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Ala182 (Figure A.7.).  Moreover, the binding modes of proline moieties of 25 are conserved 

with those of Pro10 and Pro13 of MLL4-15 in complex with Menin.   

 

 

Figure A.5. Crystal structure of peptidomimetic inhibitor 25 in complex with Menin.  
Menin-25 (PDB code 6OPJ) crystal structure, overlaid with Menin-MLL4-15 (PDB code 
4GQ6) crystal structure.  Menin colored gray, shown in surface representation.  MLL4-15 
colored yellow; backbone shown in cartoon representation, side chains shown as sticks.  25 
colored cyan; shown in stick representation. 

 

In addition to hydrophobic contacts, the crystal structure reveals that 25 forms a 

comparable hydrogen bonding network to MLL (Figure A.6.).  The side chain of the first 

arginine residue of the C-terminal arginine tri-peptide forms two hydrogen bonds with the side 

chain of Glu359 of Menin.  This is conserved with Arg12 of MLL, which makes two 

hydrogen bonds with the side chain of Glu359, as well. 
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A B 

60o 

 

Figure A.6.  Crystal structure reveals binding mode of peptidomimetic inhibitor 25 in 
complex with Menin.  A. Structure of 25 in complex with Menin.  Selected residues of 
Menin shown in stick representation, colored salmon.  25 shown in stick representation, green.  
B. Same as A., rotated 60o.  
 

Notably, the structure reveals novel contacts made by modifications to 25 that are 

distinct from contacts made by MLL.  In particular, compared to the methyl side chain of 

Ala11 of MLL, the cyclobutane substitution more fully occupies a hydrophobic pocket 

comprised of Cys241, Met278, Ala279, Tyr279, and the side chain of Asn282.  We were 

unable to resolve two arginine residues of the C-terminal arginine tri-peptide, and the C-

terminal amide cap.  Nonetheless, our model provides insight into the structural basis of 

inhibition of Menin-MLL complex by 25. 
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Figure A.7. Crystal structure of MI-503 in complex with Menin.  Menin shown in cartoon 
representation, colored gray.  Side chains of selected residues shown as sticks.  MI-503 shown 
in stick representation, colored green.  Hydrogen bonds indicated by dashed lines.  Figure 
adapted from Borkin, et al. (2018)20. 

 

C.5. Structure-based design of potent small-molecule inhibitors of the Menin-

MLL interaction on the basis of MI-503 

 From the starting point of the previous generation of small-molecule inhibitors of 

Menin, we aimed to use structural biology-based approaches to design more potent small 

molecules targeting the Menin-MLL interaction.  MI-503 presents low- to mid-nanomolar 

IC50 values in blocking Menin-MLL4-15 and Menin-MLL4-43 by FP competition assay, 15 nM 

and 33 nM, respectively19,20.  
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Compound R KD (nM) IC50 MLL4-43 (nM) 

MI-503 24.2 ± 0.8 33 ± 8.5 

MI-568 (RS) N.d. 7.5 ± 2.1 

MI-1481 (S) 9.0 ± 1.9 3.6 ± 0.9 

MI-1482 (R) N.d. 123 ± 21 
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Table A.4. SAR for MI-503 and derivatives with substitutions at indole nitrogen.  KD 
values measured by BLI, adapted from20.  IC50 values measured by Fluorescence Polarization 
assay using fluorescein-labeled MLL4-43, adapted from20.  For both KD and IC50s, average 
values from two or three independent experiments ± SD are presented. 
 

The crystal structure of MI-503 in complex with Menin reveals the molecular details 

of the Menin-MI-503 interaction (Figure A.7.).  The side chain of Tyr276 forms a hydrogen 

bond with the thienopyrimidine moiety.  In addition, the cyano substituent acts a hydrogen 

bond acceptor with the side chain of Trp341.  Finally, the side chain of Glu366 makes a 

hydrogen bond with the diazole moiety.  Otherwise, MI-503 makes several crucial 

hydrophobic contacts with Menin in occupying the F9 and P13 pockets, and presents shape 

complementarity for the binding site, as previously reported19. 
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Figure A.8. Crystal structures of MI-1481 and MI-1482 in complex with Menin.  Crystal 
structure of Menin-MI-1481 (PDB code 6BXY), overlaid with crystal structure of Menin-MI-
1482 (PDB code 6BY8).  Menin colored gray, shown in surface representation.  MI-1481 and 
MI-1482 colored yellow and cyan, respectively, shown in stick representation.   
 

C.6. Development of MI-503 analogues with substituted morpholine ring  

 We explored various saturated heterocycles for the diazole moiety, and identified MI-

568 as a potent inhibitor of Menin-MLL4-43.  This compound possesses a morpholine ring with 

para-substituted carbonyl, introduced at the indole nitrogen via methyl linker.  The racemic 

mixture presented low-nanomolar activity by in vitro biochemical assay FP, IC50 = 7.5 nM 

(Table A.4.).  To quantify activities of enantiomers, we synthesized both S- and R-

enantiomers, MI-1481 and MI-1482, respectively.  MI-1481 presented greater than two-fold 

improvement in potency over racemic mixture by FP assay, IC50 = 3.6 nM, whereas MI-1482 

demonstrated approximately 35-fold weaker activity than MI-1481, IC50 = 123 nM (Table 
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A.4.).  We further characterized MI-1481 in functional assays and in vivo, and this compound 

showed in cell and in vivo efficacy, as reported previously20.     

C.7. Affinity determination of MI-1481 and MI-503 by Bio-layer Interferometry 

 To ascertain the improvement in affinity of MI-1481 for Menin, compared to MI-503, 

we performed Bio-layer Interferometry (BLI) experiments using Octet Red to determine 

compounds’ respective KD values.  Consistent with IC50s, MI-1481 demonstrates an 

approximate three-fold improvement in affinity for Menin over MI-503 (MI-1481 KD = 9 nM, 

versus MI-503 KD = 24 nM) (Table A.4.).  Moreover, characterization of binding kinetics 

reveals comparable association rates, yet MI-1481 displays a markedly slower dissociation 

rate than MI-503, which is manifested in its tighter affinity for Menin. 

 

A 

B 
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Figure A.9. Molecular details of MI-1481 and MI-1482 interaction with Menin.  A. 
Crystal structure of Menin-MI-1481 (PDB code 6BXY), overlaid with crystal structure of 
Menin-MI-1482 (PDB code 6BY8).  Menin colored gray, shown in cartoon representation.  
MI-1481 colored yellow, shown as sticks; MI-1481 colored cyan, shown as sticks.  Side 
chains of selected residues shown as sticks, labeled.  Hydrogen bonds indicated by dashed 
lines.  B. Comparison of the binding modes of MI-1481 and MI-1482.  Selected residues of 
menin shown as sticks; representation otherwise the same as in A.    

 

C.8. Crystal structures of MI-1481 and MI-1482 in complex with Menin, 

respectively, reveal structural basis of enantiomer selectivity  

To explain the differences in inhibitory activities and binding affinities of MI-1481 

and MI-1482, we determined the crystal structure of Menin in complex with MI-1481, and in 

complex with MI-1482, respectively, to high-resolution (Figures A.8. and A.9., and Table 

A.5.).  The binding modes of MI-1481 and MI-1482 are conserved with the binding mode of 

MI-503.  As in MI-503, in MI-1481 and MI-1482 the thienopyrimidine moiety makes a 

hydrogen bond with the side chain of Tyr276.  In addition, the cyano group acts as a hydrogen 

bond acceptor with the side chain of Trp341.  Also, MI-1481 and MI-1482 occupy Phe9 and 

Pro13 pockets of Menin, consistent with MI-503. 

 

A B 
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Figure A.10. Bio-layer interferometry (BLI) studies by Octet Red to determine affinities 
of MI-503 and MI-1481 for Menin. (A, B). Association (top graph) and dissociation (bottom 
graph) kinetic assays for MI-1481 (compound 28) (A) and MI-503 (B) are shown.  KD values 
determined from average values from two independent experiments ± SD are presented: 150 
nM and 200 nM.  Figure adapted from Borkin, et al. (2018)20. 
 

Crucially, the S-enantiomer MI-1481 and R-enantiomer MI-1482 present differences 

in the binding modes of the carbonyl-substituted morpholine moieties (Figure A.9.).  In MI-

1481, the morpholine forms a short hydrogen bond (~2.6 A) with the side chain of Glu366.  In 

addition, the morpholine ring is orientated to make hydrophobic contacts with the side chains 

of Glu366, Val367, and Val371.  In contrast, in MI-1482 the morpholine does not form any 

hydrogen bond or other polar interactions, nor does it make any hydrophobic contacts, with 

Menin.   

D. Conclusion 

 Here we present biophysics- and structural biology-based approaches to develop 

potent peptidomimetic and small-molecule inhibitors of the Menin-MLL interaction.  As 

previous biophysical studies had characterized the structural and mechanistic bases of MLL 

recognition by Menin, we designed peptidomimetic inhibitors that targeted fundamentally 

critical interactions made by MLL in complex formation, namely occupying Phe9, Pro10, and 

Pro13 pockets.  To maintain the three-dimensional conformation of peptide inhibitors, we 

designed a cyclization strategy with a four-carbon, unsaturated linker region.  In parallel, 

structure-guided optimization led to substituting a fluoro-group at the meta-position on the 

phenyl moiety, and substituting a cyclobutane at a hydrophobic pocket occupied by the 

methyl side chain of Ala11 in Menin-MLL complex.  In addition to hydrophobic contacts, we 

maintained polar interactions in our peptidomimetic by installing a C-terminal arginine moiety 

that formed a hydrogen bond network with Glu359 of Menin; this is conserved with 
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interactions made by Arg12 of MLL with Menin.  Structural biology- and biophysics-guided 

development of peptidomimetic inhibitors yielded 25, which demonstrated low-nanomolar 

potency in vitro.  Finally, we determined the crystal structure of 25 in complex with Menin, 

which provided insight into the structural basis of blocking the Menin-MLL interaction.  

Further, such insight may be incorporated in the design and development of more potent 

small-molecule inhibitors.  

 Subsequently, we describe the structure-based inhibitor design to improve a previous 

generation of Menin inhibitors, on the basis of the crystal structure of Menin-MI-503, which 

yielded potent small-molecule inhibitors MI-1481 and MI-1482 that additionally possess on-

target activity in cells, and in vivo efficacy.  The binding mode of MI-503 presented a diazole 

moiety that makes a hydrogen bond with Glu366 of Menin.  Exploration of saturated 

heterocycles at this site identified a morpholine ring with a para-substituted carbonyl group as 

conferring an approximately six-fold improvement in activity over MI-503, 7.5 nM.  This 

value, yet, was obtained from a racemic mixture.  Synthesis of individual R and S 

enantiomers, MI-1482 and MI-1481, respectively, presented ~35-fold differences in potency: 

MI-1481 IC50 = 3.6 nM, versus MI-1482 IC50 = 123 nM.  To explain the differences in 

potencies, we solved crystal structures of Menin-MI-1481 and Menin-MI-1482 to high-

resolution.  The structures show that the morpholine moiety of S enantiomer MI-1481 forms a 

hydrogen bond, and additionally engages in hydrophobic contacts, with Menin.  These 

interactions are not present in complex formation of the R enantiomer MI-1482 with Menin.   

In total, our small-molecule inhibitor campaign reported here presents biophysics- 

and structural biology-based approaches to optimize small-molecule inhibitors MI-1481 and 

MI-1482 in complex with Menin.  Given the prominence of the Menin as a pharmacological 
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target for therapeutic intervention against numerous different types of leukemias with 

substandard clinical outcomes, and the nanomolar affinity of the Menin-MLL protein-protein 

interaction, the need for potent, selective, and non-toxic Menin inhibitors with sufficient 

pharmacokinetic properties is pressing.  Our efforts represent a new generation of the 

thienopyrimidine class of Menin inhibitors, and may facilitate future development of small 

molecules targeting the Menin-MLL interaction. 
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Table A.5. Data collection and refinement statistics for menin-inhibitor complexes. 
 MI-1481 MI-1482 25  
Data collection     
Space group P212121 P212121 P212121  
Cell dimensions      
    a, b, c (Å) 47.32, 80.54, 

122.34 
48.99, 80.22, 
124.72 

47.87, 78.15, 
123.70 

    α, β, γ  (°)  90.0, 90.0, 90.0 90.0, 90.0, 90.0 90.0, 90.0, 90.0 
Resolution (Å) 50-1.82 (1.86-

1.82) 
50-1.90 (1.93-
1.90) 

50-1.50 (1.56-
1.50) 

Rsym or Rmerge 0.083 (0.677) 0.082 (0.508) 0.083 (0.574) 
I / σΙ 20.80 (2.00) 12.48 (2.49) 18.15 (2.80)  
Completeness (%) 98.6 (95.3) 100.0 (100.0) 98.9 (98.1) 
Redundancy 6.5 (6.1) 3.2 (2.9) 7.2 (7.3) 
    
Refinement    
Resolution (Å) 40.27-1.82 38.53-1.90 25.98-1.50 
No. reflections 42,152 39,551 53,932 
Rwork / Rfree 17.38 / 21.27 15.06/18.59 16.84/19.76 
No. atoms    
    Protein 3675 3727 3726 
    Ligand/ion 99 98 78 
    Water 288 495 708 
B-factors (Å2)    
    Protein 26.2 16.7 22.61 
    Ligand/ion 44.9 39.1 39.15  
    Water 37.0 30.6 38.24 
R.m.s. deviations    
    Bond lengths (Å) 0.015 0.009 0.008 
    Bond angles (°) 1.34 0.93 0.950 
 

All diffraction data were obtained from a single crystal. 
*Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell. 

 

E. Experimental Methods 

Expression and Purification of Menin 
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The expression and purification of Menin for x-ray crystallography and for biochemical 

experiments have been described previously18,15.  To express and purify biotinylated-Menin, 

C-terminal Avi-tagged (AAALEGLNDIFEAQKIEWHE) Menin was co-expressed in E. Coli 

BL21 (DE3) cells with BirA enzyme, and purified as described previously22. 

Biochemical Characterization of Menin-MLL Inhibitors 

Inhibition of Menin-MLL interaction by peptidiomimetics and small molecules was measured 

by Fluorescence Polarization (FP) Assay, using methods described previously18,20.   

Affinity Determination of MI-503 and MI-1481 for Menin by Bio-layer interferometry 

(BLI) using Octet Red 

BLI assay was performed in 96-well microplates at room temperatures, with continuous 

shaking at 1000 rpm.  Using Octet Red 96 system (ForteBio, Menlo Park, CA, USA), 

biotinylated-Menin was loaded on Super Streptavidin (SSA) biosensors (ForteBio, Inc.) by 

incubation of sensors in solution containing 200 nM biotinylated-Menin in assay buffer, 

comprised of 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP, 0.05% BSA, 0.01% Tween-20, 

and 2% DMSO.  This incubation step was performed for 600 s, followed by 1200 s in assay 

buffer for equilibration.  Next, loaded tips were incubated with compounds (MI-1481 and MI-

503) at 200 and 150 nM concentrations for 600 s association step, which was followed by 

1200 s dissociation step.  Data were generated automatically using Octet User Software 

(ForteBio, Inc.).  Binding kinetics were analyzed in Prism (GraphPad Software, Inc.), using 

one phase association equation to ascertain Kobs and one phase decay equation for Koff.  Kon 

was extracted using the equation 

Equation 5.1. 

Kobs = Kon × [Ligand] + Koff 
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where [Ligand] is the free ligand concentration in solution.  KD was determined by Koff/Kon. 

Crystallization of Menin Complexes with Inhibitors 

For co-crystallization of Menin in complex with small-molecule inhibitors, crystals were 

obtained as described previously15.  For Menin in complex with peptidomimetic inhibitor 25, 

2.8 mg mL-1 (50 µM) Menin was incubated with 200 µM 25.  Crystals were obtained in 0.2 M 

lithium sulfate, 0.1 M HEPES, pH 7.5, and 25% (w/v) PEG-3,350, using the sitting drop 

technique over several days incubation at 4 oC.  Before data collection, crystals were 

transferred into cryoprotectant solution comprised of crystallization solution with 20% PEG-

550 MME, and subsequently flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. 

Crystallographic Data Collection and Structure Determination 

Diffraction data of Menin complexes were collected at 21-ID-D, 21-ID-F, and 21-ID-G beam 

lines at the Life Sciences Collaborative Access Team at the Advanced Photon Source.  Data 

were indexed and scaled in HKL-200023.  Structures were solved by molecular replacement 

using MOLREP with the apo-structure of human Menin (PDB code 4GPQ) as the search 

model.  The model was refined using REFMAC24, COOT25, CCP4 program suite26, and 

PHENIX program suite27.  The structure was validated using the MOLPROBITY28 and 

ADIT29 servers.  Data collection and refinement statistics are summarized in Table A.1.  

Coordinates and structure factors have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank: 6OPJ 

(Menin-peptidomimetic 25), 6BXY (Menin-compound MI-1481), and 6BY8 (Menin-

compound MI-1482).    
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